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PREFACE 
This document has been prepared by the Flight Control Division, Manned 
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. Information contained within this 
document represents the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package 
(ALSEP) Systems Handbook for ALSEP 4 as of August 1, 1970 . 
This document is intended for specialized use by Experiment Flight 
Controllers in real- time and near- real- time operations. This document, 
in conjunction with the ALSEP Familiarization Handbook , ALSEP MT- 03 , 
Rev B, will provide t he Experiment Flight Controller with a thorough 
knowledge of ALSEP 4. 
Comments regarding this handbook should be directed to the Experiments 
Systems Branch. Revisions will be issued as required prior to the 
flight date . 
This document is not to be reproduced without the written approval 
of the Chief, Flight Control Division, Manned Spacecraft Center, 




~gene F. Kranz 
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In order to assure a clear understanding of the method used for rev1s1ng 
Flight Control Division documentation, the following standard system has 
been established and is applicable to this document. 
The first time a particular document is published it is called the "basic" 
document. The first time the document is completely reprinted it will 
be called "Rev A" to the document; and each page of the document, whether 
text, table, figure, or drawing, will be labeled "Rev A. " The second 
printing will be called "Rev B," the third "Rev C, " et cetera. If a 
document is revised by reprinting only some of the pages , such a publi-
cation is called a PCN (page change notice) . PCN ' s are issued against 
either a basic or a revised document, and every page of a particular 
PCN is labeled accordingly, for example, "Rev A, PCN- 1" or "Rev A, 
PCN-1, New Page." A document, then, might go through the following 
publications: Basic; PCN- 1; PCN- 2; Rev A; Rev A, PCN-1; Rev A, PCN-2; 
Rev A, PCN-3; Rev B. 
Every systems handbook document will contain table of contents and item 
effectivity pages in the front of the book. This table will list all 
the items in the document and name the most recent publication of each 
item. The table itself is updated and republished with each PCN or 
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Due to reduction requirements, ILcr<myss 
vhicb would normally be in lover cue, 
tor example, "de," rill appear 1n upper 
case on drawings. The text will, how-







automatic gain control 
alignment 







Active Seinic !:xperiloent 
Apollo standard initia~or 
aut(Jilatic 
uiau~ 
bott(Jil location or structure teaperature 
base 
bit error rate 






Cold Cathode Gage Experiment (part of SIDE on ALSEP 1 Md ~, aeparate 
MSC experiment on ALS!P 3) 
e.nalog and digital ID readout fr<llll CCGE 




Cbanneltron; used in CPE as: 
C!IAN/1 Cbanneltron P/S 11 
CHAII/2 Cbanneltron P/S 12 
C!IAN/IIl Cbanneltron Voltage Increase OJ 

























































Charge~Particle Experiment (fUll nome is Charged-Particle Lunar Environment 
Experiment) 





cover and seal (used on SIDE) 
command verification vord 
clocltvise 
decibel a 















daae removal tool 
Data Subsystem 
Analoa Data Processor 
Digital Data Processor 
Complete Data Processor (Redundant) 
Dust, Thermal, and Radiation Engineering Measurement• Package 
Electronica/Clmbal-Flip Unit 
enable 



























































gradient sensor delta tmpuatures (IIPB) 
geophone 
Grenade Launch Assembly (a caaponent or ASE) 
gimbal 
groWid 
gradient sensor lllllbient temperatures (!!FE) 
high bit rate 
high explosive (ASE grenades) 
High-Energy Curved-Plate Analy~er (a component of STilE) 
Heat FlO\f Experioent 
high 
heater: On HFE t here are two c&&es: 
HTR/HK High Conduct! vi ty Heater 



















lov bit ro.te 






loss of signal 
long period ( PSE sensors) 
least significant bit 
least oigni fieant data 



















































Mission Control Center 
IIIOde 
lllillion electron volts 
megahertz. 
minimum 
Mission Operations Control Room 
module 
operating modes are defined as follows: 
For liFE 
MODE/0 gradient mode 
MODE/HK high conductivity mode 
MODE/LK lev conductivity mode 
millisecond 
moat aignifica.nt bit 
most significant data 
Manned Space FHf:!ht Netvork 
110tor; on PSE. the three motors are MTRX, MTRY, and MTRZ 
multiplex or multipl"x"r 
millivolts 
lllillivatta per square c"ntiaeter 
nanouperes 
not appHcabl" 
noraal bit rate 
negative 
normal 








pulse code modulation 
percent 
Paver Conditioning Unit 
Pover Dissipation Module 
power dissipation resistor 
Power Distribution Unit 
p&el<&f:l" dapsed time 
physical; on CPE used as follovs: 








































preregulator (a component of the SIDE power supply) 
primary; on ALSEP used as follows: 
PRI/ST primary structure 
p<,.,rer supply 





PSE/LP /SP long- and short-period sensors 
ALSEP 4 
Long-period sensors are f'urtber defined as PSE/X, PSE/Y, and PSE/Z, while 
PSE/XY denotes the two horizontal long-period sensors 
power 
resistor (used as Rl and R2) 
received 
receiver 
ring sensor delta telllperature (HFE) 
reference 






rate (as in BIT RT, CIIT RT, etc.) 
ring sensor ambient temperatures (HFE) 
real-ti.loe command 
real-time event 




sequence, sequential; used on HFE as: 
SEQ/FilL Full Sequenc<!! 
SEQ/Pl Probe 1 Sequence 
SEQ/P2 Probe 2 Sequence 
Used on ASE as : 
SEQ/S Sequential Single 
scientific equipment 
Suprathermal Ion Detector Experil!lent; also: 
SIDE/ A } analog and digital voltages 
SIDE/D or r<!!adings 
SIDE/HE high-energy data 
SIDE/LE low-energy data 
SIDE/LHE least significant high-energy digital data 
SIDE/LLE least significant low-energy digital data 
SIDE/MKE most significant high-energy digital data 
SIDE/MLE most significant low-energy digital data 
signal 


































short period (PSE sensor) 
singl" pole single throw 
status 
standby 
samples per second, signal strength 
atructural./th.,rmal 





temperature (also used as "therma.l" on ALSEP) 
ALSEP ~ 





Universal Handling Tool 
unifi<>d 5-band 
volts, velocity (used to indicate "speed" on PSE in "LVL DIR/V") 
volts ac 
volts de 
voltage controlled oscillator 
Velocity FUter, a c011ponent of SIDE 
vatta 
wall locations of structure temperature eenaora 
tr anomi t ter 
crystal 
a.xes of LSM, where XYO indicates 
X, or l, or neither 
phase 
1-6 
1.2 DRAWING SYMBOL STANDARDS 
1.2 .1 GENERAL DRAWING INFORMATION 
A. ZONE REFERENCE 
HORIZONTAL COORDINATE~ z ~VERTICAL COORDINATE 
A 1 
~xx.x 
WHEN THIS NUMBER APPEARS IT REFERS 
TO ANOTHER DRAWING. WHEN THERE IS 
ALSEP 4 
NO NUMBER THE ZONE REFERS TO ANOTHER 
AREA ON THE SAME DRAWING. 




C. SYSTEM INTERCONNECT 




1.2.2 LINE LEGEND 
A. RF CABLE 
B. ELECTRICAL Ll NE 1 POWER AND CONTROL 
1. ELECTRICAL 1 CONNECTED 
2. ELECTRICAL 1 CROSSOVER 






D. COMPONENT ENCLOSURES <TYPICAL> 
TITLE 
<DIRECT ORY TYPE) 
1. MAIN ENCLOSURE 
2. SUB ENCLOSURE 
1/ 16-INCH SOLID BLACK LINE 
l/ 32-INCH SOLID BLACK LINE 
3. COMPONENT ENCLOSURE WITH CREW <MANUAL CONTROU•--
1/ 16-INCH DASHED BLACK LINE 
4. EXPERIMENT INTERFACE 
1/8-INCH DASHED BLACK LINE 
EXPERIMENT ALSEP 
E. MECHANICAL LINKAGE 







G. TWO-UNIT INTERFACE 
1 .2 .3 TELEMETRY SYMBOLS 
A. MEASUREMENTS TELEMETERED 
MEASUREMENT NAME 
PARAMETER RANGE 
CHANNEL OR NOTE 
NOT USED IN ALSE P 
B. METERS 





D . COMMANDS 
~COMMAND NUMBER 
1-10 
1 . 2 .4 ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS 
A. SWITCHES 
1. MOMENTARY CONTACT 
2. LATCHING CONTACT 
3. SOLID PUSHBUTTON 







l. MOMENTARY CONTACTS 
2. LATCHING CONTACTS 
3. NON-LATCHING RELAY 




4. LATCHING RELAY 
LOGIC NO. 
~ NOMENCLATURE 








l. SYMBOL CLENGTH MAY VARY) 































K. TIME DELAY 0. TRANSISTORS 





NOTE: WHEN SHOWN, HS DENOTES 
HEAT SINK MOUNTED. 
2. PNP 
3. U NIJUNCTION TRANSISTOR <UJT) 




Z. CIRCUIT BREAKERS 
1. AUTOMATIC 
o------
2. TWO-POLE, DOUBLE-THROW, 
AUTOMATIC 
1.2.5 PYROTECHNIC SYMBOLS 




EXP 3 ON 
EXP 4 ON 
ASTRO SWITCH 3 
c 
1.2.6 SPECIAL ALSEP SYMBOLS 





ASTRO SWITCH 1 
SWITCH 1 
-------
2. ASTRONAUT SWITCH 2 
r-------, 
ASTRO SWITCH 2 -------
3. ASTRONAUT SWITCH 3<ALSEP 4 ) r-------------, 
1--------------
1-17 
BY-PASSES PCU 1 
HOLD OFF CIRCUIT. 
SHOWN IN CCW 
POSITION 
ALSEP 4 
TURNS ON XMTR B, DATA 
PROCESSOR Y AND RESETS 
COMMAND RECEIVER 
CIRCUIT BREAKER. 
SHOWN IN CCW 
POSITION 
TURNS TO OPERATE 
EXP 1 <PSE), EXP 4 (CPLEE), 




4. ASTRONAUT SWITCH 4 CALSEP 4 ONLY) r-------• 
! 
-
ASTRO SWITCH 4 .. _______ . 
TURN S ASE TO OPERATE 
SELECT AND PLACES DATA 
PROCESSOR IN HBR. 
SHOWN IN CCW 
POSITION 




ILASTRO SWITCH 5 -------
1-18 
TURN S ASE TO STBY SELECT 
AND PLACES DATA PROCESSOR 
IN HBR OFF 
RESTORES OR REMOVES 
+29 VDC FROM ASE 




B. FARADAY CUP CSWS SENSOR) 
C. GROUND PLANE (USED ON SIDE) 
1-19 
COLLIMATOII 













E. COLD CATHODE ION GAGE 
1050 GAUSS 
MAGNETIC FIELD 






GRADIENT SENSOR BRIDGE EXCITATION VOLTAGE 
RING SENSOR BRIDGE EXCITATION VOLTAGE 
GRADIENT SENSOR 
RING SENSOR 
GRADIENT SENSOR BRIDGE 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE 
RING SENSOR BRIDGE 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE 
_.--HEATER 
HEATER POWER INPUT 
HEATER POWER RETURN 
ALSEP 4 
G. HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT PROBE SECTION 
















2 . 1 ALSEP DESCRIPTIOll 
The Apollo Lunar Surface Experim.,nts Package (ALSEP) syatem consists of a art of scien~Hic iostr .... enu 
t.o be placed on the aoon'• surface by the Apollo flight crev. These ins.trwnente will r~o on the 
1000n to collect and transmit data tor approxiaately 2 years. For self- sufficient operuions, the ALSEP 
system includes a nuclear pov•r supply, mechanical auppor~, thermal protection, nnd data handling 
oquipment. These supporting subsystems provide a flexible central station, containing the electrica.l 
power, CO'aUn&nd, telemetry, 4nd structural/thermal  oubaystem.s, to operate w l th various combinations or 
the folloving ocienttric exceriment subsvstems: Passive Seislllic, Active Seil01ic, Magnetometer, Solar 
\lind Spectrometer, Suprathen>Al Ion Detectot-/Cold Cathode Gage, lieat Flov, Chl\rged-Particle Lunar 
EnviroM<!r.t, and Cold C.thode Gage. \Ieight and volume reserictions of the Lunar Module preclude 
carryin11 all eight experiment aubsystem on one flight. This ALSEP Systma Handbook deals vith ~11< 
IU.S!:P 4 pacl<age containing the PSP:, ASE, SIDE, and CPLE£ (Figures 2-1, ?-2, end 2-3). 
2-1 































Structurc/thennal subsystem components 
Charged particle 

















Fuel transfer tool 
Dome removal tool 
Antenna matt 
handling tools 





































SENSOR AT-2 IS LOCATED DIRECTLY 
BELOW SENSOR AT-1 ON THE UNDERSIDE 
OF THE SUNSHIELD 
MANNED S PACECRAFT CENTER HOUSTON. TEXAS 
SUNSHIELD 
3.1 








PASSIVE SE ISMIC 
ELECTRONICS 
5 
-so• F TO +-200• F 




THERMISTOR LOCATION SYMBOL 
THERMISTOR LOCATION 
TH ERMAL PLATE 
NOTE S: 
B 
I . HTR !A CENTRAL STATION HEATER 1 
HTR I B CENTRAL STATION HEATER 1 
HTR lC CENTRAL STATION HEATER 1 
HTR 10 CENTRAL STATION HEATER 1 
HTR 2A CENTRAL STATION HEATER 2 
IHR 28 CENTRAL STATION II EATER 2 
HTR 3A CENTRAL STATION IIEATER 3 
HTR 36 CENTRAL STATION HEATER 3 
HTR 3C CENTRAL STATION HEATER 3 
HTR 30 CENTRAL STATION HEATER 3 
AP PROVAL 
DSS HTR 1 - TOTAL 10 WATTS -
CONTROLLED BY CMD 0 55 
DSS IITR 2- TOTAL 5 WATTS-
CONTROLLED BY CMD 0 56 
DSS HTR 3- TOTAL 10 WATTS-
CONTROLLED BY CMO 024 
ANDIOR THERMOSTAT ST -01 
HTR 4 COMMAND RECE IVER HEATER 1.25 WATTS 
HTR 5 TRANSMITTER HEATER 8.4 WATTS 
ST-01 SWITCH THERMOSTAT 
THERMAL PLATE 














D c B A 
LT R DR ENGR APPROVAL 
NOTE: G> RESISTORS MARKED A - SHUNT REGULATOR 1 
RESIST ORS 3 .57 Q TOTAL 
RESISTORS MARKED B- SHUNT REGULATOR 2 
RESISTORS 3.57 Q TOTAL 
RESISTORS MARKED C - POR 1 RES IS TORS 
120 0 TOTAL 7 WATTS 
RESISTORS MARKED D- PDR 2 RES ISTORS 
60 Q T OTAL 14 WATTS 
H OUSTON. TEXAS 
PRIMARY STRUCTURE 
ALSEP 4 SIZE 
D 












-so• F TO + 200• F 
\ CH- 60 / 
SIGNATURES DATE 
AT - 1 3 : 
_____ j 
APPROVAL 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS & SPACE ADM I NISTRATION 
HOUSTO N . TEXAS 
THERMAL BAG 
3.4 






OUTSIDE THERMAL BAG CENTRAL STATION PDU 




R£S ISTOI1:S i i P tlll: LOADMOZ 
; ; """ l4WAT TS • • lOT.lL • • : : 
POR~O 1 : : 
7 WATT$ 
TOTAL 
7 i i PO« LOAD NO 1 
~ 





~ I I ._. I I  I yj I 180" i@l I r-- ~~ ~~~~:ss I I I I 
@ I I FROMRTG i i 6 ~--------------! ~Kl I ASTRO SW !i0 2 I 
I _ _.,. I 
I i i KMTR "B" OI , I P JIOCE SSOA "Y• OII, I 




I 180" 1@) I I I 
I I 




I OPER SEl 
I I 
I :~ I 
i EXP NO 4 5 
I 
I..__ OP ER SEL 
I I 
I l,o 
__i_ UP IIO I I I OPERSH 
~  U-13 I • IIISYL £li.T ! , .. ~ 0 .,- .... 
-~· •· 
I I .z, 1 &STIWPl.loVT SWIICt1E:S 1 
1 .... -------------, i 
4 .. cp : : .... 
.uno S¥ri' MC4 
_i_i 





i i EXP NO 2 
: : OP£!t SEL 
' DATA 
~ PROCESSOR 
3 "'"@ - He~ ON _____________ 







OUTSIDE THERMAL BAG CENTRAL STATION 
INSULAII(J( 
SDISOR 
+E D c 
m-1.'~ m-IBt m -1c HTR- 10 2.5 '11' z.s w z.sw z.s w 
~ 
10 WATT$ TOTAL 
OSS HEATU 2 
K-U 
~ j HTR·2AJ HTR-28 2.5W 2 .5 W 
Y. 5 WATT S TOTAl DSSHEATU l 
K•ll 
~ $1-1 t··lA t~"-" ~ ~T0-3C HI II:·)O CLOUD-lO'F :llO' F 2 .5 '1 2 . 5 W 2.5 W 2.5 W OP£111 ~· F t. lO' F 
~ 
to w .. rrs TDTAL 
l 
B A 
llt PCtl " '"' DATE APPROVAL 1 e~ .~ .... 





Al l A.STRO SWITCIIES SIIDWN IN CCW POSITIOWS. 
FUNCTIONS CAUSED BY J.IClMENl.t.RY CONTACTS 
ON ASTII:O SWITCHES 2 THRU 5 CAN aE OBTAINED 
FROM EITHER A. C'lll' Ofl: CCW DIRECTION. FOR 
SWITCH SCHEMATIC OHAILS , IIEFER TO owe; 4 .2 
DP IURMOM SEQUENCE 
..,. 
l. 4, AND 31F S'lt1TCit llO 5 IS ROTATU fii:OM t CWTO t 
ItCH ES: 0> ALL RESIST Ott VALUES All[ tN OHt.IS 
FORCClMMANDFUNCTIONSANO Olt AILS SE£01Mj, 4.2 
o ro ~voc ,., 
•Z• 
0 Til !!o\IOC TU 
0 TO SVOCTM ANAtOC 
MXICON'I 
0 T0 5VOClM 
,z, 
0 TO ~VDC UI 
SIC'IATIJ ilt£5 OATt NATIQto! .. l .. £11101'1AUliC$ a. $1'ACE .. OMIMISTR .. TIOI'I 
a.; z..-....a.- 's/1'0 IMNNI:D SPACECRAFT CEHT£11 I-IOUSlON. TD.AS 
OSCN IJW J. &-.J,..:- ~'h-~ 
oc ~ CENTRAL STATION SENSORS 










Lr=TOTAL [L;::-CT LOAD ON PCU 
L =l +L T -E·' I 
RF=I.OW 
TOTAL INPUT RJWER TO PCU 
CENTRAL .STATION 
AE51--+--'AEG 
SHUNT I( AND 2 EX~ERNA G. 9 W 






Cl--10 DEC A 
CtvlD DEC 8 
DIG PP.OC X 






INT CABLE DISSIP 
RCVR HTR 
XMTR HTR 
HTR I (lOW) 
HTR 2 (5'V/) 
HTR3 (lOW) 
EXTERNAL LOAD (LE) 




RTG Output Discretes Receiver 
CSl : 50 to 60 watts ABOl 
PCU Voltages 
Nominal ± 0. 3 v 
Internal Temperatures 
AB 04 jON 
LON 
ON 
AB OS ON 
{ OFF 
- Carrier & 1KHz: 77 to 127 
- Carrier only 0 to 76 
- No Carrier 128 to 255 
(Small Temperature Dependency} 
(See Prediction Graph) 
RTG Temperatur es 
AE 13 : -80 to - 90 dbm 
PCU 1 
CSl - CS2 = 
(a) Exp. heaters ON : 33 . 5 watts 
(b) Exp. heaters OFF: 25 watts 
ARO 1 I AROS : 000 
AR02/AR03 1060 to 1150°F 
AR04/AR06 410 to 450°F 
CS18 -400°F 
AE 14 : 5 . 7 to 6. 3 
Tran smitter 
AE 15 (or 16) l. 6 vdc 
( Note: Reserve power required 
before ASE turn-on = 7. 1 watts} Structural Temp. 
AT08 : -20 to t20°F 
AE 17 (or 18) : 160 to 190 rna 
1
AT09 : 50 to 120°F 
ATlO 0 to 60°F 
ATll 50 to 200°F 
AT13 0 to l00°F 
Dust Detector 
AXOl/02/03 -40 to +60°C 
AX 04/05/06 : 0 
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
8 J anuary 1971 
CENTRAL STATION PARAMETERS · 
EXPECTED VALUES AT TURN-ON 
ALSEP 4 
12-hour pulses expected at 0257 GMT and 1457 GMT 
E..,- - cted downlir' - signal strength : -135 dbm to - V, dbm 

E:Jm:£1--tA A croo:;,nco 
~ Syc.tems D~vision 
PSE 
AL 01 LP XY Gain (db) -30 
AL 02 LP z Ga in (db) - 30 
AL 04 SP z Gain (db) -30 
AL 03 LVL Direction POS 
LVL Speed LOW 
AL 05 LVL Mode AUTO 
C oarse Senso r OUT 
AL 06 The rm. Ctl. Mode AUTO 
AL Control Status ON 
AL 07 Ca libr. Status : 
LP OFF 
SP OFF 
AL 08 Uncage Status CAGED 
INITIAL OPERATING STATUS 
OF 
PSE & CPLEE 
ALSEP 4 
CPLEE 
Before dust cover removed: 
- Detectors 1 through 6, Analyzers A & B, @ -Ov: 
count = 412, 000 
-All other Detector/Analyzer/Voltage 
count = 0 to 2000 
combinations: 
After dus t cover removed: 
- Detectors 1 through 6/Analyzers A & B/-Ov: 
count = 412, 000 
- All other Detector I Analyzer /Voltage combinations: 








2, 800 v 
2 , 800 v 





ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM 
ALSEP L 
L, 1 S'YST~ DESCRIPTION 
4.1.1 
4.1 . <1 
4.1.3 
The electrical power ouboyotem provides the electrical pover for lunar surface operation ol' the ALSEP. 
Primary electrical pover 1e developed by thermoelectric action vith thermal energy •upp!led by a radio-
isotope source. The prillarr pover ts converted, t'egulated, and filtered to provide the oll< operatltts 
voltases for the ALSEP experiment and support subsyat ... o. 
The eaaponente a.re a radtoiaotope theraoelectr1c generator assembly, a fuel eapaule aaaecabl y, a. pover 
conditionine; unit, and a pover distribution unit. 
Radioisotope Tbenooelectric Generat.or (R'l'G) 
A. R'I'G C011111a11da - No CCIIIIIIand capability, 
B. R'l'C Telemetry - Six te:t~perat.ures, one output voltage, and o ne output current (Tables 6-VIII and 6-X) . 
c. Output - 68 watts, nominal. 
Pover Conditioning Unit (PCU) 
The PCU perform• throe major functions: 
A. Voltage conversion 
B. Volt"8e regulation 
C. RTG protectioo 
Each paver caoditioner consls~s ot a de-to-de pover cmvert*r {inverter e-nd rectifiera ) , vhieh eonverl.& 
. the R'l'C 16-volt it>put to the six opera tine; voltages, and a shunt current regulator to .... it>tai n the output 
voltages v!thin approxillately _!.1 percl!nt. The input voltage 1s nlso regulated by thia action by maiptaining 
a constant load on the RTG. It 1s necessary to keep a constant load on the generator to prevent over-
heating of tba thermocouples in the RTG. 
The +16 volts from the R'l'C is applied through the svitcbing circuit to the selected de-to-de converter, 
applying pover to the inverter and completing the shunL regulation circuit . Applying pover to the 
inverter permits It to oupply ac power to the nctifiera that develop the de voltage• applied to the 
filters. The outputs frCII!1 the filters are the six operating voltages app1i<!d to the data oubayotm. 
OUtput and input voltages are regulat<!d by fe<!db .. ck from the +12-volt output to the shunt regulator. The 
+12-volt feedback il alto applied to the svitciling circuit for ovn or under voltage determination and 
switching to the redundant inverter and regulator, 1f neeeasary. All the output voHages are regulated 
by tb" 12-volt feedback. 
Po"er Distribution Unit (PDU) 
The PDU distributes pover to experiment and central station subsystems and provides circuit overload 
protection and power svitch!ng of sel ected circuHs. Tho PDU also provides signal condH1oning or 
selected central atation and RTG telemetry monitor eisnala prior to input to the analog a>ultiplexer 
for analog-to-d1g1t..al conversion and subsequen~ data transmission to earth . 
~.1.3.1 Power-off sequencer.- (Refer to Draving b. 2.) The pover-orr sequencer or the PDU detects minimum reserve 
power and aequentially turns to standby up to three preselected experiments to bring the pover reserve 
vithin acceptable l iaits. The •inilltl.ml reserve. pover 1a det•cted by 110nitoring tbe voltage across the 
shunt regulator tranaiator. This voltage is applied to an operational ampli rier used as a l evd detector. 
An RC delay netvorlt is .,.ployed at the output or the level detector. '!'he output or the del~ 1a applied 
to a second leve!l det.ect.or which drives the pover-orr sequencer logic. This arrangement turna on the 
pover-of"f sequencer losic input gate when the reserve pover drops belov the levela as follova: 
Reserve Power to Start Experiment Turn-Off ( 135 rna Dclny): 
o. 78 watts :,o. 57 vatta 
L-1 
Exp•riaent 'l'urn-Otf S&auence .. vi• the Power-Ott Sequenc:er., ia •• tollova: 
A. !xperiaent I~ (CPI.tt) 
B. Experi.Dent 13 (SID!:/C<XlE) 
c. !xperiaent 11 (PSI!) 
KO'!'E 
Experiloent 12 (ASE) is not 
in the turn-off sequence. 
The ee(luencer decoding gat10s are connected so that upon turn-on or the logic inpu~ gate, an output 
ground level a!gna.l ia provided during the count betveen l and 9 milliseconds to the CPLEE pover 
atandby relay driver. This relay removes eXperiment operate power and applies power to the standby 
line. If the overload persists, the ground level signal supplied to the CPLEE standby line is 
removed and a ground level signal is applied to the SIDE/CCGE power at~>ndby collll•and input durin11 the next 
1>-millisecond period (when the count is between 9 and 17 milliseconds). lt overloading persists, the 
ae(luencor could continue in the same manner until the Passive Seismic Exl>er!ment (PSBI is in the standby 
110de. lr, however, the overload is removed within the sequence, the counter vill be reaet in 2 milli-
oeconda after a satisfactory power res.,rve signal is obtained, ~bus etoppin& the oequence. Note that 
the power OFF eequencer action places the experiments to standby ON from either a.n operational 011 
condition or from & $hndby OFF condition. 
L.1.3.2 Tecpnature aenaor circuit.- Operational cplifiers are uaed to &lllplit)- the reeiative bridge outputs 
tor tbe R1'C hot and cold junction temperatures. Tbe t ... perature aenaore locat&d on the RTC are platinum 
· vire eeneora (Draving L.l). Bridge excitation is 12 Vdc on both the hot and cold frUte ttmpere.ture 
circUita. 
fttcke.l vire tempttrature sensors are used in dividers to monitor exposed •tructural temperature, multi-
layer hac !naulation te~~peratures, and sunsb!.eld t ... pere.tures. The circuit h a aiaple divider con-
aiadn& or 12 Vdc eupplied through 5900 obllls and the sensor to ground. The output an&lO& a!gnal !.s 
taken acrou the senaor, prov!.diO& a linear response fras -300°F to •300°F. (Refer to Section 3 for 
aeneor locations. ) 
Tbenaiator aensora are "Orovided to ~eonitor tearcere.tu.res vithin the central •tation and subsystems. 
The eensor excitation !.s +12 Vdc. '!'he sensor ranges are between -50°F and +200°F (Drawing 3.2). 
4.1. 3. 3 Pover control.- (Refer to Drawing ~. 2) Power control is provided by ground c01m>ands and/or astronaut 
avitch functions causing the cco:me.nd lines to go to ground potential, thuo actuating relay drivers and 
their aaaociated relays. 
Four transistorized relay drivers, m&&netic latching relays, and one magnetic latching relay acting 
ao an overload sensor (circuit breaker) perform the control and circuit protection function for each 
experiment. The experiment standby power line is fused at 500 mA. ~'hree command input a are provided 
tor each experiment power control circUit. 
A. Exl>eri11ent Operah Select command 
8. Experilllen~ Standby Select ca:unand 
C. !xi>erilllent Standby OFF oOO!l!and 
The thr .. cotlllll&nd input. operate one or both ot two pover avitchlns relay•. One relay provides the 
aeleet1on ot either standby pover or operational pover. The other interrupts the atandby pover line. 
The receipt of an Experiment Operate Select cCIDil:laDd vill tranerer the relay to a pool tion which provides 
pover tbrouah t.he current sensing coil of the circuit breaker relay to t.be experillent electronics. A 
aecond e.-and, Standby OFF, operates the relay coil o! the standby pover Interruption relay to open 
the circuit aupply!.Q8 pover to the standby line. The St&ndby Select command, however, operates on 
both relaya. The Standby Select c011:!5a.•d actuates both relays to the poa!tiona that auwly pover to 
tbe atandby line. To place an experilllent !'roo: OPERATE to standby OFF, the Standby Select command aust be 
executed prior to the standby OFF cOIIOIBJld. DSS Htr 1 and D6S Htr 2 pover control operates similar to 
experiae:nt pover control. 
c 
ALSEP ~ 
Cireuit breaker reaetUn& 1e provided by iDterna.lly genernil'l& a Standby Seleet command udn& the contacu 
ot a C\llTeot aenlin& relay. S~d an overcurrect con4it1ca exiat thro~~gh the oenain& coil in nries vi th 
the erper 1aent operational paver line , the contacto ot the aenain& relay break the Standby Select c._.nd 
line and apply a grOW>d signal to each of tvo relay drivere. One relay driver operateo the pover select 
relay to the Stanclby Pover position. '!'be other driver opera tea the otandby pover interr~~ption relay to 
clou the contacto oupplyin& paver to the ot.andby paver line. Operation ot the otandby paver Interruption 
relay provldoo paver to the reaet coil ot the overload aenolng rolay thereby reoett1ng lte contacto to 
penlt nol"llal Standby Select camand inputa . 
Tran•mltter pover control and overload protection usee tvo power control relays, tour overload aenaing 
relayo, and aooociated relay drivers. Four c011111anclo are required: 
A. 'l'ranomitter On 
B. '!'riLDIOiitter orr 
c. 'l'r&nsmitter A Select 
D. Transmitter B Select. 
'!'he Transmitter On and orr commands operate the double pole double throw relay vhich switches both •12 Vdc 
ancl • 29 Vde to the transmitter select relay, K-05. \/hen the transmitter 11 orr, •29 Vdc is switched to the 
8. 4-..,att transmitter heater. If either Trans11itter A or Tranamitter B power line i.e over-loadl'!d. ~ the eon-
tact I ot the overload st:!'nsing r~lay transfers the transsitter eelec:t relay to aupply pover to the 
al te.rnate tranam1 tter. When pever is transferred to the alternate tra.nami tt.er. the circuit. overloe.d 
oonoin& relays are both reset and the normal e""""'J>d inputs are reatored. Diplexer svi tching paver, 
required only when Transmitter B 1s selected, 18 obtained directly trOD the • 12 Vdc 'l'ranoalt~er 8 pover 
line. 
The coau.u4 receiver requires both +12 Vde and -6 Vclc ror operation. The -6 Vdc line Ia not provided 
vith circuit protection. The +12 Vdc line Ia provided vitb overlOILd proteet1on vhieb uses a h&netic 
latehin& circuit breaker rel!L)'. The elrcuit brealter v1ll in turn actuate relay K-19 and therefore 
interrupt •12 Vdc. Since no redundancy or receivers exlots, a 12-hour reset pulae is supplied to the 
breaker every 12 hours. It the receiver le tripped ott, +12 Vdc lo ovitched to the 1. 25-vatt receiver 
beater. 
For data proeeaaor power control , redWldant electronics are av1tched u•in& •tandard. ll&gnetic latchifti 
relays. Theae relays are controlled by ground eCll!lllands. Overload proteetion lo not provided. 
Power diao1pat1on Realetor 1, power dissipation Resiotor 2, and the central otatlon DSS Heater 3 are 
ovitched orr and on by ground colllClAnd only. 
Electronics tor the DTREM consist or the following thru runctiond areas, which are illuatr~Lted 
In Drawing 7.1. 
A. Pover aw1 tchlng 
B. Operational upliflore 
C. Temperature measurement 
The power avitchlns function avltches +12 Vdc and -12 Vde pover to the ~Lmpliflera upon receiving a ground 
eo~~~~~~&nd. The svitcbing function consists or a c011111and flip-flop and pover " " itching circuits. Pover 
protection ia provided by fUses. Note that pover svitching does not arrect the temperature measW'em.ents. 
TABLE 4- I.- PCU OVER AND UNDER VOL TAG!: 
Over and Uo4er Voltage Sensing Circuit - An autCIIIatic switchover cireult in PCU 1 operates VbeD tbe +12 Vdc 
buo varieo outoide or tho !ollovin& limits. The senaln& circuit cauoeo a av iteh t r oa PCU 1 to PCU 2 only. 
Stnli!lll Circuit Volty;e Level T1ae Ddg 
Over Volt.aae •13 ~ o. 25 Vdc 10 •• 
Under Voltage +11 .!. 0.25 Vdc 300 •• 
Pw {:JI...Yro Sc.J..)%.TC.~c:NEJ2. f»:::t..l't' ~ • \..OW 
\-l-%.Q4 
3:-J: "NE. + 1.'l. "~c. bv$ ci~9=>~ 1'0 
10.5 "de. ~e. -r~s..-.~T-cfoit \1.)2:.\..'-
\:,c. LDS\. 
!Qn 
'l'h~ ~rre~t of svitching PCU' o (~ither automatically 
or by ground COOIO&nd - refer to c~s 06o and 
06:<' on p&&e 5-10) io noted belov vitb the probllbility 
or occurrence: 
A. Certain 
1. PSE will unca.ge (lr in OPEl\ SEL and armed). 
2. PSE will short period calibrate (if in OPEl\ S&L). 
8. Probable - Receiver local oscillators vill be ovltched. 
c. Pouible 
1. CPLEE vi11 go to OPEl\ SEL (provided nine 12-hour timer 
rulses have b~en cloelted into the d•layed e-nd 
sequencer). 
2. SlDE/CCGE vi 11 go to STBY SEL. 
3. Delayed .,.,.,...,d sequencer vi11 reset to 0 or 1. 
':'ABLE 4-II.- POIIER CALCVI.ATIONS 
'1'1·1 S:i!:!b•·l R~aul tant ~\laus) 
I Af.- <) > A£-~) = RTG Output Paver 
(AE- l, > AE-5) • R~serve Pover PCU 
(AE-J' X AE-6) Flestorve Pove.r ?CU 2 
(fTC Output Pover) - (Reserve Power) = PC'J Input Pover 
(AI.-3) (AE-5) - (A£-5) 2 (4.4'0) • Internal Reg ll Dissipation 
(AE-3) (AE-6) - (AE-6) 2 (4.20) • Internal Res 12 D1 os1pat1ol\ 
TABLE 4-III .- PDU RELAY INITIAL CONDITIONS 
Initial condition is defined as th~ relay positions at time or deplo~ent/aetivatlon on the lunar surface. 
l!.!!!.Y ~ Monitor Initial condition 
K-01 PCU Select AE-5 PCU 1 Selected 
K-02, K-03 D/P Select None D/P X Selected 
K-04 XMTR On, lOITI! Htr Off A£-17 l01'l'll On 
K-05 J0.m1 A , XMTR B Select AE-17 XM'm A Selected 
K-06, K-07 ElCP 11 Pover Control AB-4 E>p 11 in Stby 
K-08, K-09 Exp 12 Pover Control AB-4 E>p 12 in Stby 
K-10, K-11 Exp #3 Pover Control AB-5 ElCP 13 in Stby 
K-12 , K-13 Exp #!. Pov•r Control AB-5 E>p 14 in Stby 
K-H, K-15 DSS Htrs 1 and 2 A&-5 orr 
K-16 PDR Nl On/Of:' AE-5 Off 
K-17 PDR 12 on/orr AE-5 orr 
K-18 DSS Heater 3 On/Off AE-5 lG-vatt DSS Htr 3 On 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTE;R 
HousTON, TEXAS 77058 
IN REPLY REfER TO: March 31 1970 




:. ZS5/Progra.--n Hanager 1 SNAP-27 
Degradation analysis of the SNAP-27 RTG 
Minutes, Jl..ISEP Operations Open Items Revie•r (PD5/ld293-70), 
dated February 19, 1970 
At the referenced meeting1 the Llmar Surface Systems Office accepted an 
action item to obtain preC.icted data relative to RTG d.egradation. The 
AEC has revieHed enc;ir...eering data on 10-couple and lOL~-couple modules as 
we;Ll as engine<:!ri.ng generators. It ;ras determined that the most n:eani:'lg-
ful degradation vas tti:~t exper)enced on generator J:.lodel 14 >Thile under-
going testing at :-!SC. A gross leak developed in this generator, resul.~ing 
in the argon fill ~as to be lost and t!:e ter.1peratures of the hot junc~:.or.s 
to rise above 1;1-)0° F. This generator (see -attached.) degraded at 1.6 ·.·::.~.::;,.s 
per. v.reek for the first 10 · • .-.<;c&s . Degr-adation of 2. 6 watts was then e:.-:-peri-
enced for the next 6 ,~s. Ccmpler,e failure of the generator resulted 
shortly tt.ereuftt.. . Gn this basis, the AEC wo·..Ud reco:nmend. that both ?:)D 
and S nnd AD be advised to conti~uously monitor any changes greater t~an 
one watt p~r lunar day or lunar night from that .;:xp~rienced during prior 
day/night periods. In addition, since the hot fra:ne temperatture has be~n 
stabilizing bet....-een 1085° F - 1090° F during lunar night, vhich is ;,-ell 
·within the upper range ( 1150° F) readout limi r, , any ma.:j or ·change ( lC- 2='° F) 
to that :reading could be indicative of impendbg loss of power and should 
also be monitored . The degradation rate in this regard would be rela~e:. 
to the matsnitude of observed. temperature chancse . FOD should notify yo-.u-
office and the AEC if such changes in pov.rer or temperature occur . De£:ra-
dation if it is observed can be plot~ed and analyzed, and predictions-=ad~ 
as to time remaining to minin:um power levels . 




AEC Hqs, R. T. Carpenter 
TM/:J. Zac~o 
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Inte rna l 
IVlerr\orandurTI 
l• .. r• 27 January 1971 · ,,,., r·•· 9713-152 I '"~ . I\''· '• '''• ,1,..~ •• 
I t• C. Murtaugh 
r ''"" ' D. Courtois 
·'''' !•.! Flight 4 Deployment- RTG Warm- Up 
In the Flight 4 de:ployment sequence as itemized in the Lunar Surface 
Procedures dated 31 October 1970 the RTG warm-up mode is changed from 
short-circuit to open-circuit at 34 minutes after fueling. The Astro 
switch II 1 is rotated aft~r .another 27 minutes have elapsed. 
A review of RTG warm-up data indicates that the PCU aut~matic 
turn-on point will probably occur shorting before Astro switch N 1 is 
rotated or at about 50 minutes after fueling. The earliest I would expect 
automatic station turn~on i.s 40 minutes after fueling. The predicted initial 
power available at this auto turn-on point is about 54 watts which is more 
than adequate to satisfy early power demands. 
During the perio~ between 40 minutes after fueling until 61 minutes 
after fueling the crew activities include raising the sunshield and installing 
and pointing the antem1a. 
During this period (11 to 21 minutes) there could be an intermittent 
down-link signal but a continuous signal should not be expected until after 
the astrona.ut steps back away from the Central Station after pointing the 
antenna and leveling the station. 
D. Courtois 





























Watts available at time of Astro switch 1 actuation ALSEP 4 
PCN-1 
--PCU not regulated PCU regulated---+-
8.2 22.4 36 54.5 65 
38 .15 watts required 






0 10 20 .30 40 50 60 
Time in minutes from fueling 




RTG short circuit current vs time from fuel ing 
Example: 
Short removed 30 minutes after fueling. Move horizontally from short circuit curve to open 
circuit curve. If Astronaut switch no . 1 is actuated 11 minutes later, the required 38.15 
watts will be available. 
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RTG current in amps 
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ulpul watts = C S I RTG o 
CS I = IAE-3HAE·41 -
( 
Ext sh unt dissip = 
!AE-51214. 2Ql 
Reserve pwr I= C$2 = 
IAE-3HAE-St = jnt reg I 
dis sip + ext shunt dis ip-
~ 




~ PCU 2 sel 
p~~: \ )9 o to 5Aoc I >--
~ [ ( PCU in \ Volts 
0 to 20Vdc 
~ PCU 1 sel 
~ 




Reserve pwr 2 = C $4 = 
IAE • 3HA£ ·61 = int reg 2 
dissip +ext shunt dissip ____. 
Ext shunt dissip 
IA£-612 14. 2nl 
-b Ext 














Internal . reg 
disslp 
Ext 
shu nt 4. 2 
dis sip Q 
-= 
Central station thermal bag 
I nl reg I dissip = C 53 = IAE • 311AE·SHAE•5J214. 2Ql 
I-- tnt reg disslp + PCU I conv toss= Y axis value on Figure 4·4 
PCU 1 conv loss sha.¥n on Figure 4·4 varies with PCU load - from 5 to 9 waits. 7 watts nominal 
f-
PCU 2 conv loss shown on Figure 4·4 varies with PCU 
load from 4. 5 to 8. 5 wall!. 6 watts nominal 
1- I nl reg dis sip + PCU 2 conv loss = Y axis value on Figure 4·4 
In! reg 2 dissip = CS5 = IAE·3HAE·61-!A[·6l214. 2QI 
Note, 
CSI thru CS5 are u lcutations on central 
station HSP format. All dissipations. outputs 
and converter tosses are In watts 
Figure 4·3. • ALSEP 4 pa.¥er distribution. 
PCU load= RTG output -Ires pwr + PCU conv lossl. 
PCU load Is the summation of all electrical loads 




13-15watts POR 1 
7 watts 
~K-16 • -;:" 












Stby 3.75 W Stby reler to 3.15 WOper I- pwr profile 
K-D7 
• Oper ~ "As( I-___..... 
K-08 C/S AS£ 
Astro sw 5 ow refer to 
~- pwr profile 
K-D9 • 
Oper 









!9 Relays sha.¥n are actuated by commands. 
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Oissipation within PCU vs PCU output power 
55 watt regu I at or 
Total load on all PCU outputs (watts) 
.
I-o

























PCU 1 int reg diss (AE-3)(AE-5)- (AE-5)2 (4. 2Q) 




J . AE-3- 16V 
AE-3 - 15V 
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 7~ 
Reserve power (watts) 




Figure 4-5.- Internal regulator dissipation . 
4-10 
Symbol 
~ Rating Subay•tcm Qillill .illm. 
CB-01 110 to 225 lilA CollllllWld Receiver +12 Vdc Receiv4!r overload causes breu.ker CB-01 to evitch 
in 1.25-W receiver heater. No protection ror 
heater. Breaker reset by 12-hour tt.aer. 
Cll-02 110 to 225 mA +12 Vdc Transmitter A + 12 Vdc over load causes breakcr CB-02 
to switch Tra.nsrtitter Bon. Brealter CB-0:? Ia aelr-
resetting. 
560 to 840 mA Trnnomi tter A +29 Vdc Transrni tter A +?9 Vdc ov~rload causes breaker CB-03 
to nwitch 'l'ransmitter B on. Breaker CB-03 is eelr-
rcsett!ng. 
CB-04 llO to 225 lilA Tran1111 I tter B +12 Vdc Transmitter B +12 Vdc overload causes breaker CB-01, 
to switch Transmitter A on. Breaker CB-OL ia self-
reseLLing. 
CB-05 56o to 840 lilA Transmitter B +29 Vdc Trans:nitt.er B +29 Vdc overload causes breaker CB-05 
to svHch Transmitter A on. Breaker CB-05 is self-
resetting. 
CB-06 ~50 to 550 mA PSE (Exp 1) +29 Vdc PSE instrumen~ overload causes breaker CB-06 to 
place PSE In standby. Brea~er CB-06 is eelr-reset-
ting. 
CB-07 b5o to 550 llA ASE (Exp 2) +29 Vdc ASE inatruaent overload cauoea breaker CB-07 to 
plaee ASE in standby. Br~ak~r CB-07 is self-
resetting 
CB-08 450 to 550 lilA SIDE/CCCE (Exp 3) +29 Vdc SIDE/CCCI:: instrUJnent overload ctwses breaker 
CB-06 to place SmE/CCGE in Gtandby. Breakor 
CB-08 ie self-resetting. 
CB-09 450 to 550 lilA CPLEE (Exp 4) +29 Vdc CP!J:E inatr\ll!lent overload causes brealter CB-09 to 
-place CPLEE in standby. Brealter CB-09 1a eelr-
resetting. 
CB-10 450 to 550 mA Thermal +29 Vdc Overload on 10-watt beater line {DSS Htr 11) causes 
CB-10 to switch in a 5-watt heater (DSS Htr 12). 
CB-10 ie oelf-resetting. 
CB-ll 450 to 550 mA ASE (Exp 2) +5 Vdc Plus 5 Vdc l'ro1:1 ALSEP applied to ASE only in OPER 
SEL. Circuit breaker loca.ted in ASE central 
station electronic&. Cll<i AS£ to STBY to reeet CB-11. 
CB-12 135 to 165 IIA ASE (Exp 2) +15 Vdc Plus 15 Vdc rrom ALSZP applied to ASE only In OPER 
SEL. Circuit brealter located in ASE central 
station electronics. Cmd ASE to STBY to reaet CB-12. 
CB-13 135 to 165 lilA ASE {Exp 2) -12 Vdc Minus 12 Vdc rrom ALSEP applied to ASE only in OPER 
SEL. Circuit breaker located in ASE centul 
station electron lea, Cfl\d AS£ to STBY to reaet CB-13. 
P-Ol 250 lilA OTI!EM -12 Vdc A blown ruse F-01 vill permanently disable the 
DTIID4, resulting i.n loss c r photoelectric cell 
voltace 'I'H parameters AX-~, AX-5. and AX-6. 
F-02 250 IDA OTRF.M +12 Vdc A blovn ruse F-02 vill penoanently disable the 
DTR£14, resulting in loss of photoelectric cell 
voltag• 'I'M parameters AX-~, AX-5, and .U-6 
and photoelectric cell temp TM parameter• AX-1, 
.U-2, and AX-3. 
F-03 500 lilA PSE Standby +29 Vdc A blown F-03 vill pennanently disable the PSE 
standby capability. 
F-04 500 lilA ASE Standb;y +29 Vdc A blown F-0~ will peraanently disable the ASE 
standby capability. 
F-05 500 r.lA SIDE/CCCE Standby +29 Vdc A blovn F'-05 vill permanently disable tbe SIDE/CCGE 
standby capability. 
P-06 500 lilA CPLEE Standby +29 Vdc A blown F-06 vill permanenUy disable the CPLEE 
standb;r capability. 
F-07 500 lilA Tbenaa1 +29 Vdc A blown F-07 vill permanently disable DSS Heater 
12. 
TABLE 4-IV.- AISEP 4 CIRCIJIT BREA.'<ER AliD PIJSE TAilULATIOft 
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TABLE 4-V.- VOLTAGE DIS'l'lUBUTIOII AJID LOAD ANALYSIS 
.!!2:!:! 
Experiment operational power 1o defined 
as maximum nightt ime stead¥ state. 
Experiment standby power is defined aa 
a&Xi.mu:r:t heater pover. The voltage dis-
tr1but1on and load analysia repreaent 
meaaurf!ments at an ambieot teatperature 
ot 10° F (thermal plate averoae) . 
Volt!!e bus 
+29 Vdc :! 1% 
£!.r£!!ll. ~ ~ CircUit £rotection (Drawing ~.2) 
PSE Operate 10.1 349 CB- o6 500 mA :!: 10% 
St&Ddby ~. 98 172 '-03 500 mA 
ASE Operate 3 -15 109 CB- 07 500 mA :!: 10J 
Standby 2 . 75 95 P-04 500 mA 
SIDE/CCGE Operate 10.5 440 CB-08 500 mA :! loJ 
Standby 6.0 208 P-05 500 mA 
CPLEE Operate 6. 0 208 CB-09 500 mA :!: 10, 
Standby ~- 5 155 F-06 500 mA 
DSS Heater 11 10.0 345 CB-10 500 mA ± lOJ 
DSS Heater 12 5.0 172 F-07 500 mA 
Tran81111tter A 1-0-9 .0 310 CB-03 560 to 840 mA 
Transmitter B 7 .3-8.0 n6 CB-05 560 to 840 mA 
Tran011i tter Heater tl.4 None 
DSS Heater 13 10.0 Rone 
PDR 1 1.0 Kane 
PDR2 1~.0 !lone 
+15 Vdc ± 1% 
PDU 0.30 None 
DSS/A 0 . 065 None 
PDU 0 . 075 None 
+12 Vdc t 1% 
ASE ( OPER SEL only) 
COIIIII8nd Decoder 
1 -5 
0 . 27 
100 CB-12 150 mA 
None 
± 10% (in ABE) 
Diplexer Svitch 0.150 12.5 CB-04 110 to 225 mA 
DSS/A 0.150 None 
DSS/D 0.05 !lone 
DTJU)( 0.153 13 P-02 250 mA 
PCU Negligible Hone 
PDU 0 . 62 None 
Receiver 0.67 56 CB-01 110 to 225 mA 
Receiver Heater 1.25 None 
Temp Sonaoro Negligible None 
Transmitter A 0.37 31 CB-02 110 to 225 mA 
+5 Vdc ± 1% 
Tranui t ter 8 
COIIIII&nd Decoder 
0 . 37 
0.75 
31 CB-04 110 to 225 mA 
None 







Rel~ Dr1veu llegllgible None 
-6 Vdc ± 1% 




320 CB-ll 500 mA t 
None 
10% ( io ASE) 
PDU Negligible None 









F-01 250 mA 
PDU 0.39 None 
ASJl (OPER SEL only) 0 .84 10 CB-13 150 mA :!: lO:l (in AS!) 
h-12 
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TABLE 4-VI.- OCJolMAliDS CA.USlliG DELTA. POWER 
Tabulation ot LIP caused by command execution assumes 'l'be ALSEP aubeyst""'s will demand electrical power trom 
the rolloving condi tions exist: the PCU in the folloWing amounts : 
Transmitter Ott Power ( watta) 
PDRl Ott 'h-an ami tter Heater 8.4 
PDR 2 Ott Receiver 0 . 7 
DSS Heat"r 3 Ott DSS/D 0.5 
Dust n..tector Ott DSS/A. 1 . 4 
PSE Ott Cc.D&nd D..coder 1.2 
ABE Ott PDU 1.8 
SID&/ CCC It Ott PCU ( converlion loss) 4. 5 
CPLEE Ott 
Total 18. 5 
DSS Htr l and 2 orr 
'l'he 18.5 watts represents the b&ae for the delta power demands caused by the execution of the following cOilllllan<le (refer 
to individual experiment power profiles): 
Delta power 
~ (vatts) ~ 
013 TranSII.i tter On 1 . 0 Xllltr A. .elected by Clld 012 
ll"gligible Xlltr B selected by Clad 015 
017 PDR 1 On 7.0 
022 PDR 2 On 14. 0 
024 DSS Heater 3 On 10. 0 'l'bemootatically co11trolled 
027 Duet Detector On (DTR&M) 0,3 / 
036 ltxp 1 Oper Bel (PSE) 4 . 4 DL-07 > +127° F (auto htr ) 
10.1 DL-07 < +125° F (auto htr) 
ll . 6 Turn on transient (2 llillisec) 
037 ltxp 1 Stby Bel (PSE) ~ . 96 Survival beaters 
042 Exp 2 Oper Sel (ABE) 7.1 3.1-W ditfere11ce due to geophone 
li.o sap btr 
043 ltxp 2 Stby Bel (AS!!} 2.15 Survival heaters, AS-2 < - 16° C 
0.2 Survival beaten, AS-2 > -14° C 
045 ltxp 3 ()per Bel (SlDE/CCGE) 6.0 Dl-19 > +8° C 
10. 0 DI-19 < -8° c 
13. 0 Turn 011 trane1ent (50 llilliaec l 
0~6 Exp 3 Stby Sel (SIDE/CCGE) 2.0 Surv1 val heater, SIDE temp > +8° C 
6.0 Survival heater , SIDE t emp < -8° C 
052 ltxp 4 Oper Sel (CPLEE) 3.0 AC- 6 > +l0° C 
6.0 AC-6 < -10° C 
7.0 Turn on transient ( 4o llillieee) 
053 ltxp 4 Stby Sel (CPLEE) o.o Survival beater , CPLEI! temp > -8° c 
4.5 Survival beater , CPLEI! temp < -28° C 
055 DSS Htr l Bel 10.0 ec-&ndable b"ater 
056 DSS Btr 2 Sel 5. 0 c-4eble beater 
070 Level Power X Motor (PSE) 2.9 llomal ote&dy etate power , Exp l (PS!) must 
be operational. 
on Level Power Y Motor (PSE) 2.9 Seae aa Cold 070 (X motor) 
072 Level Power Z Motor (PS!) 2.9 811111• ao Cmd 070 (X motor) 
l 
c 
ALSEP - 4 
14. 7 w (XMTR A) 13. 7 w (XMTR B) Base for delta power 
0. 2 w DTBEM 
5.0 w PSE STBY 
2.8 w ASE STBY 
6.0 w SIDE/CCIG ~TBY 
4.5 v CPLEE STBY 
33 . 2 w Total PCU load 
5.9 w PCU conversion loss 
39 . 1 w C/S & EXPERIMENTS in STBY 
22 .0 w PCU internal dissipation 
61 .1 w Internal dissipation plus experiments 
6 . 9 w External dump 














0.1 to 5.8 Proportional heater 
5.8 Heater on continuously. 
0. 0 Heater oft. 
111 CPL'I!:E Oper Heater On 3.0 Cmd 111 t urns on CPLEE heater in t h e forced 
mode, CPLEE initializes in the auto beater 
mode and heater status is as sbovn under 
Exp 4 Oper Sel, page 4-13. 
107, 110 SIDE Remove ·Dust Cover 6.0 See Fi gure 10- 1 and Drawing 10.1. 
!!Q!! 
PCU conversion loss (4.5- vatt dissipation at 
minimum PCU. loading) or shunt regulator dis-
sipation not included. Conversion loss and 
shunt regulator dissipation variable depend-






TABLE ~-VII.- CE!ITRAL STATION STEADY STATE POWER DEMA!IOS ON &A.CH VOLTAGE BtJ:l FROM THE PCIJ 
SUBSYSTEM +29 Vdc +15 Vdc +12 Vdc -12 Vdc - 6 Vde +5 Vdc TOTAL "OTES 
lCMTR A 7.0"" 0 . 37 w !watts am 012 selects A JCMTR. XMTR A protection: 
9.0 w• 7. 4(-10°F) + 12 Vdc C&-02. +29 Vdc CB-03 
9.4(+1~0°F) am 015 aelecta B JCMTR. XM'I'R B protection: ----- ----- Watt-.--- +12 Vdc C&-~. +29 Vdc C&-05. 
XM'I'R B 7.3 w• 0.37 w 7.7 (-~~ am 013 turn• on oelected XM"m. 8.o w• !!~~!!l!! 0 l CJil) 01~ tllTDI orr selected XM'I'R. ------ ----- ------
XNTR I!TR 8.~ w 8.4 w Overload on + 12 Vdc bua (UO to 225 mA) or 
+29 Vdc bus ( 560 to 840 mA) causes a switch 
to other transmitter. When XNTR is c011111anded 
orr (CMD 014) tranSllitter heater is auto-
matically turned on. The +12 Vdc "''itched 
to XM'I'R B allo enerahes the dinlexer switch. 
RECEIVER 0.67 w 0.03 w 0.70 w No ground commands to control receiver. Over-
load on +12 Vdc bus ( llO to 225 mA) disconnects ---------- ------- ------- ----- -------- +12 Vdc (via CB-01) fran~ receiver and $Vitche!; 
RECEIVER 1.25 w 1 . 25 w in ree~iver heater. Receiver is turned back 
HEATER on by 12-hour pulee rrom t~mer. -6 Vdc on 
continuouslv. 
X OR 'i DATA 0.05 w 0.45 w o. 50 w CMD 034 turno on "X" proceeaor. "Y" processor 
orr. CM.D 035 turns on "Y'' processor, "Xu ~~22~~2~-- ------- ------- ------- ------- processor otr. No onr1oad protection for 
A11Al00 Ml/l( o.o65 w 0.15 w 0.12 w 1.1 w 1. 435 w 11'! 11 processors. Either "X" or processor on. 
No overload protection ror ~nalog muHiplexer. 
Analog NUX on continuouslv. 
COMIWID 0.264 w 0.192 w 0 .745 w l.2W C011m1and decoder 11 on continuouslY with no 
DECODER overload protection. R~undant decoders 11A" 
and .. 8" &ddreesa.ble rrora Rround. 
PDU 0.296 w 0.064 w 0 , 62 w 0.386 w 0.008 w 0.085 w 1 .45 w PDU controla distribution of pover to the 
A.LSEP subsyat .. s. +12 Vdc, -12 Vdc, and 
+5 Vdc are tor power sequencer l<>eic. +29 Vdc 
and +5 Vdc are used tor relay drivers loc .. ted 
-~~!!':':._ _______________________________ 
------ ------ ------- ------
+ 12 Vde bus tuse FOl. IYI'R})I 0 . 153 w 0.100 w CHD 027 turns l7l'RDI on . 0 . 253 w 
-12 Vdc bus fuse P02. 250 rr:A each. 
am o31 turns IYI'RDI orr. MRDI tet11ps on 
continuously. 
PCU 1 4. 5 to CMI> o60 turns on PCU-1, PC\J-2 orr. 
OR 8.5 w CMI> o62 turns on PC\J-2. PC\J-1 orr. 
PCU 2 Conversion losa h a runction or 
loading on the PCU. See FigllTe 
4-4. 
PDR 11 7-0 w 7-0 w CMD Ol 7 turns on POR 11. 
CMD 021 turna orr PDR 11. 
PDR 11 is located on the PD4 and io exposed to 
the Lunar enviror>ment See Draw ina 3. 3. 
PDR 12 14.0 w 14.0 w CMD 022 turns on PDR 12. 
CMD 023 turns orr POR 12. 
PDR N2 iB located on the PIJ>! and ia exposed to 
the Lunar environment.. See Drawing 3.3. 
oss 10.0 w 10.0 w CMD 024 turna OSS HTR 3 on. 
HEATER 3 C~ID 025 turns OSS HTR 3 otr. 
When on, heat era are thermostatically controlled 
by ST-01 (Closed. - l0°F, Open 0°F). 
oss 5 w 5 w CMD 05~) turns OSS Htr 2 on. Protected by F-07 
!!EATER 2 (500 mA • CMD 0~7 turns OSS Htr 2 orr. 
oss 10 w 10 II CMD 055 turns OSS Htr l on. Protected by C&-10 
!!EATER 1 (500 mA +1~). 
CMD 056 followed by CMD 057 tllTns OSS Htr l and 
2 orr. 








Refer to Table 4-VIII 
for input voltage 
For reference only 
(typical relay driver} 
Relay 
+29V bus 
Refer to Table 4-VIII 
for input voltage 
FCD l-69.23.21A 
TABLE 4-VIII.- RELAY DRIVER FUNCTIONS AND INPUT VOLTAGE REQUIREMENTS 
Relay 
Drivers Relay Function 
RD-01 K-01 PCU l SEL 
+12 
Monitor CMD Vdc 
AE-5 060 X 
Input Voltage +29 
Vdc ® ® © 
02 K-01 PCU 2 SEL AE-6 062 X 
03 K-06 EXP l OPER SEL * 036 X X 
04 K-06 EXP l STBY SEL AB-4 037 X X 
05 K-07 EXP l STBY SEL AB-4 037 X X 
06 K-07 EXP l STBY OFF * 041 X X 
07 K-08 EXP 2 OPER SEL * 042 X X 
08 K-08 EXP 2 STBY SEL AB-4 043 X X 
09 K-09 EXP 2 STBY SEL AB-4 043 X X 
10 K-09 EXP 2 STBY OFF * o44 X X 
ll K-10 EXP 3 OPER SEL * 045 X X 
12 K-10 EXP 3 STBY SEL AB-5 o46 X X 
13 K-11 EXP 3 STBY SEL AB-5 o46 X X 
14 K-11 EXP 3 STBY OFF * 050 X X 
15 K-12 EXP 4 OPER SEL * 052 X X 
16 K-12 EXP 4 STBY SEL AB-5 053 X X 
17 K-13 EXP 4 STBY SEL AB-5 053 X X 
18 K-13 EXP 4 STBY OFF * 054 X X 
19 K-14 DSS HTR l SEL * 055 X X 
20 K-14 DSS HTR 2 SEL AB-5 056 X X 
21 K-15 DSS HTR 2 SEL AB-5 056 X X 
22 K-15 DSS HTR 2 OFF * 057 X X 
23 CB-01 RECEIVER RESET 12 hr 
pulse 
X X 
24 K-02 DSS /PROC Y BEL None 035 X X 
K-03 
25 K-02 DSS/PROC X SEL None 034 X X 
K-03 
26 K-04 XMTR OFF 014 X X 
27 K-04 XMTR ON 013 X X 
28 K-05 XMTR A SEL AE-17 012 X X 
29 K-05 XMTR B SEL AE-18 015 X X 
30 K-18. DSS HTR 3 ON * 024 X X 
31 K-18 DSS HTR 3 OFF * 025 X X 
32 K-16 DISSIP Rl ON * 017 X X 
33 K-16 DISSIP Rl OFF * 021 X X 
34 K-17 DISSIP R2 ON * 022 X X 
35 K-17 DISSIP R2 OFF 023 X X * 
*Function determined by monitoring PCU l shunt current AE-5, or PCU 2 
shunt current AE-6. 













The ALSEP e-d subaystezo receives, deeodea, and supplies e<801&nda to applicable users to control pre-
scribed operations. 
The del~ed e.--and sequencer vill generate fixed eamanda, at predetermined tillea, under the control 
of tbe central station timer, to insure tbat critical enablin& &Dd calibration fUnctions are imple-
unted in the event of failure of the uplil!lt, 
The follovina un1 ts mate up the ALSEP cOIIIl&Jld subsystem: 
A. S-band antenna 
B. Diplexer t:'ilter 
C. Com:nand receiver 
l>. COliiDand decoder 
S-Band Antenna 
The ALSEP a.ntenna is a modified axial helix designed to receive and to transmit right-hand circular 
polarized signals at tbe Apollo 5-band frequency, 
The antenna has no command requirements, TM measurements, or paver requirements. 
TABLE 5-I.- ANTEIINA OPERATIIIO PARAMETERS 
Mode Antenna gein l"requency Beomvidth Polarisation 
Trii.IW11t 15.2 db S-band 27° Righ~hand 
Receive 1~ .7 db S-band 27" Ri&b~hand 
Diplexer P'11ter 
The diplexer is U5ed to couple the received RP fr<a the antenna to tbe CCIIIII&nd receiver and couple 
the RP dgnal frc. the ALSEP tranmitter to tbe antenna. 
Tbe diplexer filter has no CQI!!m&Dd requirements , 'IM measurement a , or pover requirements. 
C0111111and Receiver 
A. Tbe command reeei ver is a narrow-band FM type, incorporatin& an FM discrildnator tor carrier 
pbue modulation detection . 




2119 MJ!z t O.OOU 
-101 to -61 dbm 
275 ltHz at 3 db 
Pover 695 mil 
TM parameters 5 
B. Tbe receiver has redundant local oscillators vhich are controlled by a level aenaor and sviteb 
module. When tbe outpUt pover of the local oscillator falls below a given threshold , the svi tcbin& 
circuit vill avitcb +12 Vdc to the r edundant local oscillator. When pover 11 applied to the 
receiver, the lvitchin& circuit vill ae&rch betveen tbe redundant ooeillatoro until one of tbe 
oscillators provides tbe ne cessary signal level , at Vbieb tilDe the aearehin& betveen local 
oscillators will be' terllinated, 'l'be search 1ntenal. 1a fr<D 200 to ~00 aa. 'lbe oscillator 1n 
uae can be determined by AT 21 (Rcvr Xtal A l>eg P) or AT 22 (Revr Xtal B l>eg P). 
C. Reeei ver local oscillator sv1 tebover point - The receiver local ooeillator level, 'D1 meuur""""'t 
All-1~ , vill nol'll&l.ly indicate 5 . 0 dbm. Local oscillator svitebover vill occur at approxiaately 




TABLE 5-III. - RECBIVER POiml 11EQUIREMDr1'8 
Circuit 
Volt"'!ie bus ~ protection 
+12 Vdc t U 0.665 CB-01 llO to 225 aA 
-6 Vdc ±1% 0.03 Bone 
!51!! 
Receiver ove.rload causes 
CS-01 to swith on the 
1.25-vatt receiver heater. 
CS-01 is reset by the 
12-hour timer pulse. 
COllllll&nd Decoder (Reference Figure 5-1) 
The decoder consiots ot the following sections: 
A. Demodulator oection 
B. Redundant digital decoder section 
C. Delayed command sequencer 
D. Timer 
5.1. 4.1 Demodulator aection.- The demodulator section accepts the c0111posite audio subcattier tr0111 the caumand 
receiver. The compoeite audio aubcarrier ia the linear sum ot tbe data and eyne aubcarriera, vhere 
the 2-ltc data oubcarrier 1e modulated by a 1000-bit-per-second data otreu and the oync o1gnal ie a 
l-Ite oubcarrier. 
The l-Ite oubcarrier 1a used to phase-lock a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) in order to aooure 
c011111and bit oynchronization during the decod,ing process. The detection and extraction ot the ccmaand 
bito 11 accomplished by ccaparing the 2-ltc subcarrier w1 tb a 2-li:c "11'Chron11.ed 11&nal produced by the 
VCO, vbich 11 phaae- loclted by the l-Ite subcarrier si&nal• 
5.1.4.2 D1S1taJ, decoder aection.-
A. A redundant digital decoders section is proYided. The digital decodero are identical but require 
different decoder addressee. A CCII!!Uild can be executed by either decoder by oelecting tbe proper 
decoder address. The decoder addresses tor ALSEP 4 are tbe following: 
1. ALSEP 4 Decoder A 0010101 (Octal 025) 
2. ALSEP 4 Decoder B 0110101 (Octal 065) 
The eyotem ie unique in that it does not use sub- bit encoding. 










A bit-by-bit comparison is made between the command complement and the camand for error protection. 
A minimum ot 20 bits must precede the command to insure demodulator pha .. lock, and a minimum or 
20 bite rollov the command to allow tor caumand execution. 
Upon receipt ot a command, a command verification vord (CVW) 11 inoerted in Word 5 or the 'n4 downlink. 
The ccamand nrirication vord consists of 10 bite. Seven bits in the downlink vord are the cCIIIIII4rld 
rece1 ved and one bit, called the parity bit, indica tea that the c.-and and cCIDII&nd complement did 



















Parity Bit "l": C0111111and and c0111111and canplement compared, and command vas executed. 
Parity Bit "On: Caama.nd and eom:mand complement did not compare, and command vas not executed. 
B. Normal decoder operation (data end reset) - The redundant Decoders A and B receive the COIIIIlland data, 
tim.ing pulses, and the threshold s ignal simultaneously. The threshold signal is used to indicate to 
the decoders that phase lock has been achieved. 
Decoders A and B vill search through the COIIIIlland data until one decoder receives a valid address, 
at vhich time the other decoder ia inhibited. The decoder that received the valid address starts 
its programer at the count or 29. At a count of 36, the cOIIIIlland complement is contained in the 
decoder shift register. At this time, a bit-by-bit comparison is made against the incoming 
command. At a programer count of 43, the command is contained in the shift register . If a com-
pare vas made, the command is executed for 20 ms, until the programer count is 63. Noncomparison 
vill prevent execution of t he command. 'l')le command can be dovnlinlted aa a command veri fication 
vord only after the count of 63 through 204 7. 
The seven bits of command information and the one bit that indicates compare or no compare are 
held in the shift register until a data demand signal from the data processor at Word 5 time is 
input, at Which time the eight bits are shipped serially to the digital processor to be inserted 
into Word 5 of the PCM downlink. The end of the data demand signal generates a date. end reset 
vhich returns the decoders t o the search mode. 
C. RBR decoder operation (active seismic reset ) - During active seismic experiment operation, Vhen 
high bit rate (10.6 kHz) is required, the command decoder vill continue to operate in the normal 
mann~r described in Para 5.1.4.2.B with the exception that the decoder is reset to the search mode 
at the programer count of 63 instead of via the data end reset . This active-seismic-on reset is 
generated by toggling the active seismic flip-flop in the control logic to the set condition by 
transmitting Command 003, and "anding" this F/F output with the programer count 63 . Since there 
are no data demands generated by the data processor vhen in the HBR mode, the data end reset does not 
occur. There vill be no CW's downlinlted vben t he active seismic flip-flop is set via Command 003. 
It is also important to note that actuation of astro svi tches 4 and 5 does not affect the status of 
the ASB flip-flop in the command decoder. Therefore, transmission of Command 003 (ASE HBR ON), 
followed by the actuation of astro svitch no. 5 (placing the data processor in normal bit rate) vill 
preclude dovnlinlting any CW's. Transmission of Colllll&nd 005 (ASE HBR OFF) resets the active seismic 
flip-nop and returns the command decoder to normal operation. 
A sto=ary of astro svi tches and command action in relation to the data processor, command decoder, 
and ASE follows: 
RBR on HBR on RBR off HBR off ASE ASE CVW's n D/ P dec D/P dec oper atby 
Sv4 X X 
Sv 5" X X Note l 
Cmd 042 X Note 2 
Cmd 043 X Note 2 
Cmd 003 X X 
Cmd 005 X X X 
• Als o switches +29 Vdc ASE operate bus . 
Note l : Send Cmd 005 to insure CVII's bei ng dovnlinlted (see Para 5.1. 4.2 . C) . 
Not e 2 : ASE Cmds 042 and 043 do not change CVW dovnlink status . 
5- 3 
D. C.-and d~cod~r r"s~t capability 
1. Pov~r reset - A separate power reset circuit 11 provided for Decoder A and B. The purpose of this 
is to assure that both decod~rs will start in th~ aearch mode when power ia applied to ALSEP. The 
reaet circuits will also reoet the decoders to the search mode in cue of a momentary drop of 
approximately 3 Vdc on the 5-Vdc bus. The Decoder A power res"t circuit action also causes the 
uninhibiting of the 12-how- and 1-minut" pulses from the timer and th~ reoetting of the hours counter 
in the dday~d cocmand aequencer. If a power reset signal is received during the decoding procel$ 
or a command, the decodin& process vill be ten~tnated at that ti.ae, and the decoders vill return to 
the search mode. It a po--·er reset is received after the decoding process 11 c0111plete, the c-d 
vill be executed, but a CVW vill not be received. 
2. Demand override reset - In the event that the decoders did not receive a data end reset signal, the 
decoder progrlll!1er vill generate a reset signal 1984 ms (programer count 2047) after command execution. 
3. Threshold loss reset - Lou of phas~ lock b"tveen th~ 1-kc sync signal that il uplinked and the 1-kc 
aignal derived from th~ 8-kc VCO during the d~coding proc.,ss of the cOilUMnd vill generate a threshold 
looo reset signal. The decoding process vill tenainate at this ti•e and the d~coders vill r~t.urn to 
th~ search IIOde. If the decoding process bas baon completed, the coc::oand vUl be executed and a 
comand verification v1ll be received. 
5.1. 4. 3 D"layed command sequencer.- Provisions have been incorporated to automaticully generate six commands to 
provide a backup f"ature in the event or an uplink failure. 
The delayed cocnmand sequencer receives 12-hour timing puloeo and 1- minute timing pulses from the tin:er vhich 
advance the "hours" and "•inutes" counters (see Dravin& 5.1). A pover reset (Para 5.1.4.2.0.1) viU cauae 
the- ho\11"1 counter to be reset to zero. 
Through various ccabinations ot sequence decoding gatea connected to these counters, the delay~ eoaaand 
sequencer vill output the following commands at the times stated. The times are related to PET-zero 
(ALSEP activation). 
1!2!! 
Package elapsed time (PET) zero 1s defined 
aa the time of ALSEP activation. 
It a paver reset occurs at any tiae, the hours counter resets and the tolloving functions produced by the 
delay~ Ce&."b&nd sequencer will be re~ated. 'These commands can also be initiated by ground action. The 
CVW vill not be dovnlinked if the collllll&nd vas i nitiated by the delayed cOIIIlland sequencer or the timer. 
A. on.,..time co,.ands 
1. Set CCIG seal break ( Cmd 105) , 
fire PSE uncage circuit* (Cmd 073), 
and blov CPLEE dust cover (Cwod 113) 
2. Execute CCIG seal break (Clod llO) 
3. Set SIDE remove dust cover (Cwod 107) 
~. Execute SIDE remove dust cover (Cmd 110) 
B. Repetitive cOOil!land 
Restore paver to expuiment No. ~ (CPLEE) 
(CIId 052) 
Normal time of execution after PET-zero 
Eight ** 12- hour pulses + 2 minutes 
Eight** 12- hour pulses + 3 ainutes 
Eight•• 12-bour pulses + ~ llinutes 
Bight•• 12- hour pulses + 5 minutes 
Nine•• 12- hour pul ses + 0 to 7 minutes 
and every 12 hours thereafter 
*Uncaging of the PSE vill normally be accomplished by two auccessive ground commands 073. Hovever, as a 
backup, tvo auccessive 12-hour timer pulses or one 12-hour timer pulse and the 96-hour 2-ainute ono-tiae 
c.-and pulae vi11 ef~"ct uncaging. Arming the uncaging circuit and then placing the PSE: to standby vill 
also effect uncaging. 
" There ia a possibility that the delayed cCliiiiUlld sequencer "hours" and "minutea" counters do not set 










The 12-hour timer commands are listed below for reference and are not generated by the deleyed 
command sequencer. 
C. Repetitive commands (every 12 hours) 
1 . Command receiver reset 
2. Short period calibrate PSE (Cmd 065) 
3. Uncage PSE* ( Cmd 073) 
a. Arm uncage PSE (first 12-hour pulse) 
b . Execute uncage PSE (second 12-hour pulse) 
Coomnand Octal 033 inhibits the automatic commands generated by the delayed c=and sequencer and 
12-hour timer. 
5.1.4.4 'l'izner,- The timer is an electromechanical device which produces three separate switching !Unctions : 
repetitive 1-minute, repetitive 12-hour, and a nonrepetitive 2-ye..r closure. The 1-mlnute and 12-hour 
switch closures are used as inputs to the deleyed command sequencer. The 12-hour timer function can 
be observed on AL-1 (PSE Cal Sta) and DL-8 (PSE SP Data). The 2-yea.r switch closure is used to 
permanently terminate ALSEP transmitter operation. A power reset (Paragraph 5 .1.4.2,0.1) will not affect 
the 2-yea.r switch closure, the 12-hour closure, or the 1-minute closure, but vil l reset the hours coutlter in 
the deleyed command sequencer to zero. 
The timer mechanism is driven independently of any ALSEP power by means of a zinc-mercuric-oxide cell. 
The timer will be started prior to launch. 
5. 2 COMMAND FUNCTIO!IS 
003 ASE HllR ON 
TABLE 5-IV .- CENTRAL STATION TIMER CI!ARACTERlSTICS 
1-minute output ±200 ms 
12-hour output ±10 min 
2-year output ±30 deys 
TABLE 5-V .- Cet<MAND DECODER POWER REQUIREMENTS 
Volt!!l!e Bus ~ Protection 
+12 Vdc ± 1% 0.26~ None 
+5 Vdc 1% . 745 Hone 
-6 Vdc + 1% .192 None 
DATA PROCESSOR 
Command 003 disconnects the data processor from the modulator and connects the modulator to the 
Active Seismic processor which supplies the high-bit-rate data (10,600 bps). This command also 
condi tiona the control logic in the command decoder such that the decoder is reset to the sea.rch 
mode at the end of subsequent command executions (programer count of 63) . There are no CVW's 
downlinked in HJlR. The ASE HBR ON command takes effect at the scheduled end of the 6~-word data 
processor frame which is in progress at the time the mode change command is received. The downlink 
data are meaningless if this command is executed with the ASE in standby or off . 
*Uncaging of the PSE will normally be accomplished by two successive ground commands 073 . However, 
as a backup, two successive 12-hour timer pulses or one 12-hour timer pulse and the 96-hour 2-minute 
oM-time command pulse "ill effect uncaging. Arming the uncaging circuit and then placing the PSE to 
shndby vill also effect uncaging. 
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005 ASE HBR OFF DATA PROCESSOR 
COIIII6nd 005 disconn~ta the ASE proceaeor trom the modulator and connecta tbe IIOdulator to tbe 
data processor vbich aupplies data at 530 or 1o6o bps, depending on tbe last hit-rate liiOde 
cOID&Dded. The ASE llllR OFF COitili!Uld takea effect at tbe echeduled end of the 64-vord data proceeaor 
fr&~~~e vbich is in prosreee at the time the mode change c011111and is received. Central station 
activation or pover reset ini tializes ABE HBR to OFF. Subsequent CVW's will be dovnlinked. 
006 NORM BIT RT SKL DATA PROCESSOR 
Co~d Oo6 cau.seo the data procesoor to operate at the normal bit rate (1060 bps). This cocaand 
taltea effect at tbe scheduled end or the 64-vord traae which is in progreu et the time tbe IIOde 
cb&tl&e cOllll&Dd is received. Centra.l. station activation or power reset initialize& the data 
processor to NORMAL BIT RATE. 
007 LOW BIT RT SKI. DATA PROCESSOR 
Command 007 causes the data processor to .operate at lov bit rate {530 bpa). This con:mand tal<ea 
effect at the scheduled end of the 64-vord rr=e which ia in progress at the time the mode change 
cOIIM.Dd is received. 
011 NORM BIT RT RST DATA PROCESSOR 
Command 011 is a provioion for returning the OPerational data processor (deterllined by CollltMnd 034 
or 035) to the normal bit rate trom either the high or lov bit rate. Thh command does not reeet 
tho analog multiplexer or frame counter. This c0l:llll8nd takes effect inl:tediately and does not 
wait until the scheduled end of the 6b-word frame. 
012 lCMTR A S!L 
~ 
Commands that owi tch hit rate a , transmitters, 
or data proceaooro are cOII!m4Dda which vill 
cause a loss of sync at the ground station 
and a loss or false readout ot collllll&nd 
verification word. 
POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Colaund 012 actuates relay K-05, in the PDU, to the position that selecta Transmitter A. JCiolm A 
SEL is the lunar surface initial condition. 
013 XM'l'R ON POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Colllll&lld 013 actuatee relay K-04, in the POU, vhicb applieo +12 Vde and +29 Vdc to the tranuutter 
a elected 'by Command 012 or 015. This c01110and sinultaneoualy removes +29 Vdc tr011 tbe 8. b-vatt 
tranaaitter beater located on the the,_l plate. XMl'R 011 1e the lunar surface initial condition. 
014 XM'l'R OFF 1'01/DI DISTRIBUTION UNI'l 
Command 014 actuates relay K.ob, in the PDU, to the position that removes +12 Vdc and +29 Vdc trom 
the transmitter selected by Command 012 or 015. This command simultaneouely applies +29 Vdc to the 
8. 4-vatt tranamitter heater. 
015 JCiolm 8 SEL POl/Ell DISTRIBUTION UIIIT 
C.-and 015 actuates relay K-05, in the PllU, to the position that selects TranaDitter B. 
017 DISSIP Rl OM !'OllER DISTRIBIJ'l'lOR UNIT 
CoiiiDand 017 actuates relay K-16, in the PDU , to the position that appliea +29 Vdc to a 7-watt pover 
dump resistor and is used to optimize the load on the PDU. 
021 D!SSIP Rl OFF POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Cooaand 021 actuates relay K-16, in tbe POU, to the poai tion tbat re100ves +29 Vdc fro• the 7-vatt 
power dump resistor. 
022 DISSlP R2 ON !'OllER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 022 actuates relay K-17, in the PDU, t ·o the position that applies +29 Vdc to a 1~-vatt pover 
dump resistor and ie used to optimize the load on the PCU. 
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023 DISSIP R2 OI"P POIIBR DISTRIB111'IO!I Ulll'i' 
ec-&nd 023 act.uates rtiay K-17, in the PDU, t.o the poaition that re110vu +29 Vdc troa the 14-vatt 
powu diDp rea is tor . 
02~ DSS II'1'R 3 OM PO\IE:R DIS'l'RIBU'l'IOJI UNIT 
COIIIIIIlnd 02~ actuates relay K-18, in the PDU, to the position that applies +29 Vdc to the thermo-
atatically controlled 10-vatt heater located on the central station thena&.l plate. This heater 
1a controlled by thermostat ST-ol to 0!1 belov -10° F and OFF above 0° F. Tb1a thermal capability 
tor the central station is provided to account tor unknovn factors in the lWlar environment.. 
OSS HTR 3 011 .l• the lunar surface initial condition. 
025 DSS HTR 3 OFF POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Cammand 025 actuates relay K-18, in the PDU, to the position that re111oveo the +29 Vdc rrom the 
themostatical1y controlled 10-vatt central station heater. 
027 DUST CELLS ON POWER DISTIUBU'l'ION UNIT 
Coaaancl 027 is a one-state co~~~~~~&nd that activates the DTRD! photo cell amplifiers. 
031 DUST CELLS OFP POWER DISTRIBUTIO!l UUIT 
Conmand 031 ia a one-state command that deactivates the DTRD! photo coll uplifiera. 
032 TlMER OU'l'PU'l' ACCPT COMMAND DECODER 
COIIDand 032 eoablee the 12-bour and the 1-minute timer output pulaes, thus alloving automatic 
CCIIIIIIUI<b to be tsenerated by the timer and the delayed c"""'-''J'd aequencer. Tbia cOIIIIDand cancels 
tbe ettect ot Ccmaand 033. Central station activation or power reoet initializes the TDIER OUTPUT 
ACCPT. 
033 TlXER OUTPUT III!IIB C<HWiD Ol!X)()DER 
Ca.and 033 inhibits the 12-hour and the 1-ainute ttaer output puloeo vhicb in turn vill dieab1e 
tbe tolloving autoaatic COIIIUDda generated in tbe de1a.yed ccm~and oequencer and timer. 
A. Olle Time C.-ends 
1. Set CCIG aeal break, fire PSB 
W>cage circuit, .. ..,d b1ov CPLBE 
dust. cover 
llormal Time ot becut1on after PE'l'-.. ero 
Eight 12-hour pulaeo + 2 lllinutes 
2. Execute CCIG seal break Bight 12-hour pulaes + 3 minutes 
Eight 12-hour pulaeo + 4 minutea 
Eight 12-hour pulse• + 5 minutes 
3 . Set SIDE remove dust cover 
4. Execute SIDE remove dust cover 
B. Repetitive COilllland 
1. Restore power to lovest priority 
experiment ( CPLEE) 
Normal Time ot E:xecution atter PET-zero 
!line 12-hour pulaea + 0 to 7 minutes and 
every 12 hours thereafter 
C. Repetitive COilllllallcb (every 12 hours) 
1. Co"""""d receiver reset 
2. Short period calibrate PSE 
3. Uncage PSJ! 
a. Arm uocage PSE (first 12- hour pulse) 
b . E>tecute uncage PSE (second 12-bour pulse) 
!!Q'!'A 
SIUCE THIS COM!'.AIID INHIBITS THE RECEIVER 
RESET, IT IS CONSIDERED HIGHLY CRITICAL· 
The first execution or tbis colllllUllld (033), 
to !loving coDOAnd 032 or a pover reoet , 
will generate level chang eo (pseudo tt .. r 
pulses) that vill advance the hours and 
minutes count.ers in the delayed c...and 
seQ.uencer and also generate tbe repetitive 
coatanca listed in Para c above. This aay 
change the execution ti.Eea ot the autoaat.ic 
commands from the delayed coa:and sequencer 
and the timer. 
This c""""""d does not inhibit or affect the 
tvo-year tranami tter tu..>-n-ott COIIIIIl&nd 




03~ D6S/PROC X SEL POWER DIS'i'Rll!U'l'IOJI Ulll'l 
Coaancl 034 actuates relays K-<>2 and K-<>3, in the POO, tbat apply operational voltages (+15 Vclc, 
+5 V4c , -12 Vdc) to the "X" data processor. It ailaultaneOW>ly removea the above YOltages rra:. 
the "Y" processor. The "X" data proceaoor, upon activation, 11 initialized to the nol:'l:l&l bit 
rate. DSS/PROC X BEL is the 1-.:nar surface initia.l coodition. 
035 DSS/PROC 'i S&L 
IIOTE 
This cOI!IIliUld 111~ reoult 
in sync loss at ground 
station, hence poaoible 
loss or false readout of 
command verification vord. 
POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 035 actuates relays K-02 and K- 03, in the PDU, that apply operational voltages (+15 Vdc, 
+5 Vdc, -12 Vdc) to "Y" data processor. It simultaneoualy re~~~ovea the above voltages from the 
11X11 processor. The "Y" data processor, upon activation, ia initialized to the norm&l bit rate. 
036 &XP 1 OPER S&L (PSE) 
!!Z! 
This commiUld may result 
in sync loss at groWld 
station, hence posaible 
loss or false readout of 
c~d verification word. 
POWER DISTRIBUTIOII Ul'IIT 
C<mDIUld 036 actuates relay K-06, in the POO, applytna +29 Vdc to the PSI!: instrument and the 
heat.r circuitry in the deployed PSE sensor aaaeably. It ailaultaneoua.ly reaoveo +29 Vdc from 
the atandby beater in the PSE electronics pacltage in the untral atation. 
037 &XP 1 STBY SilL (PSB) POWER DIS'i'RillU'l'IOII Ul'IIT 
COIIIII&I1d 031 actuates relays K-o6 IUld K-<>7, in the PDU, applyina +29 Vdc to the otandby beater 
in the PSE electronics package and to t.be beater in the deployed PSE aenoor aaoeably. It 
ailaultaneouoly deactivates tbe PSE b;y reiiiOVina +29 Vdc !rca the inatrwoent . llXP 1 S?BY SEL 
(PSB) 1a the lunar surface initial condition. 
0~1 &XP l S?BY OJI'F (PS!) POWER DISTRIBUTIO!i UlilT 
Command 041 actuates relay K-07, in the PDU, to the pod tion that removes +29 Vdc from both 
PS! heater circuits. If the PSE operating power is on, transmillion o r thh command will have 
no effect. 
042 llXP 2 OPER SilL (ASE) POWER DISTRIBUTIOII UIIIT 
C011111and 042 activates relay K~OB, i n the PDU, applyina +29 Vdc to one terminal of Astra Svitcb 
Mo. 5. With Aatro Svit ch llo. 5 in a CCW position, the 29 Vdc operating voltage vill be applied 
to the ABE, which in turn, will cause t he Al.SEP +5 Vdc , +15 Vdc , and -12 Vdc supply voltages t o be 
svi tched to the ABE electronics. This function places all operating vol taaes on the AS! and 
dmultaneoualy deactivates the ASE stMdby heater. Note that the ABE uoea Al.SEP supply voltages 
and baa no internal pot.ter converte r. 
043 ElCP 2 STBY SEL (ASE) POWER DISTRIBUTION Ul'IIT 
Command 043 activates relays K- 06 and K-09, in the PDU, applying otandhy +29 Vdc to the ABE heater 
and otmultaneoualy removing +29 Vdc, +5 Vdc , +15 Vdc, lt.lld -12 Vdc operatina volt~;~ea tram the ASE. 
EXP 2 STBY SilL is th.e lunar surface initial condition. Note that Exp 2 (ASE) 1a 110t included in 
the automatic power sequencing. Clod 0~3 resets the +5 Vdc, +12 Vcle and -12 Vdc circuit breakers in 
in the AS! 
Obb EXP 2 S?BY OF!' (ASE) POWER DIST!IIBinlOII Ul'IIT 
Command 044 ·actuates relay K-09, in the PDU, to the poai tion that reliOvel +29 Vdc 1'roa the ASE 
otandby beatu. It the ASB is in operate IIOde, tranaaiuion ot thio co-..d vill have no effect. 
045 EXP 3 OPER SBL (SIDE/CCGB) POWER DIST!IIl!U'l'IOI Ul'IIT 




046 EXP 3 STBY SEL (BIDE/CCGE) POWER DISTRIBUTION UIIIT 
Command 046 aotuatoo rolo.yo K-10 e.nd K-ll, in tho PDU, applying +29 Vdc to the SIDE heater. It 
simulte.neoualy deactivates the SIDE 'by removing +29 Vdc from the instrument. EXP 3 STBY SEL (SIDE) 
is the lUDar surface initial condition. 
050 EXP 3 STBY OFF (SIDE/CCGE) POWER DISTRIBUTION UIIIT 
COiillllalld 050 actuate. relay K-U, in th<o PllU, to the position that removes +29 Vdc fr011 the SIDE 
heater. It the BIDE ope•·ating pover is on, tranaaieaion ot thia cCilllii&Dd vUl have no ettect. 
052 EXP 4 OPEll SEL {CPLEE) !'OllER DISTRIWl'IOll UIIIT 
Comumd 052 actuateo relay K-12, in the PDU, applying +29 Vdc to the CPI.EE instru:oent and tbe 
CPLEE beater. Tbie COO!III&IId is also generated by the delayed command sequencer (see Para 5 .1. 4 . 3) . 
053 EXP 4 STBY SEL (CPLE!) POWER DISTRIBUTION UIIIT 
Comm&!ld 053 aotuateo relays K-12 and K-13, in the PDU, applying +29 Vdc to the CPLEE heater. It 
simul.te.neously deactivates the CPLEE by removing +29 Vdc trom the instrument. EXP 4 STBY SEL 
(CPLEE) is the lunar ourrace initial condition. 
054 EXP 4 STBY OFF (CPLEE) POWER DISTRIBl!l'tON UIIIT 
Cocunand 054 actuate. relay K-13, in the PDU, to th<o position that removes +29 Vdc from the CPLEE 
heater. It tbe CPLEE operating pover is on, transmiuion ot thia comme.nd vUl bave no ettect. 
055 DSS ll'l'R 1 SEL POllllR DIS'I'RIWl'IOM UIIIT 
c.,.,.aod 055 actuate. rday K-14, in the PDU, to the position tbat applies +29 Vdc to th~ 10-vatt 
DSS Beater l. 
056 llSS IITR 2 SEL POllllR DISTRIBUTION UIIIT 
C<Ell&lld 056 actuateo relays K-14 a.nd K-15, in the PllU, to the positions that apply +29 Vdc to the 
5-vatt DSS Heater 2. 
057 DSS IITR 2 OFF 
Command 057 actuates relay K-15, in the PDU, to the poli tion that removes +29 Vdc rrom tho 5-vatt 
DSS Heater 2. It DSS Heater l i& on, this comme.nd will have no effect. Initially, DSS Heater a l 
and 2 vill be ott. 
060 PCU 1 SEL POWER DISTRIBUTIOII UIIIT 
Cocma.nd 06o actuateo relay K-01, in the PCU, vhich applies +16 Vdc tram the RTG to PCU l and 
aimul.taueously de-energhes PCU 2. PCU l is preset to be energbed at initial lUDar activation. 
llote that there 1o an autOII&tic ovitcbover teature to PCU 2 in the event the +12 Vclc bua nriu 
more than tl Vclc. AMing or r0110ving electrical loado (via ground c<li!::!!Bnds) on PCU 1 ca.n prevent 
the +12 Vdc bus trOll varying out ot liJ:dts. (Refer to note on Page 4-4.) 
o62 PCU 2 SEL 
~ 
Jll THE EVENT Al.ITOMATIC SWITCHOVER TO 
PCU 2 HAS OCCURRED, THIS COMMAND MUST 
BE FLAGGED AS HICI!LY CRITICAL. THE CAUSE 
OF THE SWITCHOVER MUST BE DETERMINED 
BEFORE THIS COMMAifD IS EXECUTED. 
8\/ITCHOVER FROM PCU 1 TO PCU 2 MAY 
GEIIERATE A POWER RESET SIGIIAL TO THE 
DELAYED CCMIAIID SEQUENCER COUIITERS, 
RESE'l'rt!IG Tl!l! COUIITERS BACK TO ZERO. 
PCU SIII'!'CHiliG \/ILL CAUSE SYNC LOSS 
AT GROUIID STA'l'IOll. 
!'OllER DISTRlBUTIOII UIIIT 
Ca=ancl o62 actuateo relay K-01 , in the PCU, vhich applieo +16 Vdc frO!!! the RTG to PCU 2 and 
silllultaneoualy de-energitea PCU 1. (Refer to note on Page 4-4.) 
~ 
AT THE TIME OF LUIIAR ACTIVATION PCU 2 
IS DE-EIIBRGIZED, WITH 110 MEANS TO DETER-
MillE ITS CONDITION. FUR'l'HER, NOTE THAT 
THERE IS !10 AUTOMATIC S\/ITCHOVER FROM 
PCU 2 TO PCU 1. THIS Sl'IVATION, THERE-
FORE. IW<ES THIS COMMAIID HIGHLY CRITICAL. 
THIS COo!MA.N!l SHOULD BE EXECUTED OIILY 
AFTER DE'1'E!tlllmiC THAT PCU l IS OR THE 
VERGE OF FAILX.:. 
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o63 PSE/XY GAlli CH 
SVITCI!OVER FRCM PCU 2 TO PCU 1 MAT 
GE!IE!WlE A POilU! RESET SIGJIAL TO Til! 
D!l.AYl!D C!MWm SEQUEIICER C0\1In'ERS, 
RESETrlliG 'l'I!E COU1fTERS BACK TO ZERO. 
PCU SWI'l'CHIJIG WILL CAUSE SYIIC LOSS AT 
GROllliD STATION. 
EXP 1 (PSE) 
Command o63 switches different attenuator values into the LPX and LPY amplifier circuits to allov 
gain control or the long period X- and Y-axea aignale . Repeated transmialion of the cOlllll&od will 
cauae the attenuatora to step through values of 0 db, -10 db, -20 db, and -30 db in a repeating 
sequence . In addition, this command controls the calibration current of thue two axes, PSE 
activation initializes the attenuators to -30 db. 
064 PSE/Z GAIN CH EXP 1 (PSE) 
Command o64 switches different attenuator values into the LPZ amplifier circuit to allow gain 
control of the long period Z-axis signal. Repeated transmission ot the command will cause the 
attentuator to step through values of o db, -10 db, -20 db, and -30 db in a repeating sequence. 
In addition, this command controls the calibration current of thia axia , PSE activation initializes 
the attenuator to - 30 db. 
o65 PSE/SP CAL CH EXP 1 (PSE) 
COIIIIII&nd o65 activates logic th&t will apply & current, via the SP calibration attentu.tor, to 
the SP calibration coil. The amount of current fr011 the calibration attenuator 1a determined by 
C0111111and o67. In addition, the SP calibration 1s autactatically pertor~~ed every 12 hours by llleans 
ot the tl.aer unless specifically inhibited by C""""""d 033. Thil 11 a sequential 0"4/0FP cOI:l:lland. 
PSI! activation initializes SP calibration to Ol'P'. 
066 PSE/LP CAL CH EXP 1 (PSE) 
C.......,d o66 activates logic that applies current, via tbe LP calibration attenuatore, to the LP 
clamping coila, (all three axes simultaneously). The llliiOUDt ot current fr<:a the calibration attenua-
torto 11 determined by Coormand o63 and ~d o6b. Thil 11 a aequential OK/OFF cc.aand. PSE 
actintion initializes LP calibration to OFP. 
o67 PSE/SP GAlli CH EXP 1 (PSE) 
Coaaand o67 switches different attenuator valuea into the SPZ amplifier circuit to allow gain 
control of tbe SP axis signal. Repeated transmission ot tbe comand will cauae the attenuator to 
otep through values of 0 db, - 10 db, - 20 db, and -30 db 1n a repeating sequence: In addition, 
this ccmaaod controls the calibration current ot this axia. PSE activation initializes the attenuator 
to -30 db. 
070 LVL MTRX ON/Ol'Y EXP 1 (PSE) 
COIIIII&Dd 070 activates logic vhich applies power to the X-axie drive motor. This is a sequential 
ON/OFF cOOIIID&nd. PSE activation ini tializes X motor to OFP. Rote that tha X motor consumes power 
in either leveling mode (AUTOMATIC/FORCED) until commanded OFF. 
071 LVL M'l'RY ON/OfF 
NOTE 
Do not turn on more than one 
leveling motor at a time. 
De-energize sensor heater via 
C~d 076 during time aey 
level motor 1a on. 
EXl' l (PSE) 
C-d 071 activates logic vbich applies paver to the '!-axil drive IIOtor. This ia a sequential 
01/0YF c.-and. PSE activation initializes 't motor to OfF. llote tbat the 't aotor cona.aea paver 
in ei tber leveling mode (AUT<JIATIC/P'ORCED) until c<maanded OYP. 
!2!! 
Do DOt turn on !!Ore than one levelin& 
motor at. & tiae. De-enersi ze aensor 
heat,er via Coaaand 076 durin& time 
any level motor is oo. 
ALSEP 4 
01~ LVL M'l'RZ ON/OFF EXP 1 (PSE) 
C0111mand 072 activates lOf!iC Vbich applies power to the 7.-axio drive motor. This 1o a sequential 
ON/OYF cOIIIl!Wld . PSE activation initializes Z motor to 01"1". Note that the z motor cone\ftea power 
in either levelinc mode (Atnao!ATIC/FORCED) until commanded OFF . 
073 UliCACE ARM/FIRE 
l!!l:§ 
00 !lOT TURli OR Z LEVELIIIC MOTOII 
UIITIL PSE IS UliCACED. Do not turn 
on eore than one leveling motor at 
a ti.ze. De-energize sensor beater 
via Co:mand 076 during time any 
level motor ia on. 
EXP 1 (PSE) 
A. Command 073 ie a two-state command (ARM/FIRE). Firat transmission vill arm the actuator circUit. 
Second tranamieaion or this command is sent to fire the actuator circUit and uncage all opring 
mae& a;yatemo o:!JIUltoneoual;y. This command is an irreversible !"unction and is neceuary to 
obtain PS.& ocientitic data. 
B. The ARM and FIRE caeands are also autau.tically aenerated b;y the timer. 
C. Conditions to ARM: 
l . First tran111i111on or Co=and 073. 
2. Firat 12-hour tiJOer pulse. 
3. Output tr011 dela;yed command sequencer at the eighth 12-hour + 2-minute pula eo . 
D. C<>nditiono to !'IRE (atter ARM, above): 
1, Next tranomieeion of CoJilllland 073. 
2 . Next 12-bour timer pUlse. 
3. It e.rmed, placing PSE to standb;y (Command 037 or operational overload). 
~ 
THE IJNCACE CIRCUI'IRY WILL KOT 
PUIIC'l'IOll BELOW 30° P. MOIII'I'OR 
A1'-5. 
074 LVL DIR POS/lllXl EXP l (PS!) 
C...and 074 il a tvo-otate c01m11and (POS/Iml) which controls the direction or the level motore tor 
LPX, LPY, and LPZ axeo when in the forced leveling mode (eee COI!l:l!and 103). PSE activation initial-
izes leveling direction to POS. 
075 LVL SPEED HI/LO EXP 1 (PSE) 
Command 075 il a tvo-etate command (HI/LO) which control• the apeed of the leveling motoro for 
LPX, LPY, and LPZ axee when in the forced leveling 11ode (see Command 103). PSE activation initial-
izes leveling a peed to LO. 
076 PSE T CTL CH EXP 1 (PSE) 
Comland 076 il a rour-atate e0111mand that can be sequentially stepped through the following aodee 
to control the beater in the deplo;yed PSE sensor. 
A. Ol"J> - +29 Vdc 1o die connected trce the beater. 
B. roRCED - +29 Vclc applied to beater and. aut011atic thermoatat connol disabled. 
c. Ol"J> - +29 Vdc 1a dieconnected tran the heater. 
D. AIJTOMATIC - +29 Vdc applied to heater Md automatic thermostat control enabled. 
PSE activation initializes thermal control mode to All'l'Q(ATIC. 
Note that this command does not control the heater in the PSE electronics package in the central 
station. 




101 PSE FILT Ill/0111' l!XP 1 (PSE) 
c ....... d 101 1e a tvo-state COI:IIIIalld ( Ill/OUT) vbicb effectively removes tbe feedback loop filters 
trca the LPX, LPY, and LPZ axes. PSE activation initializes the feedback filter to 0111'. 
The feedback filter bas to be in tbe foUovi~ 110des for the PSE to operate properly: 
A. Leveling (aU modes) - filter 0111' 
B. Calibration - filter Ill 
C. llol"'lal operational mode - t1lter Ill 
102 LVL SNSR Ul/0111' EXP 1 (PSE) 
Command 102 ie a two-state command (IN/Otll') whtch activates logic that enables the coarse level 
sen a ora to control tbe LPX and LPY axes drive motors when an orr level condition exists. The 
coe.rae level sensors are used only in the automatic 1evoli~ mode. PSE activo.tion initializes the 
coarse level sensor to 0\11'. 
103 PSE LVL HI>E A/F EXP 1 (PSE) 
Command 103 is a t wo-state command (Atll'Ofo!ATIC/FORCED) which control& the leveling mode of LPX, LPY, 
and LPZ axes. PSE activation i nit i alizes the leveling mode to Atll'OMATIC. 
NOTE 
Ooly one axis motor is to be on at a tU.e. 
SIDE/CCCII: C<MWIDS EXP 3 (SIDE/CCOE) 
The toU011i.ng command& are encoded by the SIDE into tvo one-tble cOIIIIOibllde and t'i tteen operational 
COIIIID&nda: 
lOb SIDB LOAD 1 
105 BIDE LOAD 2 
1o6 SIDE LOAD 3 
107 SID!! LOAD ~· 
UO SIDE EXECI1I'E* 
Bncodi~ 1a aa follows: 
One 
~ l BREAK CCIG SEAL 
SIDE C!»>MAND R!GISTER li!IICODIIIG 
10L lQ1 106 !Q1 uo 
X X 
~da RDtOVE DUST COVER X X 
1. GilD PLANB STEP PROGRAMER 0!1/0FF X X 
2. RESET SIDE FRAME COUliTER AT 10 X X 
3. RESET SIDE FRAME COUNTER AT 39 X X X 
b. RESET VELOCITY FILTER AT 9 X X 
5. RESET SIDE FRAME COUNTER AT 79 X X X 
6. RESET SIDE FRAME COU!ITER AT 79 AliD VELOCITY FILTER AT 9 X X X 
7- XlO ACCUMULATION INTERVAL ON/OFF X X X X 
8. MASTER RESET X X 
9 . Vl!LOCITY FILTER VOLTAGE ON/OFF X X X 
10. LECPA HIVOLTAOE ON/OFF X X X 
n. HECPA H.IVOLTAGE ON/OFF X X X X 
12. FORCE CONTI!IIJOUS CALIBRATIO!l (RESET TO 120) X X X 
13. CCIG HIVOLTAOE ON/OFF X X X X 
14. CHA1111ELTRON HIVOLTAOE ON /OFF - X X X X 
15. RESET c<MIAli'D RllGISTI:ll X X X X X 
• Refer to llote 1, Figure 10-1. 
~ 
C.-snds to break CCIG seal and reaet 
SIDE trame counter at 10 are identical. 
The first transmission of C.-ancl.e 105 
and UO causes both functions to occur 
but not thereafter , Ccanat~da to reooove 
dust cover and master reset are- a.leo 
identical. 'l'"ne t1rst tra.osmiuion or 
C.-ands 107 and 110 causes both functiono 
to occur but not theree.tt.er. 
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ALSEP 4 
A brier description ot SIDX coa::no,nd.s !ollova: 
The SIDE/CCIG ~ds are 1'\mctionall.y divided into tvo types, on/ott e-ds and mode e.-anib. 
Initiation ot a mode ec.aand changes tbe op.,rational data tolUiat characteristics. 
Operationally executing any mode or on/oft command will ellminaee the existing operational mode. 
Operationally executing any of the following on/off c01m1anda l, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13 and 14 will reaet 
tbe SIDE 1'rame counter (DI-1) to zero it any one of the mode commands 2, 3, ~. 5, 6 or 12 is present 
in the mode register, whereas execution of mode commGJ>ds vill not affect the status of any on/off 
c.,....,ded functions. 
One-time eamands: 
BREAK CCIG SEAL 
COIDIIand 105 followed by UO causes the one-time function of CCIG seal brelll<. It simultaneously resets 
the SIDE FRAME COUJl'I'BR at 10 (described later). This command is an irreversible function and is 
necesoary to obtain CCGE scientific data. This command is also generated by the delayed eomand 
sequencer (see Cocmancl 033). 
IUMOV:S DUST COVER 
C._...,d 107 follow"cl by llO caus"s the one-time function of bloving the SID! dust cover. It 
oiaultan.,ously nos.,ts the SIDE MAS'l'ER RESET (deoeribed la~er). This e.-and is an irreversible 
1'\mction and is neceooary to obtain SIDE seiendfie data. This c.,_,..cl ls alao gen.,rated by the 
delayed coi!ICland sequene"r (see Com:»and 033). REMOVE DUST COVXR cOIIIDand milO' cause a heat"r interrupt . 
(Refer to Figure 10-l.) 
ON /OFF Canmands and Mode Commands' 
l. GROUND PLANE STEP PROORAMER ON/OFF EXP 3 ( SIDE/CCCE) 
Command 101. followed by UO is e. two-stat" e<maand (011/0FF) that controls the operation of the 
ground plane step progra.:oer. SIDE activation initializes the prosromer to 011. The ground plane 
voltage ia then stepp40d through 2~ levele (one level/SIDE eycl"). Tranaission of this e.-and 
will cause the etep prosramer to stop. Retransmission 11ill start otep program"r and doeo not 
reoet voltage level to zero but continues to step from level where last stopped. 
2. RES.E.'r SIDE FRAME CO\IIiTER AT 10 ElCP 3 (SIDE/CCC!) 
COIII>and 105 folloved by 110 is a modo command. (Initiation of a mode cODIClaod changes the opera-
tional data format characteristics.) Upon receipt of the cCGII>ancl, the experilnent resets to 
SIDE fr8!1!e tero and th"n ateps r.o SIDE fruoe 10 before resetting again to zero. The veloei ty 
filter and the high and lov energy curved plate analyzers step through the values obteine4 for 
thea" SIDE frames in the NORMAL MODE of aperation. The ground plan" vo1tag" stepa through tbe 
normal 2~ step sequence, one step per ll from" cycle. {See Figure 10-3.) 
3. RESET SIDE FRAME COU!m:R AT 39 EXP 3 (SIDE/CCOE) 
Commands 10~ and 105, followed by 110, is e. mode command. Upon receipt of the eanman<1, the experi-
ment operates in a similar fashion to the reset at 10 mode except tbat it resets at SIDE frame 39, 
4. RESET VELOCITY FILTER COUIITER AT 9 EXP 3 (SIDE/CCGE) 
C<Jomend 1o6 followed by UO is a DIOde e~d. '!'he experiment, in thil OIO<Ie, executes the normal 
128 siDE !r=e cycle. Tbe velocity filter voltag" only executes the first 10 of ita aoraal 20 
step progrm. That 11, at SIDE frame 10, instead of completing the 20 at.,ps, th40 velocity tiltu 
assumes the value ot SIDE frame 20 in the normal mode. Similarly at SIDE freme 20, the filter 
adopts the normal mode value of SIDE frame ~0. This operation continues tor the complete 126 SIDE 
frames. Tbe low energy curved plate analyzer, instead of maintaining its value for 20 SIDE fromes, 
steps to the next value every 10 SIDE trmes. This means tbat the eix values are repeated from 
SIDE true 60. (See Figure 10-5.) 
RESET SIDE PRA!4E COUll'l'ER IC 19 EXP 3 (S!DE/CCGE) 
C<llim&llds 104 ancl lo6, folloved by 110, 11 a 110440 c(ll:lll8lld. Upon recdpt of th" COIIIIHDd, tbe experi-




6 • RESET SIDE l"RAME COUNTER AT 79 AliD VELOCITY FILTER cOm.rrER AT 9 EXP 3 (SIDE/CCGE) 
COIDIIlMdS 105 a.nd 106, folloved by 110, is a 10ode c=and. Upon receipt of the collll!la!ld, the experi-
ment performs the functions of command RESET VELOCITY FlLTER COUNTER AT 9, but the sequenc" stops 
e.t SIDE frame 79 and r"P"e.ts. 
All. pther functions are unchanged from the norma.l operational mode . 
1. XlO ACCliMULATION INTERVAL ON/OFF EXP 3 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Commands 104, 105, and 106, followed by 110, is a two-state COII!IIIAild (ON/OFF) • The accumulation 
time P"riod is increased from a normal 1 .2 seconds (Xl) to 12 seconds (XlO) . Each SIDE frame is 
dovnlinked 10 times before advancing to the next SIDE frame. The X10 mode can be used With any 
coun~r res"t mode . 
8. MASTER RESET EXP 3 (SIDE/ CCGE) 
COllllllalld 107 followed by 110 is a mode command. Upon receipt ot the COOlllland, the experiment Will 
return to the normal operational mode. 
The master reset shllll perform the following: 
a. Defeat llll short cycles. 
b. Reset SIDE frame counter, velocity counter, lll!CPA and LECPA counters. 
c. Does not disturb a.ny ON/OFF commands or XlO a~c\lll!ulation interval. 
9, VELOCITY FILTER VOLTAGE ON/OFF EXP 3 (SIOE/CCGE) 
Commands 104 and 107, followed by llO, is a two-state command (Oil/OFP) . Transmission of this 
command removes velocity filter voltage (i.e., filter voltage equals zero Vdc). However, the 
velocity filter programer is not inhibited , and upon :retransmission of this command, the velocity 
filter assumes the appropriate voltage level of that SIDE frame in process. 
10. LOW EIIERG't CPA HIGH VOLTAGE ON/OFF EXP 3 ( SIDE/CCGE) 
Commands 105 and 107, followed by 110, is a two-state command (ON/OFF). Transmission of this 
command removes LECPA voltage (i.e., LECPA equals ~ero Vdc). However, the LECPA programer is not 
inhibited, and upon retransmission of this cOIIllnand, the LECPA assumes the appropriate voltage 
level of that SIDE frame in process. \lith zero voltage, no low-energy data is transmitted. 
11. HIGR-ERERGY CPA HIGH VOLTAGE ON/OFF EXP 3 (SIDE/ CCGE) 
Commands 104 , 105, and lOT, followed by 110, is e. two-state command (ON/OFF). Transmission of this 
command removes lll!CPA voltage (i.e., lll!CPA equals ~ere Vdc). However , the lll!CPA programer is 
not inhibited, and upon retransmission of this cOIIU:Iand, the lll!CPA assumes the appropriate voltage 
level of that SIDE frame in process. \lith zero voltage, no high-energy data is transmi tted. 
12. FORCE CO!fl'1NUOUS CALIBRATION (RESET TO 120) EXP 3 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Commands 106 e.nd 107, followed by 110, is e. mode comme.nd. Upon receipt of the command, the experi-
ment resets to SIDE frame 120 and then steps through SIDE frame 127 before resetting again to SIDE 
fra.me 120. 
13. COLD CATHODE ION GAGE HIGH VOLTAGE ON/OFF EXP 3 (SIOE/CCGE) 
Commands 104, 106, and 107, followed by 110, is a two-state command (ON/OFF). Transmission of this 
coC~m&Dd turns off high voltage to the CCIG sensor, thereby disabling all CCGE scientific data. 
14. CHANNELTRON HIGH VOLTAGE ON/OFF EXP 3 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Commands 105, 106, and 107, followed by 110, is a two-state command (ON/OFF). Transmission of this 
command removes high voltage from the channeltron multipliers, thus disabling SIDE scientific data. 
EXP 3 (SIDE/CCGE) 15. RESET C<»!MAND REGISTER 
Commands 104, 105, 106, and 107, followed by llO, are commands used to clear the command register 
ot any command a\fai ting execution. 
Note SIDE power ON will cause the following: 
a. A power reset will force the instrument into the normal mode, vhich is the following: 
(1) Removes all short cycles (initiates normal SIDE cycle) • 
( 2) Resets SIDE fr8l0e counter, velocity counter, HECPA !Lnd LECPA counter . 
(3) Initializes the ground plane programer to ON and zero voltage level. 
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b. Rea eta &l.L Ca.and Flip-Flops. 
e. Tu.rna on &l.L the internal voluges of 1.be system (turns on V/flLT, IIECPA, LECPA, Channettron IIV, 
CCIG HV). 
111 CPI OPR llTR ON EXP 4 ( CPLEE) c. a.~ -r ~~.A L 
This ccamand bypasses the thenostat in the CPLEE and turns the operational heater on In roree1 
IDOd•. To reetore automuie tbemal control the experiment po"er must be cOIIlmanded to st*<ldby 
and back to operate. Tbie cOC!!land has no control over survival (standby) h~a~ers. 
112 CP~. OPR HTR OFF EXP 4 (CPLBE) (_~.:S:\ :t:<..A\.. 
':'bia COII:DIIllld is used to turn off the operational heater . See Command lll for restoration of 
~utomatic thermal eontrol. 
113 CPE CVR GO EXP 4 (CPLEB) 
Thie comme.nd actuates the guillotine device for removing the CPLEE duet cover. 
U~ CPE DEI" SEQ ON EXP 4 (CPLEE) 
'!'hio command starts the automatic sequence or voltoge" to the CPLtE d~flection plates i r previously 
atopped (by Co111111and 117). Placing tbe experiment (CPLEE) to OPE11 SEL initializes the automatic 
detlectlon aeQuencinK to ON. 
115 CPE DEl' STEP EXP 4 ( CPLEE) 
W'hen the aut001atic sequence has been stopped, this COD'Jr.and adva.nc~s the voltage on the- CPLEE deflection 
plates one atep (in the standard a~quence) per COI!IIlland 115 ex~cution. If automatic sequence is oo, 
this cCIIIII4nd haa no effect. 
117 CP! DE:r SEQ OFF EXP ~ (CPLE!) 
This e~and interrupts the autcaetic sequenc" of voltagu to the CPLEE deflection pla~.,s. The 
YOltaga then remains constant Wlt11 advanced by <=<-and 115 or restored to au~CIIatic sequence by 
Coaaand ll ~ • 
120 CPE CHAN /HI SEL EXP b (CPLEB) 
'l'hio c011111:and increases the volt!lj;e to the ehanneltron dectron multiplhrs In both physical 
analyzers (A and B) to tbe hisher value, 3200 volts, it 1t ia at th" lower setting, 28oo volts. 
It th1• cocmand is sent tvice, vithout Canmand 121 betveen, the ••cond ec.aand has no effect. 
Placing the CPLEE to OPER SEL initializes the channeltron voltage to 28oo volta. 
121 CPE CI!AII/LO SEL EXP 4 ( CPLEE) 
This ca~~~~~an<l decreases the voltoge across the channeltron elec~ron multipliers in both physical 
analy~ere (A and B) to th<O lower value, 2800 volts, 1! tt ia at the higher aatting, 3200 volts. 
Ir this command is sent tvice, vitbout ColTUlland 120 betveP.n, the second cOIMiand has no efl'ect. 
Placing the CPLEE to OPER SEL Initializes the channeltron voHase to 28o0 volta. 
1)6 01!0 CAL GO EX? 2 (ASE) 
Command 156 iniliatee a 1-aeeond calibration pulse which ia applied to the three geophones. This 
calibration puloe permits ccxnparioon of the geophone electromechanical parwneters vHh those of 
preflight calibration. 
162 ASE SEQ/S FIRE EXP 2 (ASE) 
The repeated ~ransmission of COIIIIIland 162 vill fire rocket Jtotora to sequentially launch grenades 
2, 4, 3 and 1, in that order only . Note that GRENADES ARM COI!UIIand 170 must precede each fire 
command, The previous grenade must be launched befon the next gren&de In the order can be fired. 
163 GREIIADK l FIRE EXP 2 (ASE) 
COIIIII&Od 163 will tire the rocket motor of grenade 1, if previoualy amed by C00111and 170, GRENADES 
ARM. This specific fire c~d (and c<>!!IO!&Ilds 16b, 165 and 166) provides an alt.ernative to 
aequential C~lllld 162 for launching the gr<!nades. Note that. only Cocaand 162 provides a pre-
detanainad firina order. 
16b GRE!IADE 2 FIRE EXP 2 (AS£) 
Ca.and 164 will fire the rocket motor of grenade 2, if pr.,vioualy amed by Coaaaand 170, GRENADES 
ARM. See Ccaaand 163. 
165 GRCIADE 3 FIRE EXP 2 (ASE) 
e-nd 165 will tire the rocket 110tor of grenade 3, !f previoualy t.rllled by Command 170, GREliADES 
ARM. See ca:.u.nd 163. 
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* ALSEP 4 
166 ORERADR 4 FIRE 100' 2 (ASE) 
c.-and 166 will fire the rcx:ltet aot.or of grenade 4 , if previously anaed by C.-and 170, GRE!IAD!S 
AI!N. See Coamand 163. 
NOTE 
ALL ASB FIRE COI<!MANDS (162, 163, 16 4 , 
165, 166 ) ARE CONSIDERED CRITICAL. 
170 OREIIADES ARM 100' 2 (ASE) 
C...and 170 e.rm.s the srenade ririn& circuit& by charging tvo capacitors, one for sequential firins 
and one for &pecific grenade l'irin&. This ca.and also charges the the~ battery ignition 
capacitors in all grenades. Al.l or the above capacitors will remain charged (armed) indefinitely 
provided the ASE remeiue in operate mode and no fire coomand bas been sent. Transmission or a tire 
cOillllland after arming will fire one rocket motor Bnd discharge all capacitors. Al.l capacitor• can 
be sated (discharged) by placing the ASE in standby select . 
llOTE 
A 01inimum or 60 seconds 
must be allowed betveen 
the GRENADES AJU4 cocmand 
and any of the t1re 
cO!!llllllDds to allov e\Lfficient 




TABLE 5-VI .- PRESET AND LUliAR INITIAL CONlliTIOIIS OF SliBSYS'l'EMS 
Subsystem Command Function ln1 tializea to Lunar In1 tiel Condi t1o" 
TM 005 ASE I!BR OFF OFF 
TM 006 HO!lM BIT RT SEL IIORMAL 
1M 012 XNTR A SEL »n'R A SEIZC'TED 
'1M 013 XNTR 01'1 XM'l'R IS ON 
\ 
EPS 021 DlSSlP Rl OFf' OFF 
EPS 023 DISSlP R2 OFF OFf' 
S/T 02~ llSS HTR 13 01'1 ON 
S/"r 027 DUST CELLS 01'1 011 OR OFF (RAJIIX»! STATE) 
'1M 03~ DSS/PROC X SEL D/P X SELECTED 
PSE 037 EXP l STBY SEL EXP 1 IN STBY 
ASE 0~3 EXP 2 STBY SEL EXP 2 IN STSY 
SIDE/CCGE 0~6 EXP 3 STBY SEL EXP 3 IN STBY 
CPLEE 053 EXP ~ STBY SEL EXP 4 IN STBY 
S/T 057 DSS H'1'R #2 OFF DSS H'm 12 OFF 
BPS o60 PCU 1 SEL PCU l SELI!ICTED 
OlD 032 'l'IMER OUT ACCPl' ACCEPT 
PSE 063 PSE/XY CAIN CH -30 DB 
PSE o64 PSE/Z GAl!i CH -30 DB 
PSE o65 PSE/SP CAL CH OFF 
PSE o66 PSE/LP CAL CH OFF 
PSE 067 PSE/SP GAIN CH -30 DB 
PSE 070 l.VL MTRX ON /OFF OF'F 
PSE 071 LVL MTRY ON/OFF OFF 
PSE 072 LVL MTRI: ON/OFF OFF 
PSE 074 LVL DIR POS/NFll POS 
PSE 075 LVL SPEED HI/LO LOll 
PSE 076 PSE T CTL CH AUTO 
PSE 101 PSE FILT Df/Wl OUT 
PSE 102 LVL SEll I'li/OIIr OUT 
PSE 103 PSE LVL HDE A/M AUTO 
ABE 170 GREIIADES ARM NOT ARMED 
SIDE/CCGE VEL PILT V OH 
SIDE/CCGE HECPA HV ON 
SIDE/CCGE LECPA HV ON 
SIDE/CCGE See CHAN HV ON 
SIDE/CCOE SIDE CCIG HV ON 
SIDE/CCGE cmd CMD REG ZERO 
SIDE/CCCE list, MODE REG ZERO 
SI:>E/CCGE ))14es O/T CHll REG .PRESET 
SIDE/OCC! 5-13 I"RAME CN!'R ZERO 
SIDE/CCCE to VEL FILT CliTB ZEI'!O 
SIDE/CCC£ 5-16 IIECPA Clfl'R ZERO 
SIDE/CCGE LBCPA cmR ZERO 
SIDE/CCGE GilD PL PROGRAMER ON 
SIDE/CCGE GND PL VOLTAGE LEVEL ZERO 
SIDE/CCC£ XlO ACCUM OFF 
SIDE/CCC! OUTP11r6 NORMAL !~ODE 
CPLEE 053/052 EXP #4 OPER SEL HTI\ ON , AUTO MODE 
CPLEE 114 CPE DEF SEQ ON AUTO DEFL VOLT SEQ ON 




! 01 F 
GMT 0 35/0 6/ 37/ 30 
CAL VOlTAGES 
AEOl 0 . 25 CAL 0 . 24* 
AE02 4 . 75 CAL 4.75 
RTG OUTPUT NORMAL 
AE03 VDC LOW 15 . 4/HIGH 16 . 9 
AE04 AMPS LOW 3 . 9/HIGH 4 •7 
C.UT3:ULc:::=¢> CS 1 WATT S 73 . 2 
PCU VOC OUTPUT NORMAL 
AUTO SWIT~AE09 +1 2 VDC LOW 11.75/HI GH 12 . 25 
PCU AE07 +29 VDC LOW 28 .00/HIGH 30 . 0 
LO 10 . 75/HI 13o2 AE08 +15 VOC LOW 14.5 /HIGH 15 . 6 
AElO + 5 VOC Ii)W 4 . 75/HIGH 5 . 3 c:..L~"T.:tC..AI... AE 11 -12 VOC LOW -12 . 7/HIGH - 11.9 At=-d-1 AE 12 - 6 VDC LOW - 6 . 2/ HIGH -5 . 9 A~-01 
AEo-1.o 
I NTERNAL TEMPS 
c:::=¢> AT03 TEMP 1 F C/S HIGHEST TEMP 
AT04 TE1'1P 2 F 
ATO 5 TEMP 3 F 
c:::=¢> A T06 TEMP 4 F CLOSEST TO ASE ELECT 
c: t'Z.~ i±C.A\. AT07 TEMP 5 F 
AT12 I NSUL F 
PCU 1 
c fZ.l:\ :te..taL c:::=¢> C S 2 RESERVE PWR 1 38 . 94$ 
CS3 INT REG Ol SSIP 15. 05* 
AE05 SHUNT 1 AMPS 2 . 39 
AT36 OSC TEMP F 9 5 . 8 
c. e..rr .:::c_ ~L AT 3 8 REG TEMP F 129 . 9 
PCU 2 
ce~'T:tC:..AL CS4 RESERVE PWR 2 -0. 66$ 
CS5 INT REG DI SSIP -0. 66* 
AE06 SHUNT 2 AMPS -0 . 04* 
AT37 OSC TEMP F 94 . 3 
<.e."2:T .t.CA\. AT 3 9 REG TEMP F 128 . 5 
ALSEP 4 CENTRAL STATION 
DA TA RT N BR 
DISC RET ES 
AB04 EXP 1 STBY STA 
EXP 2 STBY STA 
AB05 EXP 3 STBY STA 
EXP 4 ST8Y STA 
oss HTR 2 
RTG TEMP 
ARO 1 HOT FRAME 1 F 
AR 04 CLD FRAME 1 F 
CS 18 DELTA T F 
AR 05 CLO FRAME 2 F 
AR02 HOT FRAME 2 F 
AR03 HOT FRAME 3 F 
AR06 CLO FRAME 3 F 
STRUCTURAL TEMP 
AT 1 1 P R I IS T W3 F 
AT 0 1 SUN SH I EL D 1 F 
AT02 SUNSHIELO 2 F 
AT08 PRI/ST Wl F 
AT09 PRI/ST W2 F 
AT1 0 PR liST B 1 F 
ATl3 l NSUL EXT F 
OUST DETECTOR 
AXOl CE LL 1 c 
AX02 CELL 2 c 
AX03 CEL L 3 c 
AX 04 CELL 1 MV 
AX05 CEll 2 MV 
AX06 CELL 3 MV 
PDU 
AT34 BASE F 














-10 . 9 
-49 . 4 
-49. 4 





52 . 8 
108. 7 
- 0 .1 
0 .o 
o. o 
65 . 4 
80 . 9 
DATA RT N BR 
DISCRETE$ 
AB04 EXP 1 STBY STA 
EXP 2 STBY STA 
AB05 EXP 3 STBY STA 
EXP 4 STBY STA 
DSS HTR 2 
RTG TEMP 
AROl HOT FRAME 1 F 
AR04 CLO FRAME 1 F 
CS18 DELTA T F 
AR05 CLO FRAME 2 F 
AR02 HOT FRAME 2 F 
AR03 HOT FRAME 3 F 
AR06 CLO FRAME 3 F 
STRUCTURAL TEMP 
AT l 1 P R I I Si W 3 F 
ATOl SUNSH 1 ELD 1 F 
AT02 SUNSHTELD 2 F 
AT 08 PRI IS T Wl F 
AT09 PRI 1ST W2 F 
AT 10 PRI/ST Bl F 
ATI3 INSUL EXT F 
DUST DETECTOR 
AX 01 CELL 1 C 
AX02 CELl Z C 
AX03 CELL 3 C 
AX04 CELL 1 MV 
AX05 CELL 2 MV 
AX06 CELL 3 MV 
PDU 
AT34 BASE F 
AT35 INT F 
FRAME CNTR 050 S lTE lEX 
RECEIVER 
OFF ABOl RCVR 1 KHZ PCM oo.o 
ON AE13 PREll I M DBM ¢::::J LOW - 80/HIGH - 90 
OFF AE14 L/0 LVL OBM EXPEmrED VALUE TORN-<)N 
OFF AT21 XTAL A F 83 . 9 
OFF AT22 XTAL B F 83.4 
AT07 TEMP 5 F 82 . 4 
1045 
512* DECODER 
532 AT31 BASE F 65 . 4 
512* AT32 INT F 65 . 4 
1047 AT33 VCO F 65 . 4 
1045 
409 ANALOG MULTIPLEXER 
AT27 BASE F 65. 4 
AT28 lNT F 70. 6 
-10.9 
-49. 4 DIGITAL PROCESSOR 
-49 . 4 AT29 BASE F 65 . 4 
86 . 7 AT30 INT F 68 . 3 
97.0 
112 . 4 XMTR A 
102 . 1 AT23 XTAL F 57.7 
AT24 HT/S F 57 . 0 
AE15 AGC VDC Ce1T.:tc;Al 1. 09 
136 . 0 AE17 DOUBLER MA 161.7 05 
52 . 8 
108.7 XMTR B 
-0 . 1 AT25 XTAL F 
0 . 0 AT26 HT/S F RED LINE VALUES 
0.0 ~\AE16 AGC VDC~ LOW 0.323/HIGH 5.0 
LOW 100/HIGH 190 c.,~~ AE18 DOUBLER MA ¢::::J 
SIDE 
65 . 4 AIOl LE CNTISEC o. o 
80.9 AI02 HE CNT/SEC o. o 
ASE 
ASOl I NT PKG c 42 . 3 ¢::::l 
AS02 MORT ARBOX c 104.0* 
AS03 GLA c 27. 4 
AS04 GEOP HONE c -27. 9 
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ALSEP Flight 4 Central Station Predicted Thermal Performance for 
Apollo 14. 
Presented in this memorandum is the predicted transient temperature response 
of the ALSEP Flight 4 (Apollo 14) central station thermal plate. Also shown is 
the effect of craters on thermal plate temperature. 
Figure 1 presents the predicted transient response of the thermal plate 
average temperature for ALSEP Flight 4 during the first lunation after 
deployment. The initial temperature response is based on an estimated 
12° 30' sun angle at the time of deployment. Figure 5 covers a 0° to 
160°F range of possible initial temperatures at deployment which are a 
function of the time when ALSEP is removed from the LM SEQ bay. Two 
lunar night predictions are shown to cover both passive (no heaters on) 
"1nd active (10 watt heater on) thermal control modes. Also shown is the 
,>redicted thermal plate temperature response at lunar sunrise on the second 
day with no heaters activated. 
The predicted nominal temperatures apply to the Fra Mauro (W 17°-S4°) 
landing site, with zero degrees lunar slope and nominal central station 
alignment. The predicted limit curves represent possible temperatures 
resulting from a combination of unknowns such as misalignment of the 
central station, lunar surface temperature, local lunar slope, local 
albedo effects, variation in central station internal power dissipation, 
RTG input power range, etc. 
Figure 2 illustrates the effect of craters on thermal plate temperature and shows 
that the thermal plate temperature can be sericu sly increased, particularly 
if ALSEP were to be deployed in a crater with a slope exceeding 5 degrees. 
c 
D. Butts 
DB: PJ:bj s 
cc: STC Standard, P. Curry, T. Fenske, C. Weatherred, L. Lewis, D. Fithian 
D. Courtois, C. Murtaugh, R. Howell, H. Wilson, G. Cripps, B. Rusky, W. Tosh 
H. Reinhold, R. Miley, M. Katz, H. Callicott 
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BENDIX AER~SPACE SYSTEMS OIVISI~N - THERM~PHISICS GR~UP 
AP~LL~ LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE !Fll GHT 4 - AP~LL~ 14l - FIRST LUNATI ~N 
SUNRISE DAY 035 !FEBRUARY 04. 1971l AT 1219 GMT 
SUNRISE DAY 065 I MARCH 06. 19711 AT 0220 GMT 
Figure I 
THERMAL PLATE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE (AT03, AT04, AT05, AT06, AT07) 
ALSEP Deployment 
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Figure 2. Effect of Craters on Nominal Thermal Plate Temperature 
at Fra Mauro Landing Site. 
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TEL»4ETRY SUBSYSTEM 
ALSEP ~ 




The t-elemetry subsyst~ c:onalata ot central station aensors, e.xperil:lent aenaors, one $.Da.l.Og caultiplexet', 
tvo A/D converters, tvo digital dat. processors, tvo S-band tran5lllittera, one diplexer sviteb, one 
diplexer :t'ilter, and a c...on S-band transmit/receive helix antenna. 
Sen sora (Transducers) 
Analog sensors convert such parameters as temperatu.re, voltage, current, and statue into 0- to +5-volt 
ei&nala and input these signals to the 90-cbannel analog multiplexer as engineering (bousekeepin&) data 
to indicate the condition or the central station, RTG, and PSE. 
Scienti:t'ic ~~easurellleDta tree tbe experiment aenaora and experinent atatua, calibratioD, and temperature 
data are converted vithin each experiaent to digital data and applied to the X and Y digital data 
proceuora at the proper demand time in serial rorm. 
Analog Multiplexer (Reference Figure 6-l) 
Analog engineering (housekeeping) data is applied to the 90-channol analog multiplexer. Multiplexer 
Cbannela 1 through 15 are redundant . Selection or the redundant channels can be &ecOIZiplisbed by 
&round c"""""d• selecting either X or Y data proceaaor (C.,..,ands 03~ or 035). Channels 16 through 
90 are nol:'mal. channels. 'l'he ll\lltiplexer is divided into seven groups or 15 col...., gates each, and 
the group outputs are rurtber gated through a tier of aix raw gates. 'l'be channel advance pulse 
generated in the digital data processor (occurs at the tiae ot the sixty-tourtb main frame vord) ie 
applied to the analog multiplexer gate sequencara to advance the multiplexer to the next channel 
atter each A/D conversion. The gate sequencer& generate a ninetieth-cho.nnel output pulse that ia 
used to reset the frame counter located in the d!sital data processor . The output or the analog 
multiplexer is buttered by amplifiers at the input to each A/D converter. 
A/D Converters 
The A/D converters encode the M&log si&nal from the multiplexer into an 8-bit digital vord vhen 
an encode pulse frOCil the digital date. processor occurs (once every digital data processor main 
frame). 'l'be 8-bit digital vord is inputted parallel to the digital data processor at Word 33 
time or the ALSEP main frame. Selection of A/D converters is accanplished by Colllllland 0~ or 035. 
6 . 1 . ~ Didtal Data Processors (Reference l'i,cure 6-l) 
6.1. ~.1 llonoal and lov bit rates.- Redundant digital data processors (X and Y) are provided. The redundant 
proceuora are selectable by Ground Command 03~ or 035. The processor that 1a selected receivoa data 
in a parallel :rom. from tha A/D converter and in a aerial tom fi'<lll! the cOIIlmand decoder and experiments. 
'l'be data is fonztatte<l. into a serial tmzc format and then encoded into a aplit-phaee signal and applied 
to the transmitter. 
Aa a backup capability, the data processor provides a lev-bit-rate mode at one-half the nol:'mal. 
data rate. 'l'he normal or lov data rate can be aelected by Ground Ca=anda 006 and 007 respectively. 
'l'be tirst three vorda or the ALSEP main trme are used tor tl!e sync code. '!'lie bit assignment for 
the sync vord is shown in Figure 6-2. Bits 23 through 29 are provided for channel identification 
for 1 through 90 channels tor correlation of the analog multiplexer data. 'l'lleae bits are derived 
from a ripple-through counter vhich is advanced one atep vhenever Word 1 of the ALSEP main frame 
occurs and is reset by " ninetieth-frame signal generated by the analog multiplexer. When power 
11 applied to the data proceuor, these seven bits vill be a randaa count betveen 0 and 127 and 
cannot he used to determine the position ot the multiplexer until it receives the ninetieth-trace 
reaet signal f'r<liO the analog multiplexer. 
Bach of the redundant proceaaora bas a power reset circuit. This circuit vill reset tbe proceaaor 
to tha normal mode it there ie a m001entary drop in the +5 Vdc line. 
The data processor vill generate and provide all necessary timing signals to the experiments, command 
decoder, A/D converter, and the 90-channel analog multiplexer (see Table 6-III). 
6-1 
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6 . 1 . ~.2 AS!! high bit rate.- Upon execution of CO!llll!and 003 (ASE KBR ON) or actuation of Astronaut Swttch No. ~. 
the data. proceuor !n use (X or Y) will perform the following functions at the end or the ALSEP t'>'OJlle 
in progress ( ••ord 6~) : 
6 . 1.5 
6.1.6 
A. Inhibit data demand tim!ng signals to all experiment• and comm&J\d decoder. 
B. Gate on active-aeia.Uc serial data to the NRZC/aplH-phue converter in the data procoaaor for 
downlinking. 
C. Inhibit PSE, SIDE/COOE, CPLEE, c""""and decoder, and analog 11ultiplexer data no""'llY applted to the 
IIRZC/spli t-phue converter. 
D. Change NRZC/apll t-phe.se converter clock rate to 10.6 kbps. 
E. Continue to output all timing signals except data demand, to the PSE, SIDE/CCCE, CPLEE, ccamtand 
decoder, and analog A/D converter/multiplexer Bt a rate determined by the last Command 006 (NORM BIT 
RT SEL) or C0111111and 007 (LOW BIT RT SEL) executed, as listed in Table 6-III. 
The data procesaor multit'omat commutator also continues at the above determined rate . 
The active-seismic aerial data io formatted 1dthin the ASB into thirty-two 20-bit word• per ASE t'rOJlle . 
Eacb 20- bit word conelets of four 5-bit subvordo . 'Ihe data rate of 10.6 kbps in lff!ZC fora 1e converted 
to split phase and applied to the tr&.!lsmi tter in the nom&l manner. 
The :f'unctiona pertonaed in tt1e data processor, vben in the HBR mode, preclude any other experilllent data 
or c.,.....d decoder CVW'o be1n& dovnlinlted. 
Execution or Coc:and 005 (ABE I!BR OFF) or actual.ion ot Astronaut Svitcll !fo. 5 will cunction&lly reverse 
1 teas A through D above and return the data processor to the mode of operation last executed by C<:m>and Oo6 
or COilii!IMd 007. Since the data processor mul tifo,...t cCI!IOlutator operates continuously, C011r11and 005 will 
take et'tect at the end of the ALSEP frame in progress (Word 6~), 
A power renet (Para 6 .1. ~) or the execution of Commancl 011 (NORM ST RT RST) will cause the data processor 
to r eturn to the normal data rate ( 1060 BPS) from either the HBR or [,llR immediately and not "'ai t until 
the end of the ALSEP t'>'ame. 
Transmitter 
'Ihe~ are two S-band tranlll!litters (A and B) in ALSEP 4, selectable by ground c0111111anda , The active 
tran&ml.tter accepta aplit-pbase teleo:etry data fr011 the data processor, Bl!d I'M modulates the carrier 
vbicb is applied to the helix antenna at a 1-vatt level on a downlink t'requency or 2279.5 HH•. GroWld 
CCiiiiiiZlands are also uaed to turn the selected transmitter on or off. If the transmitter ta ccmaanded 
ott, an 6. 1<-watt heater 1e simultaneously activated to provide electrical and thermal balance. Overload 
protection ito provided ror bo~h transmtters. Circuit brealters aosociated with the overloaded transmitter 
will switch operating voltages (+29 Vdc, +12 Vdc) to the other transmitter. 
Diplexer Switch 
The diplexer switch io utilized to couple the &elected tranlll!litter (A or B) output through the dtplexer 
filter to the anteMa. The direction of the diploxer avi tcb (thus the selection of Transmitter A or B 
output) is controlled by activating a ferrite device, vithin the circulator, by a m-anetie rl.eld !>'om a 
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TA.BI.E 6-I.- ANALOG MULTIPLEXER , A/D COifVER'l'ER CIIARACTERISTICS 
Analog Multiplexer (SubcOIIIIIlutated) 
Input (from oenoors or signal. condi tionera) 0 to +5 Vdc 
ChiUlllela/h'ame 90 Max 
Secondo/fr....., (nol"l!l4l bit rate) 54.31. 
Seconds/treae (low bit rate) lo8.68 
Redundancy Channel• 1 through 15 
A/D Converters 
Input (from analog mux) 0 to +5 Vdc 
Conversion 8 Bito 
Data to D/P Parallel 
Time slot in lll4in frame Word 33 
Redundancy X or Y Converter 
Input frao +5 to +8 volts Outpuu 255 decill:al PCM count 
Input from +8 to +12 volts Outputs ubiguoua PCM count (0-255) 
Input above +12 volts Detrimental to an&.log aux 
Either or the tvo redundant A/D converters are .electable by Ground Car::mand 
034 (D6S/PROC X Sl!L) or 035 (D6S/PROC Y SBL). 
TABLI! 6-II.- DIGITAL DATA PROCESSOR CIIARACTERISTICS 
Low Bit Rate* Normo.l Bit Rete* Hifih Bit Rete** 
Data rate (BPS) 530 1060 10,600 
Bits/word 10 10 20 
WordJJ/tr~~~JAe 64 64 32 
rrue/second 53/64 1-21/32 16.56 
Secooda/tr.,.. 1.2075 0.6038 0.06038 
Bits/ sync word 22 22 10 
Redundancy X or Y Proc::essora X or Y Proc:essors 
•warda 1, 2, &nd 3 are control words. Word 33 or the main frame contains 
housekeeping data from the analog mux A/D converter. Word 5 contains the 
cOillllle.nd veritieation word. The two MSB' s of Worde 33 and 5 are filler bits 
inaerted by the digital data processor. All main-frame word$ are down linked 





U Eaoh ASE vord or 20 bits is coorposed of tour 5-bit subvords. When in Hllll, 

















2 3 4 5 6 
X X X cv X 
10 11 12 13 14 
X - X - X 
18 19 20 21 22 
X CP X NA X 
26 27 28 29 30 
X - X - X 
34 35 36 37 38 
X X X 
42 43 44 45 46 
X - X - X 
50 51 52 53 54 
X NA X NA X 
58 59 60 61 . 62 























x = Control 
X = Passive seismic - short period 
= Passive seismic - long period 
ALSEP 4 
2 • - Passive seismic - long period tidal and one temperature 
5 1 = Suprathennal ion detector/CCGE 
6 CP = Charged particle lunar environment 
1 CV = Command verification 
1 H = Housekeeping 
4 NA = Not assigned (all zeros shall be transmitted) 
Each box contains one ten-bit word 
Total bits per frame = 10 X 64 = 640 bits 
Bit Rate = 1 060 bits/second 
Figure 6-2. - ALSE P 4 telemetry frame fonnat. 
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DA-1 Barker Code and 
comtJiement 
1, 2, and l>its 1 
and 2 of word 3 
NA 22 1,67 
DA-2 Frame count Bits 3 to 9 in-
clusive of 
word 3 
0-127 (frame count 
reads all zero's 
on channel 90) 
7 1.67 
DA-3 Bit rate 10 Bi t 10 of 
word 3 
1.67 
Frame Mode I.> it 
1 1 
2 1 
Normal data rate 
low data rate 
DA-4 ALSEPID Bot 10, LSB, 
of word 3 
3 1/ 54 










DA-5 Received command 
message 
Bits 3 to 9 in-
clusive of 
word 5 
1 to 12 7 7 * 
DA-6 Command MAP Bit10, LSB, 
of word 5 
"0" no parity 
" 1" parity 
1 * 
OA-7 Fil ler bits May be used to determine bit error rate during 
off line processing. Bits 1 and 2 of word 5 
ALSEP 
word no. l 
ALSEP 
word no. 2 
ALSEP 
word no. 3 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
Bit -----------------------------------------------------------------------------1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 Fl F2 F3 F4 FS F6 F7 M 
Barker code ---- Complement of Barker code Frame counter Mode 
1, 2 .... 89, bit 
FCO l-69 .23 .24A 
CONTROL GROUP FORMAT 
ALSEP 4 
*One word sample Is sent for each command received, other samples arc all :eros . 
Figure 6-3.- Sync and command verification word formc:t. 
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TABLf: 6-III.~ TIMING FROl4 DIGITAL PROCESSOR/90 CIIAil ANALOG MVX 
SIGNAL TO 
SignaJ.s From CMD SIDE/ A/D Analog 
Data Proeeuor Decoder PSE CCGE CPLBE AS& Converter MUX 
Shift Pulse X X X X x• 
Data Gate X X 
Even Frame M&rk X X X 
Frame Mark 
Data Demand X X X X 
A/D Encode X 
Advance Pulse X 
*Shirt pulae rate • 10,6 kbps . 
TABLE 6-tV .- TIMING AND CONTROL PULSE CHARACTERISTICS, NBR 
Duration• 
Pulae Type (~sec) Repetition Rate• 
l'l'aae ll8 Once Per ALSEP l'l't>D>e 
Even l'l'1101e ll8 Once Ever)' Other Fr&lle 
l'.&rk 
90th .Prame ll8 Once Every 90th Frame 
Mark 
Data Gste 118 6~, Once Per Eo.ch Ten-
(Word M&rk) Bit Word in Frame 
Date. Demand 9434 Once Per Experiment \lord 
in ALSEP Frame 
Shift Pulse 47 640 Pulles Per .Prame 
1060 Pulo eo Per Second 
Coaoand 20,000 Asynchronous 
*111 alov ALSEP data mode, dllration 11 tvice the normal 1110de and 
repetition rate is one- halt" nol'10l<l mode. 
TABLE 6-V .- m.EIIE'1'RY SUBSYS'r9! POWER R.EQ1JIREMEITS Alii> OVERLOAD PRO'l'I!C'l'IOII 
C<:aponen~ Voltage bus Wat.to Circuit protection 
Digital Data Proeeasor +12 Vdc t 1% 0 . 05 lfone 
X or 'i +5 Vclc : 1% 0.450 I! one 
AnalOg Multiplexer +15 Vdc ± 1% o . o65 llone 
ancl A/D Converter +12 Vdc t 1% 0.150 None 
X or Y +5 Vdc :t 1% 1.10 None 
-12 Vdc ± 1% 0.15 !lone 
Tranomi tter A +29 Vdc ± 1% 9.0 CB-03 Xlntr A 560 to 840 mA 
CB-05 Xmtr B 560 to 640 mA 
+12 Vdc ± 1% 0.37 CB-02 Xmtr A 110-225 mA 
CB-04 Xmtr B 110-225 mA 
'l'ranemitter Heater +29 Vdc :t 1% 6 . 4 Bone 
Oiplexer Svitch +12 Vdc :1: 1% 0.15 CB-04 llG-225 IDA 
TABI.B 6-VI.- TRA!ISHIT'l'E!I CHARACTERISTICS 
Frequency 2279. 5 lOll. 
Modulation I'M 
Subilit.y (long tel'll) 1:0.0025 percent/year 
Pover output l vatt llinimua 
Pover input •7 .4 - 9.0 Vat to 
'D4 parameters 
*'1emperature dependent 
TABLE 6-VII.- REDUliDANl' ANALOG CHANNELS 
The first 15 channels of the analog multiplexer are applied in parallel to 
redundant gates in the analog multiplexer. Either of these redunclant (llltee 
can be selected by Ground COI!IllUUld 034 (DSS/PROC X BEL) or 035 (OSS/PROC Y SEL) • 
~ ~ Location/Name 





0.25 Vdc Calibration 
4. 75 Vclc Calibration 
~ AT- 3 Thermal Plate Temp 1 
5 AE- 4 COnverter Input Current 









RTC Cold Frame 1 Temp 
Sb=t Regulator 1 Current 
Camoe.nd Demodulator l l<Kz Preoent. 





Physical Analyzer T""p ( CPLEE) 





Shunt Regulator 2 Current 
?over Dist.r1but1on Ezper 3, L, and OSS 11TR 2 
15 AT-10 Primary Structure Bott.Qol Temp l 
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TABLE 6-VIII.- CliAIIBEL MEAS1JRDIEII'l' ASSIGHMENTS FOR AIIALOG MULTIPLEXER (ALSEP WORD 33) 
Chan~~el 











Converter Input Vol t8;!e 
0. 25 Vdc Calibration 
4. 75 Vdc Calibration 
Tbermal Plate TeJllp 1 











RTG Hot Fr""'e 1 Temp 
RTG Cold Fr a.me 1 T1!1JrP 
Shunt Regulator 1 Current 
COO!mand Demodulator 1 ltHz Preoent 











Physical Anal:y~er Temp (CPLEE) 
Pover Distri button Exper 1 elld 2 Standby 
Shunt Regulator 2 Current 
Power Distribution Erper 3, 4 , elld DSS HTR 











Local Oscillator Crystal A Temp 
Local Oscillator Crystal B Temp 
Transmitter A Crystal Temp 
Transmitter A Heat Sink Temp 











Receiver Prelimiting Level 
Transmitter B Pover Doubler de Current 
LP Amplifier Gain (X and Y) (PSE) 
Leveling Mode and Coarse Sensor Mode ( PSB) 











II1'REM Cell 2 OUtput 
Sunsh1eld T.,.p 1 
Thermal Plate Tap 2 
Central Station 1't8 Temp (ASB) 











Transmitter B Crystal Temp 
Translli tter B Heat Sink Temp 
Analog DP, Base Teaap 
AnalOg DP, Internal Tmp 











Receiver Local Oscillator Level 
R'!G Hot Fume 2 Temp 
LP Amplifier Gain (Z) (PSl'l) 
Thermal Control St,.tua ( PSE) 











DTR»> Cell 3 Output 
Sunsllield Temp 2 
Thermal Plate Temp 3 











Dig1 tal D/P, Base Temp 
Digital D/P, Internal Te11p 
COI!II!l&nd Decoder Baae Temp 
Co!:u:land Decoder Internal Tomp 











Transmitter A, AGC Voltage 
RTG Hot Frame 3 Temp 
Level DirecUon and Speed (PSE) 
Calibration Statua LP and SP (PSE) 











DTREM OUter T.,.p 
Tbero:al Pl&te T<!orp 4 
Prillar:y Structure Wall Tt~ap l 
Insu.lation Inn~r Temp 
2 
!!QI!. 
Channels 1-15 are r<>dundant cllannela. 
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'!'ABLE 6-VIII.- CIIAI!IIEL KEASURDIE!fl' ASSIGJIMElrl'S FOR A!IALOG MULTIPLEXER (ALSEP WORJC 33) - Conolud"d 
Channel 
~ ~ Locationl.!!8llle 
61 A1'-33 
62 A1'-34 
COIIillalld DeJoodulator, VCO Tellp 




Paver Distribution, Internal 'l'eJIIp 
PCU, Pover Oscillator l Tesp 
PCU OUtput Vol tag" 4 ( 5 V) 
66 A.E-16 Transmitter B, AGC Volteae 
67 AR- 5 
68 AI.- 4 
R'l"G Cold Pram" 2 Temp 
SP Amplifier Gain (Z) (PSE) 
69 AL- 6 
70 AI- 1 
Unceae Status (PSE) 
Lov-en.,rgy Count Rate (SIDE) 
71 A'l'- 7 
72 AT-13 
Thermal. Plate Temp 5 
Insulation OUter Temp 
73 AS-4 
74 BLANK 
Geophone Temp (ASE) 
75 BLANK 
76 AT-37 PCU, Paver Oscillator 2 Temp 
77 AT-38 
76 AT- 39 
79 AE-11 
PCU, R"gulator 1 Temp 
PCU, Regulator 2 Temp 
PCU OUt< put Voltage 5 ( -12 V) 
80 AE-12 PCU OUtput Voltage 6 ( -6 V) 
61 AE-17 Transmitter A Pover Doubler do Current 
62 AR- 6 R'l"G Cold Frame 3 Temp 
83 AX-1 DTREH Inner Te10p 
84 AX-~ D'l'RE)I Cell 1 OUtput 
85 AI-2 High-energy Count Rate (SIDE) 
86 BI..AIIK 
87 AT- 9 Primary Structure Wall Tesp 2 
88 AT-ll 
89 AC- 2 
Praary Structure WUl Teap 3 
Channeltron P/S 11 Volts (CPLE!) 
90 AC.. 6 Svitobable P/S Temp (CPLEE) 
TABLE 6-IX.- ElCl'ERIMEin' STA!fDBY OOliiiLIIIK STATUS 
With experim.,nts in Standby S..lect, dovnlin.'< status vill be as rollovs: 
ALSEP 64-Word Main Prame: 
PSE All "l"s 
SIDE All "O"a 
CPLEE All "1"s
Central Station Housekeeping 90-Channe1 MUX, \lord 33: 
PSE channels (AL-l through AL-6) either 000 or 001 
ASE channels ( AS-1 through AS-4) will have valid readins~ 
SIDE channels (AI-l and AI-2) "ither 000 or 001 
CPLEE channels (AC- 1 through AC-6) either 000 or 001 
ASE 32-Word M&in Frame (10,600 BPS): 
ASE Randoa> (assuming I!BR on, ASE not in operate select. 
This eondition, bovever, voul.d preclude 
around sto.tion dec011 lock beC&UU Of the 
absence of the AS! syno pattern) 
6-10 
·-1 
TABLE 6-X.- ALSEP 4 AIIALOO CHAI'lNEL USAGE 




Symbol Locat.ion/lleme Cbannel LeN 
Structural£Thenoal Teu>eraturea (Fahrenheit! 
AT-1 Sunoh1el4 T.mp 1 27 -245° 
A'l-2 Sllnsbield Temp 2 42 - 245° 
AT-3 Tbenoal Plate Temp l 4 - 20° 
AT-4 TbeMal Plate Temp 2 28 -20° 
Ar-5 Tbenoal Plate Temp 3 43 - 20° 
AT-6 Thermal Plate Temp 4 58 -20° 
AT-7 Thermal Plate Temp 5 71 -20° 
AT-8 Primary Structure Wall Temp 1 (Left) 59 - 210° 
AT-9 Primary Structure Wall Temp 2 (Rl<!ht) 67 -210° 
AT-10 Primary Structure Bottom Temp 1 15 -210° 
AT-11 Primary Structure Wall Temp 3 (Back) 68 -300° 
AT-12 Insulation Inner Temp 60 -20° 
Ar-13 Insulation Outer Temp 72 -135° 
Electronic 'l!emll<!ratureo (Fahrenheit) 
AT-21 Local Oacillator Crystal A Temp*** 16 -10° 
lnal 
ating Red11011 mits  Lillits Oper 
Hish Value LeN 
165° -80° -300° 
165° -eo• -300° 
140° 83° - 25° 
140° 83° -25° 
l4o• 83° -2~· 
l4o• 83° -25° 
140° 83° -25° 
236° o• - 300° 
236° o• -300° 
256° 6" -m• 
315° 28° -300° 
157° 64° -25° 
210° 26° -300° 

















AT- 22 Local Oecillator Crystal B Telllp 17 o• 1 40° 75° -15° 145° 
AT-23 Tranemitter A Crystal Temp 18 -10° 140° 75° - 15° 145° 
AT-24 Tranamitter A Heat Sink Temp 19 - 10° 145° 75° - 15° 150° 
Ar-25 · Tranamitter B Cryat.al Temp*"* 3l - 10° 140° 75° -15° 145° 
Ar-26 Tranami tter B Heat Sink Temp*** 32 - 10° 145° 75° -15° 150° 
Ar- 27 Analog D/P, Baae Temp 33 -20" l4o• 83° - 25° 150° 
AT- 28 Analng D/P, Internal Temp 34 - 1" 130° 90° -15° 163° 
Ar-29 Di<!i tal D/P, Baae Teap 46 - 10° 125° 83° - 25° 150° 
Ar-30 Digital D/P, Internal Teap 47 -12· 146° 87° -20° 158° 
Ar-31 Camand Decoder, Baae Tellp 48 -10° 
.\7-32 Ccmaand Decoder, Internal Tel:tp 49 -10° 
140° 83° - 25° 
145° 86" -20° 
150° 
155° 
AT- 33 C-4 Deooodulator, VCO Temp 61 -10° 145° 86" -20° 155° 
M'-34 Pover Dietribution Unit, Baae Temp 62 -10° 140° 83" -25° 150° 
AT-35 Pover Distribution Unit, Internal. Temp 63 10° 
Ar-36 PCU, Power Oecillator 1 Te11p 64 - 10° 
150° 100° - 10° 
165° 94° -20° 
180° 
172° 
A1'-:r7 PCII, Pover Oecillator 2 Tellp 76 - 10° 165° 94° -20° 172° 
AT- 38 PCII, Resul&tor l Temp 77 - 10° 195° 103° - 20° 210° 
M'-39 PCU, Regulator 2 Temp 78 - 10° 195° 103° -20° 210° 
Central Station Electrical. 
AS-1 0 . 25 V4c calibration 2 . 2~V . 26v . 25V . 22V .28V 
AE-2 4. 75 Vdc Calibration 3 4.72V 4.76V 4.75V 4.70V 4.80v 
AE-3 Converter Input Vol t06e 1 15.4V 16.9V l6. 2V 15.0V 17 .5V 
AE-4 Converter Input Current 5 3. 9A 4.7A 4.2A 3.25A 4.6A 
AE-5 Shunt Regulator 1 Current 6 0.3A 2.7A 1.1A 0 . 05A 3 .16A 
AE-6 Shunt Resulator 2 Current••• 13 0.3A 2.7A l.lA 0.05A 3. 18A 
AE-1 PCU Output Volteae l (29 V) 20 28.ov 
AE-8 PCU Output Volteae 2 (15 V) 35 l4.5V 
30. 0V 29.0V 27 .5V 
15. 6V l5 .0V 14.2V 
30.5V 
16.1V 
AE- 9 PCU Output Vol teae 3 ( 12 v) 50 11. 75V l2.25V l2.0V ll.OV 13. 0V 
AE-10 PCU Output Volteae 4 (5 V) 65 4. 75V 5. 3V 5. 0V 4.ov 5.8v 
AE-ll PCU Output Voltll8e 5 (-12 V) * 79 -12. 75V -11.9V - l2 .0V -l2.9V -ll. 8V 
AE-12 PCU Output Voltage 6 (-6 v) • 80 -6.2V -5.9V -6.ov -6. 3V - 5 . 85V 
AE-13*" Receiver , Prelimi ting Level 21 - 350dbm -5 dbm -86 dbm -450 dbm 0 dbm 
AE-14•• Rece1 vor, Local Oeci llator Levd 36 4.54bm 7. 5dbm 6.ldbm l.6dbm 7 .6dbm 
AE-15 Tranllllitter A, AGC Voltage 51 1.47V 
!!-1o•r 
1.89V l .lOV O. 323V 
@+1 46°P @75°F 
5.00V 
AE-16 Tranlllli tter B, AGC Vo1t06e ••• 66 1. 5V 
@-10°F 
0.95V o .61v 0.26V 
@+l46°F t15°P 
4.l7V 
AE-17** Tranlllli tter A Pover Doubler de Current 81 143 1IIA 
!!-l0°F 
172 mA 162 lilA 100 mA 
@146°F l!75°F 
190 mA 
AE-18** TriUIPitter B !'over Doubler de 22 126 mA 
Current••• l!-l0°F 
172 mA 157 mA 100 mA 
l!l46°P trs•r 
190 lilA 
*AE-11 &Dd AE-12 valuu also vary v itb changes or PCU output voltage l (29V) , AE-7. 
0 "Teap.,rature dependent. 
"**Redundant tunctione , not normally active. 
6- ll 
ALSB:P 4 
TABLE 6-X.- ALSEP 4 AIIALOG C!!Ali!IIL USAGE - Conc~uded c 
Nominal 
Operating Redline Nom Limits Limits Oper 
Symbol Location/Name Channel Low High Vll.lue Low High 
RTG Temj!eratures (Fahrenheit) 
AR-1 Hot Frame 1 Temp 6 1060° 1150° U07° 980° n6oo 
AR- 2 Hot Frame 2 Temp 37 1060° 1150° ll07° 980° ll6oO 
AR-3 Hot Frame 3 Temp 52 106o0 ll50° ll07° 980° ll6oO 
AR-li Cold Frame 1 Temp 1 415° 500° "500 401° 500° 
AR-5 Cold Frame 2 Temp 67 400° lnoo 430° ~01° 500° 
AR-6 Cold Frue 3 Temp 82 415° 500° lJ500 h01° 500° 
~ 
AX-1 DTREM Inner Temp (Centigrade) 83 N/A N/A. If/A -150 135 
AX-2 DTREM Cell Temp (Centigrade) 30 37 125 110 37 125 
AX-3 DTREM Outer Temp (Centigrade) 56 N/A N/A N/A -150 135 
AX-4 DTREM Cell 1 Output (No Filter) 84 0 mV 75 mV 65 mV 0 mV 75 mV 
AX-5 DTR»> Cell 2 Output (Irradiated/Filter) 26 0 mV 75 mV 65 mV 0 mV 75 mV 
AX-6 DTREM Cell 3 Output (Filter) 41 0 mV 75 mV 65 mV 0 mV 75 mV 
Value in Decimal PCM , Central Station Discrete& 
AB-1 Ca.mand Demodulator 1 l<Hz Freaent 9 No modulation 0 to 76, no carrier 128 to 255 
Modulation 71 to 121 
AB-~ Power Distribution Experiment 1 and 2 12 ~ ~ 
Standby Standby-off Standby-off 1 t 1 
Standby-on . Standby-off 12 t 10 
Standby-off Standby- on 131 :1: 10 
Standby-on Standby-on 192 :1: 12 
A.B- 5 Paver Distribution Experiment 3, 4 14 Exper 3 Experb llSS !!~l: ~ 
and DSS Heater 2 Standby-off Standby-off Oft 1 1 1 
Standby-off Standby-off On 35 t 10 
Standby-off Standby-on ort 6'~ uo 
standby-iifr Standby-on On 100 :1: 10 
Standby-on Standby-off Oft 131 t lQ 
Standby-on Standby-off On 160 t 10 
Standby-on Standby-on Otf 188 ± 10 
Standby-on Standby-on On 214 ~ 10 
ElCPERlMEifl'S: 









-20° to -+60° C 
-6o0 to +85° C 
-6o0 to +85° C 
-200° to +130° C 
0 to 1 . 4 x 106 counts/sec 
0 to 1 .4 x 106 counts/sec 
11 to 244 decimal PCM counts 
28o0 Vdc ± bOO Vdc or 
3200 Vdc t 400 Vdc 
+2 . 8 volts de to +3. 2 volta de 
-20° to +40° c 
-20° to +b0° C 
Paesi Je Se1S!I11c 
A.L-1 LP Amplifier Oain (X and l:') 
A.L-2 LP Amplifier Gain (Z) 
All-3 Level Direction and Speed 
AL-b SP Amplifier Gain ( Z) 
A.L-5 Leveling Mode and Coarae Sensor Mode 
AL-6 Thermal Control Status 
AL-7 Calibration Status LP and SP 
AL-6 Uncage Status 
Active Seismic (ASE in Standby, HBR OFF only) 
A.S-1 ASE Int !'kg Deg C 
A.S-2 Mortar :sox Deg C 
AS-3 ASE OLA Deg C 
AS-4 Oeophone Deg C 
SIDE/CCOE 
AI-l ILE Count Rate 
AI-2 HE Count Rate 
Charged Particle 
AC..l CPE Def P/5 Volta 
AC-2 CPE Cban/1 Volts 
AC..J CPE Cban/2 Volta 
AC..b CPE Conv Volta 
AC-5 CPE Pb::fe/ An Deg C 


























t-------20 Bits •I 20 
3T s;w4l 
j- Frame X DS-1 DS-2 DS-3 
DS-17 
ASE Word 0 
ASE 
S/W X Word 
2, 3 1 AR-4 
4 ,5 1 DS-7 
6, 7 1 DS-5 
8, 9 1 DS-6 
10, 11 1 N/A 
12, 13 1 AS-3 
14, 15 1 DS-8 
16, 17 1 DS-11 
18, 19 1 DS-10 
20 , 21 1 AS-1 
22 , 23 1 AE-3 
24, 25 1 AE-4 
26, 27 1 AR-
28 1 DS-18 p 
29 1 DS-19 )> 
30 1 OS-20 3> 
31 1 DS-13@> 
NOTES : 
ASE Words 2 thru 31 
J:):!.-01. ~~ 1 
.Ds-oz. ~~p..,oNe. '2. 
C5-o~ ~EOp~E.! 
Note: S/W = Subword 
Remarks 
In ASE Word 2 throu~h 27- The first four bits 
of the measurement are carried in the first four 
bits of the even word. The last four bits of the 
measurement are carried in the first four bits of 
the odd word . In each case the last (or fifth) 
bit of each subword is a spare. 
In ASE Word 28- Mark code when real-time 
event t ccurs during prior frame. 
In ASE Word 29 - Identifies word in prior frame 
during Wti ich real-time event occurred. 
In ASE Word 30- Identifies bit during which 
real-time event occurred in above word in prior 
frame . 
In ASE Word 31 - Identifies mode 10. 
1 . Typical entineet'ing word formats DS-1 9 
ASE Word 2 Reads out the word numb« (in PCM) in 
previous frame in which an RT E occurred. 
o0sth-ent20ise all Zet'OS . 
__ __ 
Reads out the bit number (in PCM ) in the 
ASE Word 3 word in which an RTE occurred. 
Otherwise all Zet"os. 
AR-4 
- DS-1 DS-2 DS-3 DS-13 
Reads out the mode 10 in PCM . 
0 ON 
2 DS-18 
Mark Code= 00100 if r•l-time event <RTE> 1 ARM GRENADES 
2 ARM THUMPER 
occllffed in previous frame · 4 CALIBRATE GEOPHONES 
Othet"Wise all zet"os. 




TABLE 6-XI •• PASSIVE SEISMIC MEASUR!MENTS LIST , ALSEP 4 
Scientific Measurements 
ALSEP 
Symbol Location/Measurement ALSEP Word Frame Sensor Range 
!DL- 1 Long Period X Seisllic 9 , 25, ~1. 57 Every 1 1111 to lOu 
~L- 2 Long Period 't Seiallic 11, 21 , 43, 59 Every 1 Jill to lOp 
~L- 3 Long Period Z Seiaaic 13, 29 , 45 , 61 Every l ""' to lOp 
OL- 4 Long Period X Tid~Ll. 35 Even 124 pradiana 
DL- 5 Long Period Y Tidal 37 Even 124 ~radians 
DL- 6 Long Period Z Tidal 35 Odd 14 mga1 
DL- 7 Instrument Temp 37 Odd 107 • 143°F 
DL- 8 Short Period Z Seismic Every Even Every l m~ to 10~ 
\lord Except 
2 and 56 
Ensineerins Measurements 
8 channels of Engineering MeaaureJDellta included in ALSEP \lord 33 
. 
5)'llbo1 Location/Measurement An &log Channe 1 Sensor Ranse Deci..a1 PCM 
AL- l 1P Amp1 Gain (X and Y) 23 0 db o..o.t.v 0-21 
-1Ddb 0 .6-1.4 31-72 
-20db 1.6-2.4 82-122 
-30db 2.6-~.0 133- 204 
AL- 2 LP Ampl Gain ( Z) 38 0 db 0-0 . 4V 0-21 
-10dl> 0,6-1.4 31-72 
- 20dl> 1.6-2.4 8?-122 
- 3Ddb 2.6-4,0 133-204 
AL- 3 Level Direction and Speed 53 +1011 0-0.W 0-21 
- 1ov 0 .6-1.4 31-72 
+high 1.6-2.~ 82-122 
-high 2.6-4.0 133-204 
A.L- 4 SP Amp1 Gain (Z) 68 0 dl> 0-0.4V 0-21 
- lOdl> 0.6-1.4 31- 72 
-20db 1.6- 2.4 82-122 
-30dl> 2 . 6-h.O 133- 20 4 
ru...s Levelin& Mode and Coaraa 24 Aut omatic , coarse sensor out a-o.t,v 0-21 
Sensor Mode 
Forced , coaroe sensor out 0 .6-1.4 31-72 
Automatic, coarse sensor in 1.6- 2.4 82-122 
Forced, coarae sensor in 2 . 6-~.0 133-204 
AL- 6 'Iherm!ll Control 39 Autcaauc Modo OK 0-0,W 0-21 
Automatic Mode orr 0 .6-1.4 31- 72 
Forced Mode ON 1.6-2.~ 82-122 
Fol'ced Mode OFP 2 .6-4.0 133-204 
AL- 7 Ca.librstion Status LP & S 54 All OM o-o. ~v 0-21 
L.P - 011, SP - OF'F 0 .6-1.4 31-72 
L.P - OFF, SP - OM 1.6-2.4 82-122 
All OFF 2 . 6-h.o 133-204 
Caged o-o. 4v 0-21 AL· 8 Uncage Status 69 
Arm 0.6-1. 4 31-72 
Uncaae 1.6-2.4 82-122 
) 





















AS! l'rame Sync 
Oeophone 2 Data 
Oeophone 3 Data 
Oeophone 1 Data 
C1d Frame 1 Deg F 
ASE P1 tch Deg 
Mort &r Box Gnd V 
AS! Roll Deg 
Not used 
ASE OLA Deg C 
AS! Cal Sig Volts 
AS! AJJC 3. 75 Volts 
ABE AJJC 1 . 25 Volts 
ABE Int Pkg Deg C 
PCU In Volts 
PCU In kops 
Bot l'rame 1 Deg F 
AS! Msrk Event 
AS! Word Cnt 
ASE Event Bit Cnt 













































2 POl 0000111011 bins.ry 
M111Wcrons ot snd motion 
Millimicrons ot snd motion 
Millimicrons Of 8Jld !lOtion 
400° to 600°F Note 1 
t 10° (arc) Note 1 
0 to 5000 mV Note l 
tl0° (arc) Note l 
----
-70° to +l00°C Note l 
0 to 5 Vdc Note l 
0 to 5 Vdc Note l 
0 to 5 Vdc Note l 
-100 to 1G0°C llote 1 
0 to 20 Vdc !lote 1 
Oto5Adc llote 1 
950° to 1150°1' Note 1 
PCM 00100 bins.ry Note 2 
PCM 0 - 31 decl.&&l Note 3 
PCM decimal cnte Note 4 
POl decimal cnt• llote 5 
TABLI! 6-XII. - ACTIVE Sl!.ISKIC llXPER1MEfi'l' MEASU!ID!BIITS LIST, ALSEP 4 
(ABE Dl OPERATE SELI!C'l', HBR Olft.r) 
llote 11 Typical engineer i ng vor d f ormate : 
ABE Word 2 ASE Word 3 
AR- 4 
231 22 1 2' I 20 1- DS-1 DS-2 Ds-3 
Note 2: DS-18 - Mark Code • 00100 if real-time event (RTE) occurred in previous frame . 
Otherwis e all zeros. 
Note 3: Ds-19 - Reads out the vord number (in PCM) in pre vious trame in which an RTE occurr" d . 
Otherwise all :<er os. 
ALSEP 
PCN- 1 
llote 4: DS-20 - Reads out the bit nii!Dber (in POl) in the vord in vhich an RTE occurred. Otherwis e 
all r.eroa . 











TABLE 6-XIII . - ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPEIUMENT MEASURI!fo'.ENTS LIST , 
ASE Mode 
S)'l'obo1 Locat1oo/Meuunuoent Range OPER SEL ~I;. STB'l SEL 
IIBR off" HBR on** Hl!R orr• HBR on 
AS- 1 ASE Int Plcg Deg C - 70° to +100° c --- AS& \ID 20-2:. Cll29 
Meanina1ess 
AS- 2 Mortar Box Deg C -75° to +100° c Cl! 4~ - Cl! -~ dCMilink 
AS- 3 ASE GLA Des C - 70° to +100° c --- ASE \ID 12-13 Cll 55 
AS-4 Geophone Des C - 200° to + 13o• c -- - CH 73 
• Via ALSEP 90-ehannel analos MUX. 
** Via ASE 10. 6 kbpa. downlink . 
'l'AllLE 6-XIV . - SUPRATI!ERMAL 1011 DETECTOR IJIIl COLD 
CA1'HODE GAGE l!XPERllf.El'IT MEASUREMENTS LIST, ALSEP 4 
I 
-------------------------------------- ONE SIDE 
SI DE SIDE SIDE SIDE SIDE SIDE SIDE SIDE SlOE SIDE Word Word Word Word Word Word \lord Word Word Word 18 19 110 11 12 #3 14 15 66 n 
Digital Statue A/0 A/ 0 Digital Dau. A/D A/0 Disital Digital 
Subco:a Converter Converte!" Count Count Address Connrter converter Count Count Data Data Oat a Voltqe VoUagP Dllta. Cotmter Voltage Voltase MSD LSD lt>D LSD ALSEP ALSEP ALSEP ALSEP ALSEP ALSEP ALSEP ALSEP ~ ALSEI' Word Word \lord \lord Word Word \lord Word \lord Word 163 115 131 t47 156 115 131 lb7 156 163 
ALSEP I ODD FRAME 
ALSf EVEN Yll"'f 
SIDE \lord ll Provides identification of aelected step in measurement 
prosro"" (SIDE f r ame count), a parity check of SIDE data in 
previous ALSEP frame, a.nd even fraDie identification. 
Word 12 CCGE data and housekeeping dat&, subcommutated 
\lord 13 Voltage on nigh-enersY curved plate analyzer. 
\lore! lb and 15 Count data froo high-energy curved plate 
analyzer. 
\lord 16 Various data subeo=utated, such as cooaand IOOde. 
eomand vatting for execut.ioo, range- of e-lectrometer, 
and 11round plane grid voltage atep, also, parity cheek 
o! SIDE c!ata in previous ALSEP frome ond odd frame identification. 
Word 17 Velocity filter volta.ge. 
\lord 118 Voltase on lo~t-cnergy curved plate analy<er. 
Word 119 and llO Count c!ata from lov-enerSY curved pla~e 
analy1er. 
Sensor 
Symbol Location/Name SIDE FrMies Range 
even, SIDE Word l and in indicated SIDE FrMies. 
0- 127 "7 bits b to 10 inclusive 
Following measureMnto carried in ALSEP Word 31 even, SI DE Word 2 and in indicated SIDE P'!-tlmeo. 
DI-2 +5 volts an&log 0,32,64 .96 5 v !. 0.15 v 
DI - 3 CCG!l Science Data 1,3,5, 7.9,41,73,105,121-127 
DI-4 Temp l ( CCIO) 2 ,34 ,66 ,98 100 to 400°K 
Dl-5 Temp 2 ( 200 B1i vet) 4,36,68,100 - 90 to + 125°C 
DI-6 Temp 3 ( 500 Bli vet) 6,38,70,102 -90 to +125°C 
DI-7 4.5 kV 8,40,72,104 3.72 t o 5. 45 kV 
DI-8 CCGE Range 10,24,42 . 56 .74 ,88,106 ,120 Range 1 6.9 to 9 . 0 V 
Range 2 4. 2 to 5. 7 V 
Range 3 2.2 tq 3.2 V 
DI-9 Temp 4 (100 Blivet) 11 , 43 ,75,107 -50 to +90°C 
DI- 10 Temp 5 ( 300 811 vet ) 12 , 44 ,76 ,108 -50 t<> +90°C 
DI-ll GilD Plane vo1taae 13,15 , 29 ,31 , 45 ,47 ,61,63 .69 
71 ,79 ,93,95 ,109 ,111 
DI- 12 Solar Cell 14,78 15 mV to 6oo aV 
DI-13 +60 volta 16 ,48,8o,ll2 .15 to 150 V 
DI-14 +30 volta l7 ,49,8l,ll3 .15 to 150 V 
DI-15 +5 volta digital 18,50,82,114 15 mV to 15 V 
DI-16 Ground 19,51,83 ,115 0 t o 18 mV 
1)1-17 -5 volts 20,52,84,116 - 15 mV to -15 V 
DI- 18 -30 volta 21,53,85,117 -.15 to - 150 V 
DI-19 Temp 6 (800 Blivet) 22.54,86,118 -50 to +90°C 
DI- 20 - 3.5 kV 23,55 ,87,119 -2.9 to - 4.25 ltV 
DI- 21 +1.0 volt cal. 27.59,91 15 mV to 15 V 
DI-22 +30 aV cal. 25,57 ,89 15 aV tO 15 V 
DI-23 +A/D Ret. voltage 26,58,90 15 aV to 15 v 
DI- 24 Dust Cover and Seal 67.71 
Preset 3.125 to 5.5 V 
Selll Only 1.875 to 3.125 
D>•st Cover Only . 625 to 1.875 
Cover and Seal 0 to . 625 
DI-25 -A/D Ref. volt 30 ,62 ,94 -15 mY to -15 V 
DI-26 -1.0 volt cal. 37,101 - 15 mV to - 15 V 
DI-27 -12 volt cal. 39,103 - 15 mV to -15 V 
DI -28 +12 volt cal. 28 ,60 ,92 1? mV to 15 V 
DI- 29 Pre Reg Duty Factor 65 68% to 100% 
DI-30 -30 mV cal. 46 ,110 - 15 mV to -15 v 
Df'-29 One Tt• Command 33,35,97,99 Preset 0 to . 625V 
Res ister Status Seal Only • 625 to l. 875V 
Dust Cover 1.875 to 3.125V 





TABLE 6-XIV .- SUPRATIIERMAL ION DETEC'l'OR AND COLD CM:'HODE 
OAOE EXPERlMENT MEASUROO!tTS LIST, ALSEP 4 - Continued 
OSee note on paae 6-19 tor aeaourement content , 
6-17 
Nominal Symbol Location/Name SIDE h11n1e Value 
I 
Following meuuremento carried in ALSEP Word 47 even, SIDE Word 3 and in indicated SIVE FrOJDea. 
Volt!l!e 
DI-40 HEcPA Stepper Voltage 1,21, 41 ,61,81 ,101 +437. 5V 
DI-41 KECPA Stepper Voltage 2,22,42 ,62 ,82,102 ~o6.25V 
DI-~2 HECPA Stepper Voltage 3,23,43 ,63 ,83,103 375.0V 
DI-43 HECPA Stepper Voltage 4,24,44 ,64 ,84 ,104 343. 75V 
DI - 44 HECPA Stepper Voltage 5,25,45 ,65 ,85,105 312. 5V 
DI-45 HECPA Stepper Voltage 6,26,46 ,66 ,86,106 281. 25V 
DI-46 HECPA Stepper Voltage 1,21 ,47 ,67 ,87,107 250.0V 
DI - 47 HECPA Stepper Voltage 8,28 ,48,68 ,88,108 218.75V 
DI-48 HECPA Stepper Voltage 9,29,49 ,69 ,89,109 187. 5V 
DI-49 HECPA Stepper Voltage 10,30,50,70 ,90,110 156.25V 
DI- 50 HECPA Stepper Voltage 11,31, 51,71,91,111 1:?5.0V IP-
DI-51 HECPA Stepper Voltage 12,32,52,72 ,92,112 93. 75V 
DI-52 HECPA Stepper Voltage 13,33,53,73 ,93,113 62.5V 
DI-53 HECPA Stepper Voltage 14.34,54 ,74 ,94,114 31.25V 
DI-54 HECPA Stepper Voltage 15,35,55.75 ,95,115 l2.5V 
DI-55 HECPA Stepper Voltage 16,36,56 ,76,96,116 8.75V 
DI-56 HECPA Stepper Voltage 17,37,57,77 ,97,117 6.25V 
DI-57 HECPA Stepper Voltage 18,38,58,78 ,98,118 3.75V 
DI-58 HECPA Stepper Voltage 19,39,59.79 ,99,119 2. 5V 
DI-59 HE CPA Stepper Voltage 20,40,60,80,100,120 l.25V 
DI-60 HECPA Stepper Voltage 0,121,122,123,124,125 
126,127 0 v 
Following measureaenta carried in ALSEP !lord 56 even, SIDE Word 4 and in indicated SIDE Frames. 
DI -61 HE Data - MSII* All 0 to 999 dechaal 
*I'SD - M>st tgnificant data. 
F011oviog meaaure100nte carried in ALSEP \lord 63 even, SIDE llord 5 and in indicated SIDE PrOJDes. 
DI-62 HE Data - LSD** All o to 999 decilllal 
••LSD - Leo.sl significant data. 
TABLE 6- XIV,- SUPRAT~ IO!f DETECTOR AlfD COLD CATHODE 
GAGE EXPERIMENT MEASUREMEIITS LIST , ALSEP ~ - Continued 
ALSEP 
PCN·l 











120 l Sc 1ence data 000 002 t2 
121 2 000 002 12 000 154 i~ 
122 3 000 154 t4 019 715 ±400 
123 ~ 019 775 t400 632 800 11~00 
12~ 1 632 800 ilhOO 000 002 12 
125 2 000 002 12 000 1 5~ tb 
126 3 000 154 1~ 019 775 ±400 
127 4 019 175 ±bOO 632 800 ilhOO 




Symbol Location/Name GIDE Frame Collnt 
Folloving ""asure..,ote eo.rried in ALSEP \lord 15 odd, SIDE \lord 6, Md in 1D<llcaVd SID!'! Frui"<S, bits 4 to 10 
inelueive. • 
DI-63 GrollDd Plane Step 0,2 ,4 ,6 ,8,10 ,12 ,14 ,16 24 stops 
18,20,22 ,24 ,26 ,28,30 0 - 11 
32,34 , 36,36 ,40 ,42 ,44 ,46 ,46 16 - 27 
50.52,54 ,56,58,60,62 ,64, 
66,68 ,70 ,72 ,74 ,76 ,78,80 
82,8ll ,86 ,88 ,90 ,92 ,9b ,96, 
98,100,102,104 ,lo6 ,108,110 
112 ,114 ,116,118 
DI-64 Comma.nd Regist<•r 1 ,5 ,13 ,17 ,21 ,29 ,33,37 ,1•5.'•9 C1 Lo 1S 
53 ,61 ,65,€9, 77,81,85,93 .97 
101 ,109,113,117 ,125 
Mode Reglat e r 3 ,11,15 ,19,23,27 ,31,35 .~3 ,47 0 to 14 
51 ,55, 59 ,63 ,67 ,75, 79,83 ,67 
91,95 ,99 ,107 ,111 ,115 ,119 
DI-66 Dllst Cover and Seal 7 ,39 ,71 ,103 Dunt Cover and Senl 
lllovn -0 
Sea.. Only -1 
Ollat Cover Only -2 
K~>Sct -3 
Dl-67 CCGE Electrometer Range 9 ,25 ,41,57,73 ,89 ,105 nnnfl:" 11 - 0 
Rnngc #2 - 2 
Range #3 - 3 
DI-68 Cal Rate 11 1:10 ,~1. 0 
DI-69 Cal Rate 12 121 1 
DI-70 Cal Rate 13 122 ,126 2 
DI-71 Cal Rate 14 123,127 3 
TABLE 6-XIV . - SUPRATHEJtW. lOll DETBC'rOR AIID COLD CATHODE 
GAGE I!XPERII4:EIIT MEAS1JRf)(Eif'l LIST , ALSEP b - Continuod 
DF- 7 SIDE Parity 
DF-8 SIDE •'rame ID 
In SIDE Vord l and 6, 
all i'remeo 
In SIDE Word l and 6, 
all frames. 
6-19 
P Parit y 
P Frn.me ID 
A Data (LSB in A7) 
"1" odd maber ot ones 
in previoun ALSEP frame . 
110" even number of ones 
in previous ALSEP frame . 
00 even ALSEP frame. 
J.l odd ALSEP rr....,. 
Nomin111 
Symbol Location/Name SIDE Frame Vulue 
I I 
Follovin! measurements carried in ALSEP Word 31 odd , SIDE Word 7 antl in indic11tcd ! :l ilt: l .. ramec. 
Nomal Mode Reset @2 Voltaae 
DI-72 Velocity Filter Voltt~~~e 0 o.6o 14. 5 v 
DI-73 Velocity Filter Voltlll!e 1 1,61 13. 2 
DI-74 Velocity Filter Voltage 2 2,62 11.9 
OI-75 Velocity Filter Voltap,e 3 3,63 10.7 
DI-76 Velocity Filter Voltaae b 4,64 9 .6 
DI-77 Velocity Filter Voltage 5 5 ,65 8. 5 
DI-78 Velocity Filter Voltlll!e 6 6 ,66 7. 25 
DI-79 Velocity Filter Volt "'!• 7 7,67 6 . 65 
DI-80 Velocity Filter Voltage 8 6,68 5. 6 
DI-81 Velocity Filter Volta,;e 9 9,69 5.0 
DI-82 Velocity Filter Voltage 10 b. ) 
DI-83 Velocity Filter VoltG~~c 11 3 .65 
DI-84 Velocity Filter Voltaae 12 3 .2 
DI-85 Vel ocity Filter VoltQ~:e 13 2 . 57 
DI-86 Velocity Filter Voltaae 14 2 .12 
DI-87 Velocity Filter Voltlll!e 15 1 . 75 
DI-88 Velocity Filter Voltage 16 1.45 
DI-89 Velocity Filter Voltage 17 1 .20 
DI-90 Velocity Filter Voltage 18 1,04 
DI-91 Velocity Filter Voltage 19 0.94 
DI-92 Velocity Filter Voltage 20 10,70 8 . 35 
DI-93 Velocity Filter Voltage 21 11 ,71 7 . 6 
DI-94 Velocity Filter VOltG~~e 22 12,72 6 . 85 
DI-95 Velocity Filter Voltage 23 13,73 6 . 2 
DI-96 Velocity Pilter Voltage 24 14,74 5. 5 
DI-97 Velocity Filter Voltlll!e 25 15,75 ~ .93 
DI-98 Velocity Pilter Voltage 26 16,76 4. 18 
DI-99 Velocity Filter Voltage 21 17,77 3. 83 
DJ-0 Velocity Filter Voltage 28 18,78 3. 34 
DJ-1 Velocity Filter Voltage 29 19,79 2. 8 
DJ-2 Velocity Filter Voltage 30 2. 48 
DJ-3 Velocity Filter Voltlll!e 31 2 . 10 
DJ- 4 Velocity Filter Volt041e 32 1. 85 
DJ-5 Velocity Filter Voltage 33 1. 48 
DJ-6 Velocity Filter Voltage 34 1. 23 
DJ-7 Velocity Filter Voltage 35 1 .01 
DJ-8 Velocity Filter Voltage 36 0 , 84 
DJ-9 Velocity Filter Voltage 37 0 . 695 
DJ-10 Velocity Filter Voltage 38 0, 60 
DJ-11 Velocity Filter Volta&e 39 0 . 54 
DJ-12 Velocity Filter Voltlll!e 40 20,6o 4,62 
DJ-13 Velocity Filter Voltage 41 21,81 4, )9 
DJ-14 Velocity Filter Voltlll!e 42 22,82 3.97 
DJ-15 Velocity Filter Voltage 43 23,83 3. 57 
DJ-16 Velocity Filter Voltage 44 24,84 3.19 
DJ-17 Velocity Filt er Voltage 45 25,85 2 .85 
DJ-18 Velocity Filter VOltlll!e 46 26 ,66 2 ,44 
TABLE 6-XIV ,- S\JPRATIIERMAL ION DETECTOR AND COLD CATHODE 





SVmbol Location/ll8111e SIDE f'rue Valu.-
Normal Mode Reset @9 Vol L!!lle 
DJ- 19 Velocity Filter Voltage 47 27 , 87 :? . 21 v 
DJ- :?0 Velocity Filter Voltage '•6 26 ,86 1.93 
DJ- 21 Velocity Filtu Voltage 49 29 , 89 1 . 67 
DJ- 22 Velocity Filter Voltage 50 1 . 43 
DJ-23 Velocity Filter Voltage 51 1.22 
DJ-24 Velocity Filtn Voltage 52 1 . 07 
DJ- 25 Velocity Filter Voltage 53 0 .85 
DJ - 26 Velocity Filtor Voltage 51• 0 . 71 
DJ- 27 Velocity FiltOl' Voltage 55 0 . 59 
DJ-28 Velocity Fllter Voltage 56 0 . 484 
DJ-29 Velocity Jl'ilte~ Voltage 57 0 . 402 
DJ-30 Velocity f'iltu Voltage 58 0 .~5 
DJ- 31 Velocity Filter Voltage 59 0 . 312 
DJ- 32 Velocity Filter Voltage 60 30,90 2 . 78 
DJ-33 Velocity Filter Voltage 61 31 ,91 2 . 53 
DJ- 34 Velocity Fllter Voltage 62 32, 92 2 . 29 
DJ-35 Velocity Filter Voltage 63 33 ,93 2 . 06 
DJ-36 Velocity Filter Voltage 64 34,94 1 .85 
DJ- 37 Velocity Filter Voltage 65 35, 95 1.65 
DJ-38 Velocity l'ilter Voltage 66 36,96 1 . Lo 
DJ-39 'le!ocity FilteT Voltage 67 37,97 1.78 
DJ-40 Velocity l'ilter Voltage 68 35,98 1 . 12 
DJ-41· Vel ocity !'ilter Voltage 69 39,99 0 ,965 
DJ-42 Velocity l'llter Voltage 70 0 . 625 
DJ-43 Velocity Filter Voltage 11 0 . 70 
DJ-44 Velocity Til ter Voltage n 0 . 615 
DJ-45 Velocity Filter Voltage 73 o . L94 
DJ-46 Velocity Filter Voltage 74 0 . 409 
DJ-L7 Velocity Piltn Voltage 75 0 . 337 
DJ-L8 Velocity Filter Voltage 76 0 . 278 
DJ-49 Velocity ~'tlter Voltage 71 0 . 232 
DJ-50 Velocity Piher Voltage 76 0 , 20 
DJ- 51 Velocity Filter Voltage 79 0 .160 
DJ- '2 Velocity P'llter Voltage eo 40 ,100 1.61 
DJ- 53 Velocity Filter Voltage 81 41 ,101 1.46 
DJ- 5L Velocit;y Filter Voltage 82 L2,102 1.32 
DJ- 55 Velocity Fllur Voltage 83 43,103 1 . 19 
DJ- 56 Velocity Filter Voltage 81• L4,104 1 .07 
DJ - 57 Velocity Filter Voltage 85 45,105 0 . 95 
DJ-58 Velocity Filter Voltage 86 46 , l o6 o . 8l 
DJ-59 Velocity Filter Voltage 67 47 , 107 0 . 74 
DJ-6o Velocity Filter Voltage 66 46 , 106 0 . 65 
DJ-61 Velocity Pllter Voltage 69 h9 ,109 0 .55 
DJ - 62 Velo<:lty Yllter Voltqe 90 o. 4n 
DJ-63 Veloc ity Filter Voltaae 9! 0 . 405 
DJ- 6L Velocity Ptlter Voltage 92 0 . 355 
DJ- 65 Velocity Filter Voltage 93 0 . 285 
DJ-66 Velotity Filter Voltage 94 0 . 236 
TABLE 6- XIV ,- SIJPRATI!ERI".AL ION DEI'ECTOR AND COLD CATHODE 




Svmbol Location/lfaml! SIDE Fr8l!!e Value 
Normal Mode Voltage 
DJ- 67 Vdocity P'Uter Voltage 95 0 . 195 
DJ- 68 Velocity Filter Voltage 96 0 .16o 
DJ-69 Vdocity Filter Voltage 97 0. 134 
DJ- 70 Velocity Filter Voltage 98 0 .115 
DJ-71 Velocity Filter Voltage 99 0 .104 
DJ-72 Velocity Filter Voltage 100 50,110 0 .93 
DJ-73 Velocity Filter Voltage 101 51,111 0 .85 
DJ -74 Velocity Filter Voltage 102 52,112 0 .765 
DJ-75 Vel ocHy Filter Voltage 103 53 ,ll3 0 .685 
DJ- 76 Velocity Filter Voltage 104 54 ,llb 0 . 615 
DJ-77 Velocity Filter Voltage 105 55,ll5 0 .55 
DJ-78 Velocity Filter Voltage lo6 56,116 0 .465 
DJ-79 Velocity Filur Voaage 107 57,117 0 . 425 
DJ-80 Velocity Filter Voltage lOS 58,118 0.372 
DJ-81 Velocity FUur Voltage 109 59,ll9 0 . 321 
DJ-82 Velocity Filter Voltage 110 0.275 
DJ-83 Velocity Filter Voltage 111 0.234 
DJ-84 Velocity Filter Voltage 112 0.205 
DJ-85 Velocity Filter Voltage 113 0.165 
DJ-86 Velocity Filter Voltage 114 0.136 
DJ-87 Velocity Filter Voltage 115 O.ll2 
DJ-88 Velocity Filter Voltage 116 0 . 093 
DJ- 89 Velocity Filter Voltage 117 0 . 077 
DJ-90 Velocity Filter Voltage 118 o . o67 
DJ- 91 Velocity Filter Voltage 119 o . o6o 
DJ- 92 Velocit)' Filter Voltage 120 120 14. 5 
DJ-93 Velocity Filter Voltage 121 121 13. 2 
DJ-94 Velocity P'ilur Voltage 122 122 ll . 9 
DJ- 95 Velocity Filter Voltage 123 123 10.7 
DJ-96 Velocity Filter Voltage 124 124 9.6 
DJ-97 Velocity Filter Voltage 125 ,126,127 125,126,127 >16.1 
Following measurements carried in ALSEP \lord 47 odd, SIDE \lord 8 and i n indicated SIDE Framea. 
Normal Mode Reset Vel Filter 
li 
DJ-98 LECPA Stepper Voltage 0-19 0-9,6o-69 12.15 v 
DJ-99 LECPA Stepper Voltage 20-39 10-19,70-79 4 . 050 
DP- 0 LECPA Stepper Voltage 40-59 20-29 ,8o-89 1.35 
DF- 1 LECPA Stepper Voltage 6o- 79 30-39.90-99 0.450 
DF-2 LECPA Stepper Voltage 80-99 40-49,100-109 0 .150 
DF- 3 LECPA Stepper Voltage 100-119 50-59 , 110-119 0.050 
DF-4 LECPA Stepper Voltage 120-127 120-127 ov 
Following measurement a carried in ALSEP \lord 56 odd , SIDE Word 9 and in indicated SIDE Framea. 
DF-5 I LE Deta - MSD I All 0 to 999 decimal I 
Following measurement• carried in ALSEP \lord 63 odd , SIDE Word 10 and in indicated SIDE Frame a. 
DF- 6 I LE Deta - LSD I All 0 to 999 decillal 
Tvo SIDE 11.easureraenta are included in lALSEP Ho~~~=fing \lore! 33 
AI-l l LB Count !late 70 0 to 1.4 x 106 counta/oec 
AI-2 HE Count Rate 85 0 to 1 . 4 x 106 counta/eec 
ALSEP 4 
TABLB 6-XIV.- SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR AIID COLD CATHODE 
CACE EXPERIMENT MEASUREMENTS LIST, ALSEP 4 - Concluded 
DC- 218 217 97 
29 28 27 
216 215 214 213 212 211 
26 25 24 23 22 21 
219 218 217 216 215 214 213 212 211 




















3 19 2 A 
4 23 
5 39 3 A 
6 55 
7 7 4 A 
8 17 
9 19 5 A 
10 23 
11 39 6 A 
12 55 
Repeat format of channels 1 to 12 for anaiJZCr B, 13 ) ~ Detectors 1to 6 with the same deflection plate voltage. 
24 Channels 1 through 24 arc nm through for +3500, +350, 
+ 35,0, - 3500, -350, -35 and 0 volts each in 
sequence for a full data cycle 
DC-97 DC-98 DC-99 
Physical analyzer ID 
Ana lyzer A = " 1" 
B= "0" 
Polarity of deflection 
Voltage ID 
Polarity+= " 1" 
Deflection voltage 
Level ID 
MSB LSB Voltage 
- = uou 











Al Sh'P ~ 
TABLE 6-XV.- CHARGED PARTICLE MEASUR!)IENTS 




l DC-1 Detector 1-A +3500V 7 . 17 
DC-? Detector 2-A +3500V 19, 23 1 
DC-3 Detoctor 3-A + 3500V 39, 55 1 
DC-~ Detector h- A + 3500V 7. 17 2 
DC-5 Detector 5-A +3500V 19, 23 2 
DC-6 Detector 6-A +3500V 39, 55 2 
DC-7 Detector 1-B +3500V 7. 17 3 
DC-8 Detector 2-B +3500V 19, 23 3 
DC-9 Det~>ctor 3- B +3500V 39, 55 3 
DC-10 Detector h-B +3500V 7. 17 ~ 
DC-ll Det~>ctor 5-B +3500V 19. 23 ~ 
DC-12 Detector 6-B +3500V 39 , 55 h 
DC-13 Detector 1-A +350V 7. 17 5 
DC-14 Detector 2-A +350V 19, 23 5 
DC-15 Detector 3-A +350V 39. 55 5 
DC-16 Detector h- A +350V 1, n 6 
DC-17 Detector 5-A +350V 19 . 23 6 
DC-18 Detec-tor 6-A +350V 39, 55 6 
DC-19 
DC-20 
Detector l-B +350V 




DC-21 Detector 3-B +350V 39, 55 7 
DC-22 Oet.etor 4-B +350V 7 > 17 8 
DC-23 ~tee tor 5-B +350V 19, 23 8 
DC-2~ Detector 6-a •35ov 39, 55 8 
DC-25 Detector 1-A +35V 7. 17 9 
DC-26 Detector 2- A +35V 19, 23 9 
DC-27 Detector 3-A +35V 39, 55 9 
DC-28 Det~>ctor 4-A +35V 7. 17 10 
DC-29 Detector 5-A +35V 19, 23 10 
DC-30 Detector 6-A +35V 39, 55 10 
DC-31 Detector 1-B +35V 7 > 17 ll 
DC-32 Det~>ctor 2-B +35V 19, 23 11 
DC-33 D~>tector 3-B + 35V 39, 55 ll 
DC-31< Detector ~-B +35V 7 > 17 12 
DC-35 Det~>ctor 5-B +35V 19, 23 12 
DC-36 O..tector 6-B +35V 39, 55 12 
DC-37 Detector 1-A +OV 7 . 17 13 
DC-38 Detector 2- A +OV 19, 23 13 
DC-39 Detector 3-A +OV 39, 55 13 
DC-bo Detector 4-A +OV 7. 17 l~ 
DC-~1 Detector 5-A +OV 19, 23 14 
DC-42 Det.etor 6-A +OV 39, 55 1• 
DC- 43 Detector 1-B +OV 7 . 17 15 
DC-44 Detector 2-B +OV 19, 23 1~ 
DC-45 D~>tector 3-B +OV 39. 55 15 
DC-46 Detector h-B +OV 7. 11 16 
DC-~7 Detector 5-B +OV 19, 23 16 
DC-~8 Detector 6-B +OV 39, 55 16 
DC-49 Detector 1-A -3500V 7. 17 17 
DC-50 Detector 2-A -3500V 19, 23 17 
DC-51 Detector 3-A -3500V 39, 55 17 
DC-52 Detector 4- A - 3500V 7. 17 18 
DC-53 Detector 5-A - 3500V 19, 23 18 
DC-54 Detector 6-A - 3500V 39, 55 16 
DC-55 Detector 1-B -3500V 7. 17 19 
DC-56 Detector 2-B -3500V 19, 23 19 
DC-57 Det~>ctor 3-B -3500V 39, 55 19 
DC-58 Detector h-l! - 3500V 1, 17 20 
DC-59 Detector 5-B - 3500V 19, 23 20 
DC-60 Detector 6-B - 3500V 39, 55 20 
c 
ALSEP 4 
TABLE 6- XV.- CHARGED PARTICLE MEASIIRBMENTS - Concluded 
ALSEP SYMBOL LOCATION/MEASUREMENT CPLEE 
WORDS FRAME 
DC-61 Detector 1-A - 350 7' 17 21 
DC-62 Det ector 2-A -350 19, 23 21 
DC-63 Detector 3-A -350 39, 55 21 
DC-64 Detector 4-A - 350 7' 17 22 
DC-65 Det ector 5- A -350 19, 23 22 
DC-66 Detector 6-A -350 39, 55 22 
DC-67 Detector 1-B -350 7' 17 23 
DC-68 Det ector 2-B - 350 19 , 23 23 
DC- 69 Detector 3- B - 350 39, 55 23 
DC-11'0 Detector 4-B -3 50 7 ' 17 24 
DC-71 Detector 5-B -350 19 , 23 24 
DC-72 Detector 6-B -350 39, 55 24 
DC-73 Detector 1-A -35 7' 17 25 
DC- 74 Detector 2-A - 35 19, 23 25 
DC-75 Detector 3-A -35 39, 55 25 
DC- 76 Detector )j_A -35 7. 17 26 
DC-77 Detector 5-A -35 19, 23 26 
DC-78 Detector 6-A -35 39 , 55 26 
DC-79 Detector 1-B -35 7. 17 27 
DC-80 Detector 2-B - 35 19, 23 27 
DC-81 Detector 3-B -35 39 , 55 27 
DC- 82 Detect or 4-B -35 7' 17 28 
DC-83 Detector 5-B -35 19, 23 28 
DC-84 Detector 6-B -35 39, 55 28 
DC-85 Detector 1-A -0 (CAL) 7' 17 29 
DC- 86 Detector 2-A -0 (CAL) 19, 23 29 
DC- 87 Detector 3-A -0 (CAL) 39, 55 29 
DC-88 Detect or 4-A -0 (CAL) 7. 17 30 
DC-89 Detector 5- A - 0 (CAL) 19, 23 30 
DC-90 Detector 6-A -0 (CAL) 39 , 55 30 
DC- 91 Detector 1- B -0 (CAL) 7. 17 31 
DC-92 Detector 2-B -o (CAL) 19, 23 31 
DC- 93 Detector 3-B - 0 (CAL) 39, 55 31 
DCw94 Detector 4-B -0 (CAL) 7. 17 32 
DC-95 Detect or 5-B -0 (CAL) 19 , 23 32 
DC-96 Detector 6-B -0 (CAL) 39 , 55 32 
DC-97 Physical Analyser ID 7 (Bi t tl Even Fd 
DC-98 Polarity of Deflection 19 (Bit ll Even Fr) 
Voltage ID 
DC- 99 Deflection Voltage 39 (Bit 11 Even Fr) 
Level ID 7 (Bit 11 Odd Fr) 
Analog Measurements 
NOMl!iAL OPE!l SYMBOL ALSEP WORD & LOCATION/MEASUREMENT 
CHAN LIMITS 
AC-1 Switchable P/S Voltage 33- 25 l to 244 PO! 
AC-2 Channeltron P /S #l 33- 89 2.8 to 3 . 2 KV 
AC-3 Channeltron P/S N2 33- 40 2.8 to 3.2 KV 
AC- 4 DC-DC Converter 
Voltage 33- 10 2.8 to 3.2 V 
AC-5 Temperature of 
Physical Analyser 33- ll 20 to +40°C 
AC-6 Temperature of 
Swi tchable P /S 33- 90 20 to +40°C 
!!Q!!: 
CPLEE sampling 1n.iti alizes at any step volte.ge 
but starts vith Analyzer A, Detector 1 on even 
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111'REM SUBSYSTEM (M-515) 
7. 1 SYSTEM OBJECTIVES 
ALSF.P 
PCif-1 
'l'hR Dun, Therlll6l, an4 Radiation Engineering Meaaureaenta Package (D'!'REM) 11 uaed for the fol.loviog: 
A. To meaoure radiation c~amB.e:e to three solar cello by monitoring the desradation in their voltage output. 
B. To measure duat aecumu1ation caused by the U4 ascent or AS! 1110rtar aeti vi ty. 
C. To measure retleeted infrared energy to obtain the lunar surface "brightneu" tea>perature. 
7. 2 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
The DTREM sensor package is mounted on the top surface of the central station sunshield vith the outer 
tcmparature tensor (AX-3) nominally facing vest. Three aolar cella are mounted on a cell mountin;! plate 
!e.cing vertical (refer to F1gure 7-1). Number one cell has no rilter, the second cell, intentionally 
damaged by radiation ( irradiat&dl preflight , he.& a 6-mil blue filter, and the third cell has a 6-mil 
blue filter installed. 
The temperatur& (AX-2) of the cells is monitored by a sensor lllOUntec! on the underside of the cell 
mounting plate. An inner temperature sensor (AX-1) and an outer temperature eenaor (AX-3) are mounted 
on a vertical vall of the sensor package and are used to determine the lunt.r surface temp!'l"ature. 
The solar cello and temperature sensors are connected to a printed circuit board in the PDU through en 
H-tilc cable. The circuit board contains three amp11t1ers for signal conditioning the solar cell outputs, 
logic circuite necesoary to svitcb power (by ground cOIIIIIanda) to the cell amplifiers, and tbe wiring 
neceaaary to route operating voltage to the tecperature aenaora. Bote that the temperature sensor 
operatica voltage is not svitched (refer to Dr&vin;! 7.1). 
1. 3 EXPEIUMEIIT OPEI!ATIOII 
'!'he oolar cell voltages sloould vary betveen 0 and 75 a1111volts durin;! the lunar day vith the 
variation caused prilDarilY by sun aaale and cell t .. perature. The cell outputs vil.l be corrected for 
aun angle and tempu&ture an4 the remaing vari&bles will be due to the relativelY long-tel"l:l radiation 
damage and the tCIGievbat shorter-term degradation frca dust accumulation cauaed by the U4 ascent and/or 
the ASE •ortar activity. 
The cell temperature should range betveen approximately 30 and 125° C during the lunar day. Durin;! 
lunt.r night, the temperature readings (AX-1, AX-2, and AX-3) and the cell outpute (AX-4, AX-5 &lid AX-6) 
vill be otr scale. 
'l'he particle energy thresholds for cell damage vith a 6-mil blue filter are 4. 3 Mev and 175 kev for 
positively charged and negatively charged particles respectively. For the unfiltered eell (Cell 1) 
the thresholds e.re 60 kev and 170 kev for positive and negative particles. II. 1a expected that the 
uJor cause of cell damage vill be from solar !lares, and cell desre.dation muat be correlated vi th 
tlare aeti vi ty . 
Since Cell 2 baa been intentionally degraded a knCMl amount by a knCMl particle energy level it vill 
aarve ao a quao1-standard cell by which the degradation of Cella 1 and 3 vUl be measured. 
7-l 
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AX-3 (outer temp sensor) 





Irradiated cell, 6 mil blue filter 
6 Mil blue filter 






























DTR EM CELL 2 
DTREM CELL 3 
-12VDC 
NOTE: l . 
A 
APPROVAL 
VOLTAGE BUS POWER 
CIRCUIT 
PROTEC TION 
- 12 100 MW F- 0 1 250MA 
+12 153 MW F- 02 250 MA 
A BLOWN FUSE F-01 WILL PERMANENTLY DISABLE THE 
DTREM , RESULTING IN LOSS OF PHOTOELECTRIC CELL 
VOLTAGE TM PARAMETERS AX- 4 , AX- 5 , AND AX- 6 
A BLOWN FUSE F-0 2 WILL PERMANENTLY DISABLE THE 
DTREM , RESULTING IN LOSS OF PHOTOELECTRIC CELL 
VOLTAGE TM PARAMETERS AX -4 , AX-5 , AND AX- 6 AND 
TEMPERATUR E TM PARAMETERS AX -1, AX- 2 , AND AX-3 
DATE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS & SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER HOUSTON, TEX AS 
DTREM SCHEMATIC 







c ALSEP 4 PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT 
GMT 035/06/53/10 
CAL VOLTAGES 
AEOl 0 . 25 CAL 0 . 24* 
AE02 4 . 75 CAL 4 . 75 
SCIENTIFIC DATA 
OA TA SOURCE RT 
OL04 T10AL X URADIAN 19 . 99 
DLOS TIDAL Y URADJ AN H 
OLO 6 T IOAL l MGAL H c:..e:r.i:t:C~L DL07 lNST TEMP DEG 113 . 44* f. 
N BR FRAMe CNTR 084 
ENGINEER 1 NG OAT A 
AL01 LP XY GAIN DB -30 
AL02 LP Z GAIN DB -30 
AL04 SP Z GAIN DB -30 
AL03 LVL DIRECTION NEG 
LVL SPEED LO' 
Al05 LVL MGDE AUTO 
COARSE SENSOR OUT 
AL:06 THER CTL MODE AUTO 
CTL STATUS ON 
Al07 CAL STATUS 
LP OFF 
SP OFF 
Al08 UNCAGE STATUS UNCAGED 
AT05 THERM PLT 3 75.8 
CS 2 RESERVE PWR l 35 .76$ 
CS 4 RESERVE P R 2 -0.65$ 
SITE TEX 
£3::~: .. 
AL 01 LP XY Ga in {db) - 30 
AL 02 LP z Gain (db) - 30 
AL 04 SP z Gain {db} - 30 
AL 03 LVL Direction POS 
LVL Speed LOW 
AL 05 LVL Mode AUTO 
Coa rse Sensor OUT 
AL 06 The rm. Ctl. Mode AUTO 
AL C ontrol Status ON 
AL 07 Ca libr. Status: 
LP OFF 
SP OFF 




INITIAL OPERATING STATUS 
OF 
PSE & C PLEE 
ALSEP 4 
CPLEE 
Before dust cover removed: 
- Detectors l through 6, Analyzers A & B, @ - Ov: 
count = 412, 000 
- All other Detector I Analyzer /Voltage combinations: 
count = 0 to 2 000 
After dust cover removed: 
- Detectors 1 t hrough 6/Analyzers A & B/-Ov: 
count = 412, 000 
- All other Detector I Analyzer /Voltage combination s: 
c ount = 0 to 20, 000 
AC- 1 Random 
AC- 2 2, 800 v 
AC- 3 2, 800 v 
AC-4 3. 01 v 
AC- 5 0°C 
AC- 6 10°C 
c 
SECTION 8 
PASSJVE SEISMIC EXPERIM!!NT (5- 031) 
8.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
AL:JP.l' 
rCN- J 
The Passive Seismic Exp~riment (PSE) provides de.ta on lunar seismic activity and ~he properties 
o!' the lunar interior. The PSE does this by moni toring the long-pt>r1od, lov -frc~ue>ncy and the 
short-period, high-frequency energy associated with lunar quakes as vell s.s measuring th<? direction 
and the distance to the seismic epicenters. 
Physically, the PSE consists of t vo parts, both included in one package. The long-period i nstrument , 
whi ch contains three seismometers (one vertical and two horitontal, placed orthogonally to each other). 
measures long-period, low-frequency sei$mic energy with a period of 250 to 0 . 3 seconds. 'l.'his instru-
ment measures the distance and direction to a seismic quake 1 as vell as the long-tero tidal deforma-
tions of the moon. The short-period inst.nunent functions as a velocity t.ransducer vbich measures 
short- period ( 5 to .0~ seconds), high-frequcncy (up to 25 cycles per s ~cond) seistnic energy 
vith very high sen•itivity. The i nstrument coosists ot a moviny.- magnet mass built so tha• a trans-
duce~ can measure the velocity of the magnet . The displacements and the velocity of tbese i nst ruments 
are measured, ampliried, Bl'ld filtered i n a series of electronic circuits "'hlch produce an output 
signal to t he central st.ation data processor. 
When the PSE is depl oyed by tl)e crew, it must be leveled to wi thin !,5 degrees . Within the instrument 
case , the seismic elements are mounted on g imbals having leveling motors whi.ch can level from an 
i nitial tilt as great. as 5 degrees. By using a combination or "coal'se- levc l'' :.;en&ors and the 
hor izontal seismometers, the PSE can be leveled on command to less than 3 llrc seconds . 
TABLE 8-1, PSE PRESl!.'l' CONDITIONS 
"Preset11 is defined as the logic condition initialized by activation of t.he experiment . 
Command Function Pr esets To 
Lunar Deployme nt. 
Conditi on 
031 EXP 1 STBY SEL EXP IN STBY 
063 PSE/XY CAIN CH -30db 
06~ PSE/Z GAIN Cl! -30db 
065 PSE/SP CAL CH OFF 
o66 PSR/LP CAL CH OFF 
067 PSE/SP GAIIl CH - 30db 
070 LVL !ol'fRX ON/OFl' OFl' 
071 £-VL MTBY 011/0Fl' OFF 
072 LVL MI'RZ ON/01-'F OFf" 
013 UNCACE AR~l/P'IRE CAGED 
0"1~ LVL DI R POS/NEC POS 
015 LVI. SPEED Hl/LO LOW 
076 PSE T C'I'T. CH Al!l'O ON 
101 PSE FILT IN/OUT OUT 
102 [.VL S!ISR IN/OUT Ol.ll' 
) 03 PSF 1-vt. MilE A/F AUTO 
ALSEP 4 
The PSE v ill no~ be leveled using the AUTO leveling 1110de (refer to Tebh 8-I for the preset 
cood1t1oao) vtth the forced D:Ode as a backup ""tbod. Tbe coarse aenaors (utlllud onl)' in the 
X and Y u:ea) vill be co=.anded Ill tor the initial leveling sequence. The coarse sensors are 
etteet.ive in tbe AIJ'l'O 110de onl;r and provide the X- or Y-axil leveling ..,tor drive oignalo vhen 
there exioto an ott level condition greater than 8 minutes or are. At thla point the axes' 
tidal outputs provide the leveling motor drive signals to control leveling to the final level 
condition. 
FORCED MODE 
High Speed 152 to 305 vrad/sec 20 to 40 rnea1/aec 
Low Speed 5.1 to 17 .7 ~ra.d/oec . 67 to 2. 31, mgal /sec 
AUTOMAT! C MODE 
Coarse Seno or In 
(ott level >6 min of arc) 
152 to 305 vrad/aec No coarse aenaor on z-e.xia. 
Use forced mode. 
Coarse Sensor Out 
{tidal output saturated) 
3.8 to 7.6 urad/sec 0.5 to 1.0 mgal/aec 
Coarae Sensor Out 
(tidal data unaaturated) 
0 to 3.8 vradfsec 0 to 1.0 mgal/eec 






One axis motor on at one time. Heater 
turned off. 
Forced heater mode. Heater power does 
not vary with temperature. 
( 
FCD 8-70 .23 .40 




Handl ing tool socket 
Cable "'''' 
Figure 8-2.- Compass rose orientation. 
. 
+ Z axis is up 
Handling tool socket 
'----Cable entry 
+Y axis 
'fo.,1() ~:tJAU. '1 
c.) E.'S.,. 
+X axis 
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FCD 8-70.23.35 ALSEP 4 
Swtlch 
u.umber Initial position Astronaut Function 
l Sec note l Rotate 180° CW Disables the hold off circutt 
ccw 
Orange crescent to right 
(Cover rectanylel Must be operated by the astronaut 
2 ccw 
Orange crescent to riyht 
Rotate 180° CW 
(Cover rectangle) 
Backup only 
• Select transmttler B ON 
• Select D;'lt;'l Processor YON 
• Reset receiver circuit breaker 
3 CCW 
0 range fl:lq to upper right 
Rotate 27 oo CW 
(Orauge flag to 
upper left) 
Backup only 
Sequeulia lly activates expertments in 
1,4,3 order to OPER SELECT 
4 ccw 
0 range crescent to right 
RotJte 180° CW 
(Cover rectangle) 
Acltv<~ted rturmg deployment 
e Actt1r;1te ASE OPER SELECT 
• Swttch d<~ta processor to ASE HBR ON 
5 CW 
Unpamted crescent to left 
Rotate 180° CCW 
cover all four 
trianqu Jar 
shapes 
Must be CCW to operate ASE (see note 2) 
• Acltvate ASE STBY SELECT 
• Switch dilt;t processor to ASE HBR OFF 
• 1. Clost ASE 29V oper line in CCW positton 
• 2. Open ASE 29V oper ltne in CW position 
Note: 1. Switch 1 is enclosed by oran9e paint. 
2. Sequence required to place ASE in OPERATE: rotate 55 full CCW; 
either request ASE gnd ends or rotate 54 in either direction. 




GMT 35/ 21 / 00/ 06 
CAL VOLTAGES 
OS lO 1. 25 CAL 1. 26 DS05 MORTAR BOX GND HV 8.15 
DSll 3 . 75 CAL 3.74 
0506 ROLL ANGLE 4 . 82 05 
D507 PI TCH ANGLE 4 . 82 05 




4 . 29 
ASO l INT PKG c 3 . 5 
CS l WATTS 85. 11* A503 GLA c - 2q. 9 
OSOB"CAL SI G v . 02 
RTG TEMPS 05 18 MARK EVENT HARK 
05 13 MOOE 10 ARM T 
AR01 HOT FRAME 1 F 1052 OS19 WORD CNT 1 0 
AR04 Q.. D FRAME 1 F 513* 
C518 DELTA T 539 OS20 EVENT Bl T CNT 13 
DATA RT 








ACTIVE SBISMlC EXPERIMENT ( S- 033) 
AWF:P 
PCN-J 
The primary function of the active seismic experiment (ABE) is to generate and monitor artificial seismic 
waves in the 3- to 250-Hz range in the lunar surface and near subsurface. The ASE con also be used to 
monitor natural seismic waves in the same frequency range . The objective of these functions is to acqUire 
informntion to enable determination of the physical properties of lunar surface and near subsurface materials. 
Method of Operation 
Seismic waves are artificially produced by explosive devices and detected by geophones. By varying the 
location and magnitude of the explosions vith respect to the geophones, penetration of the seismic waves 
to depths of approximately 500 feet can be achieved, and wave velocities through several layers of 
subsurface materials can be investigated. 
MaJor Components 
Two seismic energy sources are employed. A thumper deVice containing 21 explosive initia.to,rs will be fired 
along the geophone lines by the a.strona.ut. The astronaut will also emplace a mortar package containing four 
high-explosive grenades. The grenades vill be rocket-launched by RTC' s sometime a.t'ter Lt~ ascent and a.re 
designed to impact at four different ranges (approximately 500, lOOO, 3000, and 5000 feet) with individual 
high-explosive charges proportional to their range. 
The seismic detectors are three identical geophones. The geophones are electromagnetic transducers which 
translate high-frequency, seismic energy into electrical signals . 
Commands and 'l'elea~try 
The ABE uses seven c01:mtands to arm and fire the grenades a.nd to effect geophone calibration. Oth&r commands 
a.re used to effect power distribution to the ABE from the data. subsystem and to place the data subsystem in 
the active seismic mode. The three channels of seismic data generated by the ASE and 16 channels of engineer-
ing d&ta will be converted to digital form within the experiment. A 20-bit dit!;ital word fonnat and a 
10,600 bit/sec d&ta rate will be used in the ABE to insure accurate &needing and transmission of critical, 
real-time-event data and to provide a. data. handling capability for high-frequency, seismic data. The higher 
bit rate and longer word length a.re incompati ble vith the noma! ALSEP fo:mat ll!ld preclude usual data 
collection from the other experiments during the time the ASE is activated. 
9. 2 FUNCTIONAL DBSCRIFTIOII 
9.2.1 
The ASE comprises the thumper and geophone assembly~ mortar package, central electronics assembly, and 
interconnecting cabling. Figure 9-1 illustrates t he ASE components . 
Thumper AAsembly 
The thUIIper comprises a short handle or staff with an initiator mounting plate and a. ba.se place at the 
lower end. The upper end contains a pair of switches (arming/firing, and ASI selection) a.nd associated 
electronics. A nat, four-conductor cable connects the thumper to the e:Mtral station. Th~ thumper contains 
21 Apollo standard initiators (ASI' s). These initiators are threaded into a mounting plate which forms a 
portion of the thumper base (Figure 9- 1) . The ASI' s are indiVidually fired directly into a.n impact plate 
which is spring-loaded against the mounting plate. The gas pressure resulting tram an initiator explosion 
drives the impact plate sharply downward, imparting a small blow to the adjacent surfa.ce. The gases are 
immediately vented around the edges of the impact plate a.nd deflected downward by a ring which is part of 
the mounting plate. 
Operation of the thumper requires three distinct mechanical actions through the manipulation of two controls . 
The ASI selector, a 22-position switch located at the top of the thumper, must be rotated trao the no-
connection position to a particular position for tbe selection of one of the 21 initiators. Next, the 
spring-loaded arm/fire knob, located a.t the end of the staff arm near the top of the thU111per, must be 
rotated clockwise approximately 40 degrees to its stop and held in this positon for a minimum of 4 seconds. 
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Then, vitbout releasiJll the ana/fire knob, it aust be puahed about one-half inch to fire the selected 
ASI. A preuure svitch 1a actuated at the time of the ASI tiring and applies a real-time-event (RTE) 
mark to the dowl.inlt. 
Geophones 
The three identical geophones are electr011agnetic devices vhich tranclate physical surface or subsurface 
moveaent into electrical aignals. The amplitude of the output signals is proportional to the rate of 
phyaical lllOtion. The geophones vill be deployed at 10, l6o, and 310 toot intervals fr0t11 the central 
atation and are connected to it by cables . The cables and geophones are otored on the thlllllper during 
transport and removed during deployment. Geophone llo. l temperature is dovnlinked onl y when the ASE is 
1.1> STAliDBY SELECT. 
Mortar package 
The mortar package asseably consilta of a mortar box aoseably, a grenade launch a.aaeably (GLA), and inter-
connecting cables. 
9.2.3.1 Mortar box.- The mortar box is a rectangul.ar Fiberglas box in which the GLA is mounted. The mortar box 
contains the electronica, a receiving antenna, tvo safety svitchea, and a tbenaal. 'baa· The electronics 
contain circuitry for the arming and firing of the rocket motors launching four grenades and also for the 
operation of the hee.ten. The receiver antenna is a vertical antenna oounted to the aide of the mortar boX. 
The antenna ia folded along the edge of the package during tranoport and unfolded by the astronaut during 
deployment. The arm/tlre safety owitchea disable both arm and firing circuits. The proportional heaters 
attached to tbe inside or the thermal 'bag are activated only in the standby mode or operation. The mortar 
boX t=perature is dovnlinked via tbe ALSEP 90-che.nnel multiplexer only vhen the ASE 1a in STAIIDBY SELECT. 
9. 2.3.2 Grenade launch assembly.- Tb<t GLA consists ot a 1'1bergl.a launch tube asa.,.bly vhich includes the four 
rocket-launched grenadel, a grenade safety release assembly, three m.icroswltcbes, three te~~.perature senaore, 
and a tvo-axh inclincaeter. 
9.2.~ 
Each grenade 1a attached to a range line vhich is a thin, stranded cable that is vound around the outside 
of the launcb tube. Tvo tine copper wirea are looped around each range line. The tirat loop io apaced oo 
that it vill break when the grenade is about 10 incheo out of the launch tube. The second loop 1a spaced 
so that it viU break vhen the range line bas deployed exactly an additional 25 feet fran the first breakwire. 
Breaking the loops starts and stopa a range gate pulse establishing a time interval tor determination or 
the grenade votlocity. 
The tour grenades are oimilar, ditrering only in the Ollount or propellant and high explosive. (Refer to 
Table 9-I. ) The caains contains the rocket I!IOtor, oafe slide plate, high-explosive charge, ignition and 
detonation dnices, thel'lllal battery, and a 30-MH~ tranllOi tt"r. The range line is attached to the transa1 tter 
output and serves as a ba.lt-vave, end-feed a.nt.enna. 
The grenade oatety release a ssembly prevents inadvertent launching of any grenades. 
The launch tubes for grenades two, three, and four each contaln a aicroswitch closed by launching the grenade. 
Each svitch connects the firing c0111mand frOtll a sequential grenade firing circuit to the next grenade to 'be 
launched. 
Two t""'perature senaora a.re located between tubes one and two, and a third 1s located between tubes three 
and tour. One of the aensors provides an analog signal of tbe GLA temperature to the data handling function 
ot the ASE (llhen in ASE OPERATE SELECT), or to the ALSEP 90- channel multi-plexer when in ASE STAJfDBY SELECT. 
The other two sensors are part of the beater control circuitry. 
ABE Central (Station} Electronics 
The c"ntral electronica assembly is locatd in the central station and contai'ns circuits for pover control, 
temperature aens1Jl8, calibration, oignal conditioning, and data handling. Included aa sube.sa .. blies are the 
geophone Allplifier, the ASE receiver, and the A/D converter and auJ.tiplexer. (Refer to Drav1ng 9.1.) 
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9.2.4.1 Pover control.- Operating pover is sUpplied rraa the ALSEP electrical pover aubayate. at •5 V, +15 V, -12 V, 
and +29 V (refer to Drawings k.2 and 9.1). RTC's provide the aeans to control the ASE to OPERATE SELECT, 
S'l'AJIDBY SE:L!I:'l', or S'l'AJIDBI orr. Overloading the +29 Vdc operate bus vill cauae CB-07 (500 .-A ~ lQJ) to 
tranarn the ASE to STAIIDBI SELECT. The +5, +15, and -12 volt buses are protected by circuit breakers CB-11 
(500 .-A), CB-12 (150 mAl, and CB-13 (150 IliA), and actuation vill not tranafer the ASE to STAIIDB'l SELECT. 
Reaett1ns or CB-11, CB-12, and/or CB-13 can only be accomplished by placing the ASE to STANDBY SELECT. 
9.2.4.2 TeJ!!!)erature sensing.- There is one temperature sensor located in the ASE central electronics to provide 
tempera.ture <la.ta in both the ASE OPERATE SELECT a.nd ASE STAND8Y SELECT modes. Circuitry also exists to 
provide temperature data in the mortar box, grenade launcher assembly. and one seophone. 
9.2.4.3 Calibration.- The calibration syGtem is activated by a geophone calibrate comll\and applied to the command 
gating rrom the cenLral data subsystem. The calibrate COmllland h g&ted Lo the calibration circuitry vhere 
it 11 developed into a 1-second-vide pul$e and applied to the calibrate driver, electrically exciting the 
geophonea. A geophone calibrate pulce is also applied to the data handling system rrom the calibrate driver 
indicating receipt or the calibrate col!l!!l&nd. 
9.2.4.~ Data Randlins.- Three analog channels ..,.., us"d for geophone outputa, two tor CLA angle outputs, three for 
calibration, three for ASE te:nperature and pover measurements, and the other tour tor ALSEP electrical pover 
aubayatd tomperature and po"u measurea:ents. The analog signale are multiplexed, converted •o digital 
lignals, and formatted for shirting to the central data subsyate,. and downlink tranaaission. 
The AS! data format c011prhes thirty- tvo 20- bit vords per true vith each vord consisting of four 5-bit 
aubworda. Geophones tvo and three are sampled and read out in every vord or tbe fraae. Geopbone one is 
eaapled and read out in all but the first. vord. In the first vord geophone on" 1a supled and stored, tb"n 
read out in the tirat aubvord of the second vord of each "frame. The tira't tvo aubvorda of vord nuaber one 
ccarprioe a 10-bit rr .... ., synchroni~ing signal. The first thr"e bit& or eubword one or vord 31 provide a 
IIOde identification signal. 
The binary aigaals tr0111 the multiplexer converter are applied to the ahitt resiater 11ultiplexer gates vbicb 
are controlled by tbe shift r"gbter 111ultiplexing logic. A storf16e burrer 1e provid"d betveen the converter 
lRultiplexer and tbe shirt register multiplexer gates. The AS£ data is shifted out in the 32-vord telemetry 
rra.me format to the biphase 1110dulator of the data subsystem for modulation and dovnlinl< transmission . 
9. 3 GRDIADE OPERATION 
Arter anlling, a fire grenade real- time command (RTC) tor one ot the grenades il gated to the appropriate 
tiring circuit causing the firing ca.pe.citor to discharge and ignite the grenade propellant via an Apollo 
atandard initiator (ASI). As the grenade leaves the launch tube, a ure 'Plate ia apring e,lected 
vbich pcmite a microsvitcb in the grenade to close, discharging a capacitor acroee D thrmoelectric match 
vhich activates the thermal battery. The thermal battery, vhen activated, providea internaJ. grenade power 
to drive the transmitter and to charge the detonator storage capacitor. The firet or ~he ~wo range-line 
breakwirea is broken vhen the grenade is launched, initiating the ranse gat~ pulse to the real-time-event 
logic. Rocke~ propdlant in the grenade is exhausted be tore the grenade "xHs Lbe tu~. When the grenade 
io 25 teet into trajectory, the second range-line breakvire is brok"n tenlinating the range gate pulae to 
the real-ti.me-event logic a.nd providing time/distance data for subsequent detenoinat1on or grenade velocity. 
The grenade tr&na.mitter, activated at launch and utili~ing th" grenade range line aa an antenna, transmits 
until d..atroyed upon grenade iDpact. An omnidirectional impact switch in the grenade allows the detonator 
capacitor to cliacharge, tiring a detonator to set off the gr.,nacle high ..xploaiv" on grenade iapact. The 
30-NRz eignal frOG tbe translllitt"r is r"ceived by the antenna mounted on th" 110rlar box and conducted by 
coaxial cable to tbe re-ceiver in the central station electroniea. The received signal is applied through 
a level detector to the real-t:iae-event logic for application to the data handling t'unct1on. The grenade 
tran•itt"r signal provides an 1n<lication or tl.Jle of flight an<l instant or detonation providing an indication 
or range thuo enhancing the eontidence factor of the range calculations derived rrca the angle or launch and 









ASE Central Electronics 
NOTE 
Due to the relationship between the 
receiving a.'ltenna and transmitting 
antenna (range line) radiation patterns, 
1 t may be possi ble to receive a loss of 
signal at or near the maxium height of 
the grenade trajectory. This loss or 
signal would generate a false lJnpact RTE . 
ALSEP ~ 
Astronaut Switch 5, when in the clockwise position precludes inadvertent application of +29 Vdc operating 
power to the ASE, thus re:noving the capabi lity to arm and/or f i re the grenades or thumper. 
A. An initiator selector switch which selects for firing only one initiator at a tlJne while shorting the 
leads of all remaining initiators. Thls switch shorts all leads when in the "O" or off position. 
B. A definite two-step firing· operation vith a tlJne delay is required to arm and fire an initiator. After 
the initiator selector svitcb is rotated from the "0" posi tion to a numbered position; the thumper is 
armed by rotating the arm/fire knob ~0 degrees and holding for a minimum of 4 seconds. The selected 
initiator is then fired by pressing the same knob, which discharges a capacitor through the initiator. 
If the firing sequence is stopped after the thumper is armed, the arm/fire control returns to its normal 
una..etive.ted position and automatically discharges the arming capacitors in a matter of milliseconds. 
This control is also designed so that the firing svitch is actuated only after the aming switch. 
c. 'l'he ends of the initiator mounted in the thumper base which are exposed to the pressure and debris 
from adjacent initiator rirings a.re covered vith a coating of silicone rubber :fo r protection against 
sympathetic firing of other initiators. 
D. Protection frOlll direct exposure to the firing end of the ASI is afforded by the i mpact plate on the 
bottom of the thumper. 
E. Deflection of all exhnust gases downward. (Refer to Figure 9-2.) 
·~ 
A. Two safe/arm switches, located on the mortar box. One switch opens the armi ng circuit betveen the 
ASS central elect roni cs and the mortar box and shorts out the rocket motor firing capacitors. The 
second switch provides a short circuit across the grenade rocket motor initiators. 
B. Grenade safety relense assembly locks the grenades in the launch tubes to prevent unintentional 
launching. The safety release i s removed by the astronaut prior to le~<ving the deployment area. 
C. A safe plate in each grenade provides a mechanical b l ock between the detonator and the high explosive. 
The safe plate is held in place at all times when the grenade is in the launch tube and is spring 
ejected at launch . Thus, vhile the safe plate is in place, inadvertent detonator i gnition will not set 
off the high-explosive charge. In addition, the safe plate maintains a microswitch in a position vhich 
prevents the actuation of the grenade thermal-battery output (refer to Para 9. ~ , 3,0), and provides a 
lov impedance path across the firing capacitors to prevent a static charge buil dup . 
D. The grenade thermal. batteries, the only source of energy for high-explosive detonation, are inact ive and 
shorted while the grenades are in the launch tube. Safe- plate ejection at launch actuates a switch which 
removes the short and ca\lses the discharge of a capacitor (charged via the am command) through the 
thermal battery match thus activating the battery. 
E. A tlJne delay of approximately 8 seconds is required, arter thermal battery activation, before the high-
explosive initiator circuit is sufficiently charged. 
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1 5000 0.10 1.0 163. 2 43.4 153.0 4600 
2 3000 0.07 0 .6 126.2 33. 5 198.0 2575 P-1 
3 1000 0.037 0.3 73.0 19. 4 342.0 1575 
4 500 0.025 O.l 51.6 13. 7 485.0 1200 
ALSEP 
PCM-1 
&sequential firing order: 2 - 4 - 3 - l. 
beomputed values based on 5.32 rt/sec2 gravitational constant and mortar package level 
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SAME AS CiRENADE JtO 1 
EXCEPT JOOO FT RANG£ 
TIMEOF FLIGHT n.5SECS 
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SAME AS GRENADE ND 1 
EXCEPT 1000 FT RANC£ 
SAME 4 5 CROio\OE HO l 
EXCEPT SOO FT fU.IiiC£ 
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0 . ) .. 
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~DTES: 
SWITCH ClOS€$ W~IEN GR(UOIE IS LAU,_CHEO 
bO SECONDS WINIMUM RE®I R£0 10 CN~~~ AIHoi iNC CtAClfltS 
PRIOR TO FIRING (tftEWADE. AIU,UliC CtRClnTS CAN BE 
01$C""IICiEO CDISAIIMEP18 V PL.ACINC AS£ TO STANDBY SELECT 
F"Oir A WJNIMUW OF THREE MlltlJl£S 
[!> ~.:rS~E':'~:E~~~~E SWITCH ACTUATII)~ IS " 
1 • .lt,IIMIN(;. , IIOTATC OI)NUOL 1(11'08 -40• CW. WAIT 
4 S(COf!tDS loll.lflMUM TO CHARGE CAPACCTOPI 
2 . FIRIIIIC: OEPlESS C0NlR0LkN08 TOACTUAT£ 
FIR .. G $'NITCM. OISCHARCINC CAPACITOR 
THRtJ !Hi lLA. TOR 
TME • fil:tol SWITCH lS SPI:.,.,.C LOADfC TO TNt POStnQfl' 
SHOWN. If IS IMPOSSIBLE ro ACTUATE F"lRE SWITCH 
WITHOUT ~TAllOW 
(9 ~~Fe\ ~~~~Eii~.'gtftG~~~~AfHE ~~c~:Tc:::TING 
O:PLOSIVE CHARC[ CAN NO,. bE I'Nl f UI WITH SA.FE P~TE 
IN Pl.A.C£ 
[P :~~~~cE ~ft:v~':!~!!:~r~l~;"a~s:!u~r:!':::~~"':R TO 
+-5YDC, +15vot, AND ·12V BIJSES FIWM THE AS(, lt(SETTING 
CB-11, t-6-12 , ANO C8-lJ, AND lRAJIISFERRINC: AS-l TO TH£" 
ALSEP 'JO CKAIUIEL MUX 
[9 ~~~:~-oo:~:GltZ~~il!~-~~g~N~-~A~~LA~U~~.~~~2£i~y 
REI«<VINC +5V, + 1SV, AM) · l2V F fi:OIII. TH€A.Sr: AIINl 
TRANSHRRINC A$· 3 TO THE ALSEP 90 CHAN.EI. M1JX 
@> ~~~~~.:c~~~l~ ~\J:~~~;.·:~~'.fp~~~~;; 
CAUSED 8Y liiiTIAlOtt FIRING, !REF" FICIJR£ 9 - 21 
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007 244. 44 7 000000 12 . 020 13 . 580 000000 L 008 215 
009 185 . 723 000000 8 .1 20 13 . 580 000000 L 1 010 149 
0 11 125 . 359 000000 4 . 880 13.580 000000 012 92 
013 61 . 3 7~ 000000 3 . 680 13 . 580 000000 014 30. 
015 12.400 000000 2 . 840 13 . 580 000000 016 8. 
01.7 6 . 200 000000 2 .1 20 13.580 000000 018 3. 
0 19 2 . 489 000000 1.750 13 . 580 000000 020 1 
02 1 435 . 298 000000 14.360 2 . 840 000000 022 405. 
023 369 . 234 000000 10.980 2 . 840 000000 024 339. 
025 3 10 . 510 000000 7 . 860 2 . 840 000000 l 026 28 1. 
027 244. 447 000000 5 . 260 2 . 840 000000 028 2 15 
029 185.723 000000 4 . 040 2 . 840 000000 030 149 
031 125 . 359 000000 3 . 200 2 . 840 000000 032 92 
033 61 . 375 000000 2 . 480 2 . 840 000000 034 30. 
035 12.400 000000 2 . 000 2 . 840 000000 036 a. 
03 7 6 . 200 000000 0 . 945 2 . 840 000000 038 3.
J39 2 . 489 000000 o . 7 34 2 . 840 000000 040 1. 
041 435 . 29d 000000 6 . 560 1. 357 000000 L 1 042 405 
043 369 . 234 000000 4 . 880 1.357 000000 044 339 
045 310 . 511 000000 4 . 040 1 . 357 000000 046 281 
047 244. 447 000000 3 . 320 1. 357 000000 048 2 15. 
049 185. 723 000000 2 . 7 20 1.357 000000 050 149 
0 51 125.35 ~ 000000 2 . 240 1.357 000000 052 92. 
053 61. 3 75 000000 1.425 1.357 000000 054 30, 
055 1 2 . 400 000000 0.798 1.357 000000 056 a.
057 6 . 200 000000 0 . 550 1.357 000000 1 058 3. 
059 2 . 489 000000 0 . 422 1.357 000000 060 1 
061 435 . 298 000000 3 . 680 0 .450 000000 062 405 
063 369 . 234 000000 3 . 080 0 . 450 000000 064 339 
065 310 . 510 000000 2. 720 0 . 450 000000 066 281 
067 244. 447 000000 2. 240 0 . 450 000000 068 215 
069 185 . 723 000000 1. 875 0 . 450 000000 070 149 




+ l . OV 
CALS 
11 . 993 
-11 . 993 
0 . 980 
SIDE/CCGE 
CCJG DEG K J 
c 3 { TEMP 2 OEG 
+J TEMP 3 DEG c 
TEMPS 
265. 03 
-6 . 60 
-2 . 92 
DC SUPP LY VOLTS 
+60V 59 . 8 1 
+30V 29 . 55 
A +5V 5 . 000 
-l . OV 
+30MV 
-30~V 
-0 . 980 
30 . 000 
- 30 . 000 
t: TE~P 4 DEG c 
Jj TEMP 5 DEG c 
U TEMP 6 DEG c 
7 . 75 
6 . 67 
4 . 58 
0 +5V 4 . 855 
-5v - 5 . 000 
- 30V - 29 . 6 7 
EX0023 B AL SEP 4 S IDE/CCGE 




.: X0024 8 ALSEP 4 SIDE/CCGE 
GMT 035/06/32/30 OAT A SOURCE RT N BR SITE TEX F 
GMT FRAME 
MIN SEC CNT R ENGINEERING DATA HEC PA V HE DATA ( 
32/30 
32 / 31 
32/32 
32 / 33 
32/34 
32/36 
32 / 37 

















































































CCGE SCI DATA 
4 . 5 KV SUPPLY 
CCGE SCI DATA 
CCGE/A RANGE ID 
TEMP 4 DEG C 
TEMP 5 DEG C 
GND PLANE VOLTS 
CVR CELL IND v 
GND PLANE VOLTS 
+60V SUPPLY 
+30V SUPPLY 




TEMP 6 DEG C 
- 3 . 5 KV SUPPLY 
CCGE/A RANGE 10 
ADC +30MV 
AOC POS REF 
ADC +1.0V 
ADC +12V 
GND PLANE VOLTS 
ADC NEG REF 
GND PLANE VOLTS 
A +5V SUPPLY 
0/T C MD LOAD 
CCIG DEG K 
0/T CMD LOAD 
TEMP 2 OE:G C 
AOC -1.0V 
TEMP 3 DEG C 
AOC -12V 
4 . 5 KV SUPPLY 
CCGE SCI DATA 
CCGf:/ A RANGE ID 
TEMP 4 DEG C 
T£!-SP 5 DEG C 
GNO PLANE VOLTS 
ADC -30HV 
GND PLANE VOLTS 
+60V SUPPLY 
+30V SUPPLY 
D +5V SUPPLY 
L 




7 . 64 
1 . 18 
15.000 
1.1 8 
59 . 81 
29 . 55 
4 . 855 
o. oooo 
-5.000 
- 29 . 67 




4 . 855* 
0.980 




5 . 000 
PRESET 
265 . 03 
PRESET 
-6 . 60 







6 . 67 
1.18 
-30 . 000 
1.1 8 
59 . 81 
29 . 55 
4 . 855 
244. 44 7 
215 . 085 
185. 723 
149 . 021 
125. 3~9 
92 . 547 
61 . 375 
30 . 20 3 
12 . 400 
8 . 600 
6 . 200 
3 . 600 
2 . 489 
1.249 
435 . 298 
405 . 936 
369. 234 
339 . 8 72 
310 . 510 
281 .149 
244 . 447 
215 . 085 
185 . 723 
149. 021 
125 . 359 
92.547 
61 . 375 
30 . 203 
12.400 
8 . 600 
6 . 200 
3 . 600 




369 . 234 
339 . 873 
310.5ll 
2 8"1 . 149 
244 . 44 7 
215. 085 
1 85 . 723 






























































































REG STA 000 
V/FILT V 
0 . 266 
L ECPA V 
0 . 148 
LE DATA 
000000 
 GND PL STEP ID 00 1 0 . 220 0 . 148 000000 
 C MD REG LOAD 000 0 . 174 0 .148 000000 
 GND Pl STEP ID 001 0 . 156 0 . 148 000000 
0 MODE REG STA 000 0 . 138 0 . 148 000000 
 GNO PL STEP 10 001 1.725 0 . 030 000000 
 CMD REG LOAD 000 1.400 0 . 030 000000 
 GND PL STEP IO 001 1. 125 0 . 030 000000 
 
 
0 CVR/S STA 
GND PL STEP ID 
003 
001 
0 . 936 
0 . 835 
0 . 030 





CCGE/D RANGE ID 




0 . 624 
0 . 030 
0 . 030 
000000 
000000 
 ~ODE REG STA 000 0 . 569 0 . 030 000000 
 GND PL STEP ID 001 0.495 0 . 030 000000 
 CMO REG LOAD 000 0.431 0 . 030 000000 
 GND PL STEP TO 001 0 . 367 0 . 030 000000 
 MODE REG STA 000 0.312 0 . 030 000000 
 GNO PL STEP IO 001 0 . 275 0 . 030 000000 
 CMD REG LOAD 000 0.220 0 . 030 000000 
 GNO PL STEP ID 001 0 . 174 o. 030 000000 
 MODE REG STA 000 0 . 147 0 . 030 000000 
 GND PL STFP ID 001 0 . 119 0 . 030 000000 
 CMO REG LOAD 000 0 . 101 0.030 000000 
 GND PL STEP ro 001 0 . 092 0 . 030 000000 
 MODE REG STA 000 0 . 083 0 . 030 000000 
S S IDE CAL RT 1 IO M 28 . 241$ 0.030S oooooos 
 SIDE CAL RT 2 ID 2 25 . 448 0 . 030 000000 
 SIDE CAL RT "3 ID 3 23.586 0 . 030 000000 
 SIDE CAL RT 4 lD 4 20 . 793 0 . 030 000000 
 SIDE CAL RT 1 to l 18.931 0 . 030 000000 
 CMO REG LOAD 000 2 5 . 448 0 . 030 000000 
 SIDE CAL RT 3 ID 3 2 5. 448 0 . 030 000000 
 S IDE CAL RT 4 ID 4 2 5 . 448 0 . 030 000000 
 GND PL STEP ID 002 28 . 241 13 . 580 000000 
 CMO REG LOAD 000 25 . 448 13 . 580 000000 
 
 
GND Pl STEP (0 
MODE REG STA 
002 
000 
23 . 586 
20 . 793 




 GNO PL STEP ID 002 18.931 13 . 58 0 000000 
 CMD REG LOAD 000 16 . 700 13. 580 000000 















































'l'be Suprathe~ Ion Detector Exper1~~~eot (SIDE) will provide data pertaioin& to the density a.od the 
ionization ot the lunar atmosphere as 1t exists near the lunar surface . SIDE measuremen'ts include 
ion counts e.s well as meaaureruent of the velocity and the energy associated with ~he detected particles. 
The Cold Cathode Gage Experiment (CCCE) vill determine the neutre.l particle density at the lunar 
surface and any variation• In that density associated with solar activity. Specifically, the CCCE 
vill meuure the density an4 teozperatura or the lunar eovironaent, froo:l which pressure is derived. 
'l'be lov-energy particle oensor used in the SIDE has a velocity filter composed or crossed electric 
and magnetic fields followed by a low-energy curved plate analy~er. The velocity filter pe.sses ions 
wi th proper velocities, and the lov- energy curved plate analyzer pnsses ion• vith the pr oper energy. 
The particles that pass through the curved plate ana!yzer are detected and co11nted. The velocity 
filter Ulects ions With Velocit ies ranatng fran b X 10
4 
tO 9.35 X 106 em/sec. The 1.,...-energy CllTVed 
plate analyzer covers an energy ranae or 0. 2 to 48.6 eV per unit charge. The inatrWient aJ.oo contains 
a high-eoergy curved plate analyzer vithout a velocity filter that detects and counts solar vind 
particles in the range fr0111 10 to 3500 eV per unit charge. 
In order to overcome electric fields that may be present at the llll'lar surface, the instrument reeta 
on a srou.nd plane. This srou.nd plane consists of a vire mesh vhich is spread out on the lunar lllrface 
by the crev~~&n. A paver S!lpply in the inotrument applies voltqe between the instr1111ent electronics 
a.od the ground plane to overc011e any electric field effecto betveen the SIDE and the lunar surface. 
Th~ velocity filter, lov-energy curved plate analyzer, high-energy curved plate analyzer, and ground 
p lane voltages are controlled in steps by the SIDE timing and eide frame counter circuits to allov 
meuurements of particle velocity and energy within the given ranges. Relative values of these functions 
Vi tb reapect to SIDE frUie number are shovn in Figures lo-2 and lQ-5. 
The CCCE consists of a Cold Cathode Ion C&&e (CCIC) and ita auociated electronics. These are .011ntecl 
in the sue package as the Suprathenaal Ion Detector Experiment during the flight to the 1000n. When 
the crewan deploys the package, he remove a the CCIC e>nd places 1 t a f ew feet away from the SIDE. An 
electrical cable connects the CCIG to the SI.DE. The ion gage produces an electrical c11rrent that 
io proportional to a prosoure range of lo-6 to 10-12 torr. This current ts amplified and read out aa 
tho exper1Rnt scientific data. 
Upon deployment by the crev, the SIDE il to be leveled within ~5 degrees. llo COBI&nd capability 
exiets in tbe SIDE to cCliCID&nd leveling. 
Tbe SIDE heater actll&ti on temperature 1& 0 t 8° C. 
lQ-1 
TABLE 10-I .- SIDE/CCGE PRESm' COIIDITIOIIS 
Activation vill cause the folloving t'UDctiona to be preset: 
Velocity Filter Voltage to Oft 
HECPA High Voltage to OJI 
LECPA High Voltage to Oll 
Chllllnel tron High Voltage to ON 
CCIG High Voltage to Oli 
Resets al.l COillllland Flip-Flops 
Resets SIDE Fr""'e Counter 
Resets Velocity Filter Counter 
Resets HECPA Counter 
Resets LECPA Counter 
Resets Ground Plane Counter, 
Step Programer ON 
Causes Normal Mode (128 SIDE Frames cycle) 
to be outputted, XlO Accumulation OFF 
NOTE 
"Preset" is detined as logic 
condition due to the activatiOn 
(OPERATE SELECT) of the SIDE/CCCE. 







Vol t!!!!e ! volts) 
0 0 0 
l 1 +0.6 
2 2 +1.2 
3 3 +1.8 
4 +2 ... 
5 5 +3.6 
6 6 +5 ... 
7 7 •7.8 
8 6 +10. 2 
9 9 +16.2 
10 10 +1<!.8 
11 11 +27 .6 
12 16 0 
13 17 -0.6 
11. 18 -1.2 
15 19 -1.8 
16 20 -2.~ 
17 21 -3.6 
18 22 
19 23 • (.8 
20 24 -10.2 
21 25 -16.2 
22 26 -19.8 
23 27 -27.6 
0 0 0 















DI2 (+5 V AIIALOG) 0 32 61o 96 
Dl7 (+~.5 KV) 8 40,72 104 
Dil3 (+6o V) 16 48 80,112 
DI14 (+30 V) 17 49 81,113 
DI15 ( +5 V DIGITAL) 18 50 82,114 
Dll6 (ClliD) 19 51 83,115 
Dll7 (-5 1') 20 52 8~.116 
Oll8 (-30 V) 21 53 85,117 
0120 ( - 3 . 5 KV) 23 55 87,119 
0121 (+1 V CAL) 27 59 91 
Dl22 ( +30 MV CAL) 25 57 69 
0123 ( +A/0 RET) 26 58 90 
OI25 ( -A/D REF) 30 62 oL 
0126 (-l V CAL) 37 101 
0127 ( -12 V CAL) 39 103 
DI28 (+12 V CAL) 26 60 92 
DI30 ( -30 MV CAL) L6 110 
TEMPERATIJRES 
DI4 (1-CCIO) 2 34 66 98 
DI5 (2-200 BLIVET) 4 36 68 100 
Dlh ( 3-500 BLIVET) 6 38 70 102 
DI9 ( ~-100 BLIVET) 11 43,75 107 
DUO (5-300 BLIVET) 12 44,76 loB 
DI19 ( 6-BoO BLIVET) 22 54 86 , 118 
DATA & MISC 
DF29 (0/T CM!> LOAJ>) 33.35 97,99 
DI3 (CCOE SCIE!ICE DATA) 1,3,5,7 ,9 41,73 105,121-127 
DI8 ( CCOE RANCE) 10 24 42,56 ,7L 88,100,120 
Dill (GilD PLANE VOLTS J l3 ,15 ,29 ,31 45 ,47 ,61,63,69 .77 ;19 93 .95 ,109 ,lll 
OI12 (SOLAR CELL OUTP11I') ~~ 78 
DI24 (DUST CVR/SEAL) 67.71 
DI29 (PRE/REG PCT) 65 
TABLE 10-!11,- SIDE WORD TIIO TELEMETRY 
NOTE 
SIDB tum-on v111 initialize all col!:I!Wid registers to their 
pr .. et state. TM parameters DP-29 (SIDE 0/T CMD LOAD), 
DI-24 (SIDE/A CVR/5 STA) , and DI-66 (SIOE/D CVR/5 STA) vill 
indicate PRESET. The first transmission of any command 
sequ..ence containing eomz•encb 105 and 110, after turn-on, 
vUl cause DP-29, DI-24, and OI-66 to indicate that the 
oeal bas been broken. The first transmission of any cOOlll&nd 
oequence containing commands 107 8Jid 110, after turn-on, 
will cause DF-29, DI-2h, DI-66 to indic&te that the dust 
cover has been removed. Seal break eircu1 t activation 
causes no additional pover demand. Howevert the dust. 
c:over circuit a.etlvation will cause an increase in power 
d"lland of 6 vatts. The Sire operational heater povcr is 
interrupted during tne dust cover circuit activation time 
(approximately 2 . 5 seconds) to prevent SIDE el rcui t breaker 
CB-08 from actuating. Further transm1aslon or COMJliMd 
sequences containing comm&nds 105 and 107 vlll have no 
ettect on the •~al break c1rc:u1 t, dust cover re.oval. cir-
c:uit, or TM paraaeters DF-29, 01-2~ , and DI-66. (Refer to 
















15.95 watts (550 mAde) 
CB-09 range(l4.5 watts +10':/o) 2 
2 . 5 2 . 5 
sees sees 
13.05 watts (450 mAde) 
Maximum instantaneous 
Long term average 
Night profile (operational htr on below 0° C) Minimum instantaneous 
Maximum instantaneous 
Long term average 
Day profile (operational htr off above oo C) Minimum instantaneous 
Dust cover removal is a one time irreversible event. 
4 
However, SIDE turnon conditions the dust cover circuit such that any S 10 E command containing o eta I 
Day stby 107 and 110 (refer to note, page 10-3) sent after above oo C SIDE turnon will cause a 6 watt power demand. The 
Operational heater interrupt relay remo~s heater power to prevent 
2 
possible circuit breaker operation 
0 

















































2 .0 watts 




































1-f. l+l ONE Mn~MAI SIDE CYCLE 






~n~~~~:p~cl!na:e~\~~;~ to OV thru 27 
Ff 
h-
Figure 10-2. Programed sensor voltage variations Cnonnal cycle). 
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1-69 .22 .18 
-
Zero to -27.6 volts next 12 cycles 
Figure 10-3.- Programed sensor voltage variations <reset at 10). 
c 
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2 watl stby htr 
junction of 20 0, 
300 , 400, 500 
Stby/oper htr 
c~.1ter 300 
-90° to +125° C 
\See TM list / 
Left side 
center of 200 
Heater 
tlier111ostat 

















Temp 4 01-9 





Bl ivet 100 Logic t imi ng, command system, strobe gates, SIDE frame counter, accumulators 
Blivet 200 A/0 converters, ALSEP/SIDE interface netwOf'kS, logic liming, subcomrnutators, 
CCGE cal command generator, dust cover removal circuit, cal dividers 
Blivet 300 Step voltage counters and generatot"s, cal pulse generator 
Blivets 400/ Low voltage power supply 
500 
Blivet 600 Cal shapers, deadtime circuits, log count 
rate meters, -3 .5 kV regulator 
Blivet 700 
Temp 6 01-19 Blivet 800 
- 3.5 kV converter and multiplier, 4.5 kV multiplier and output divider 
Electrometer for CCGE 
Blivet 900 4.5 kV regulator and converter, electrometer range relay drivers and power supply, 
CCGE seal break circuit 
Figure 10-6 . - SIDE temp sensors, heater , and thermostat locations . 
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AL 01 LP XY Gain {db) -30 
AL 02 LP z Gain (db) - 30 
AL 04 SP z Gain {db) - 30 
AL 03 LVL Direction POS 
LVL Speed LOW 
AL 05 LVL Mode AUTO 
Coarse Sensor OUT 
AL 06 Therm. Ctl . Mode AUTO 
AL Control Status ON 
AL 07 Calibr. Status: 
LP OFF 
SP OFF 
AL 08 Uncage Status CAGED 
Acrrospilce 
Syst em s D Evi::ion 
PSE 
INITIAL OPERATING STATUS 
OF 
PSE & CPLEE 
ALSEP 4 
CPLEE 
Before dust cover removed: 
- Detectors 1 through 6, Analyzers A & B, @ -Ov: 
count = 4 12, 000 
-All other Detector/Analyzer/Voltage combinations : 
count = 0 to 2000 
After dust cover removed: 
- Dete ctors 1 through 6/ Analyzers A & B/ - Ov: 
count = 412, 000 
- All other Detector I Analyzer /Voltage combinations: 
count = 0 to 20, 000 
AC-1 Random 
AC-2 2, 800 v 
AC-3 2, 800 v 





EX4600 A DATA RT NBR ALSEP 4 
ANALYZER A -~ 'L_~c 1.~.2_~ 
GMT 035/ 18 / 13749 ------------- 1\NA'-'/~E:l: A .A .. ~~- ------i 
At>.JA\.""f ;;._~d .A-t' 
DET 1 DET 2 OET 3 OET 4 OE T 5 ott·!..14-6 ------1 
- +35lltf 80 16 lb 88 58 
+350 - 8 24 4 liL -- 24 
+35 76 94 gz-12 50 
... 
-3500 ~ 146 10 138 164 '2'48 --
-350 ~8 148 32 1 8 20 84 
- -35 34 42 4 f2- 00 112 c.o~~'TA.J1" C.OU"-H· 4 \ '2. • 000 ±. \0% \0'-0 b) S dA~ 2Ate. 
-0 5 ) 765 430273 442663 3971_89 20975 41'2355 
---""t>:....-EL...!T..___, l - & 'SAME C..OUt.JT" \0 G:C b/$ d~T~ 12Ar£ __ 
Gf'T 035/ 18/14/08 ~!:;'T \-4 ~~c.. c::,u..!to.JT t s~ bJ~ d~A fi~!~ 
ce;1 5 - {D SA M'E C..OV tJ1' 
+3500 22 82 24 2 2 ~788 
+350 40 32 8 72 w 62 
--~35 68 5Z 5 50 30 618 
+0 ---:7f:2 12 6 Ita 26 38 
-3500 150 58 24 86 -s1>6 159 
-35'tl 98 I7;Z 50 1/Z - T9U 46 J -3--s lf 14 40 200 
-o 460359- 44549 7 423101 4'34"4'53 ~84355 4U360T 
---~~~----~~4~Jt!~~A~ C:~fJ;J:C.~L 
DEF PIS VOLTS CHAN/1 VOLTS CHAN/2 VOLTS 
PtM C:OOIV't AtiiJAl:.'l ~~ A~t. ~-l....o--A-----' 
022 2713.3 01 2622.2* 01 
PIG£. 1~ -'P~'lD.t.l 
------------~C~A~L--ouiVL C. AJ.. <:r \.Ai.\ft 
-
CPLEE 1 S lTE CYI 
ANALYZER B ------------------------------------
O"Eil DEl 2 DET 3 OET 4 DET 5 DET 6 
lilt 8 12 92 l>88 
1.1. Sf.C. 
6"8 74 8 77t 812 
90 452 
. Z4 4 124 4"6 130 285 
~ 
11 92 42 54 140 53 
44 IO 14 18 98 14 
431807 44338 5 407t0Ul 398509 405117 
52 --ItO 
10 o6 10 76 
--8 28 28 22 218 
6() 
112 140 24 132 122 19 
48 ltlt 64 212 
422717 428T21 413883 424705 433605 
--




PHYS/AN OEG C OEF P/S OEG C 
AIJ/¢!1 i:et. A SW:t:'tC.WAb:i--Pfs{~PtetC;to2;,__.f>¥/•s+) ---
-39.18* -39.18* 
-n.4e.IZJJ\ A C: :S:tiJ+!i\ZiiJ A ... 3.0 'J 
--~p~ r- ~==~~s~~~M~~~----
No~nJAl t:1 ~X-L~J Io~~f!.nc..~:t 3 7 7 8 9 
.;sod~~ 4$0 (. ciA'-1 
EX5100 A -








NBR ALSEP 4 
OET- 5 -----oe-r 6 
+35 74 8 26 6 78 38 
+0 2 8 36 38 26 86 
--3500 -- ~48 250 76 116 350 182 
-350 7tB 32 66 148 136 185 
-35 6 7+0 70 
-0 388787 397205 423271 3941:43"" 42457<1 381987 
+3500 8 40 6 6 a-o - 26 24 
- +350 - lt 6lt 6 - 96 9 
GMT 035/17/45/ 22 











2 100 128 6 92 83" 
-35" -sa- 88 47+ 61J 50 2 
0 41565 I 7+48695 458561 383299 428 8 77 409969 
+~501) 74 











AC-1 AC 2 
DEF PIS VOLTS CHAN/1 VOLTS 
---r~-~------~ 
CHAN/2 VOLTS 
220 2507 . 9* 05 2480 . 6* 05 
- ---__________ 
CPLEE 2 Sl TE GWM 
ANALYZER B 
DET 1 DET 2 DET 3 DET 4 DET 5 DET 6 
52 18 Io 4 8 112 
22 44 50 26 10 20 
168 190 174 60 400 31 
182 16 186 130 26 210 
22 58 76 18 56 236 
446191 416685 397609 436559 401313 432275 
46 74 26 40 80 254 
18 20 32 52 70 
24 20 74 32 38 656 
12 34 42 28 46 46 
62 92 102 4 238 137 
46 196 42 56 150 201 
18 38 4 10 4 150 
383375 393379 406373 421985 409783 419573 
0 10 28 2 18 1862 




PHYS/AN DEG C 
2.98 -39.18* 
AC 6 
















c:.\.l~t.\.:ra.o~ ~% '10\..-r ~ 
fH•'I ~~a:-a,_ l C..o'E~ TO SEPT 68 5178.14.1 
~A'-'·f~·ER. S. 
C,"A...:)t..)\!:\...T2.o._) \4 ~ 'VO'--t" po....:>~ 
~P'-'1 ~..__bEra.. '2 ~\!.~ -t-C 
A...J.AL'f ~t;{L A .. 
. 








G;, t:.u:.c. +{0.) MOL 'T :.t.f> ~ x..e; 1'2. S :I:.~ ~-...JE\2:. 'I 
c:.\4A~.._,e;;.L."'t"~,..,) A~A L'-1-:{~V-
Ac:.-;-s AS .A 
~I,.)"" ""' ~ 
C:.\4~oJ~!: L 
b~T~ po'S'S~~ 
A~ t-j t.C.~+~" E.. 
f>ArZ...,.Z.<..\..e ~ 
tolOV 67 5178.14.2 




INSIDE COATING FOR 
SECONDARY ElECTRON 
EMISSION 
1 mm INSIDE IcY 
-UNIFORM 
OUTPUT 
TO 106/SEC Jo42. .... 3.6 
PROTONS, ELECTRONS, X-RAYS & UV 
<THEREFORE, SORT BEFORE ENTRANCE) 
NOV 67 5178.14.3 
CHANNELTRON® ELECTRON· MULTIPLIERS 
' 
1 / I ,,~ I • 
~ I ' ' " . f- • ·I' 
I 




PIS r:::a ~ 
c::. 'fi;, c;J TO LOGIC 
/OPER PWR 0 . CIRCUITS 
COMMANDS MULTIPLEXER r 'l 
~\..~&? DSS 
EVEN FRAME I I t i ' i 19-81 T I 19-BIT 19-BIT 19-BIT 20-BIT 20-BIT 1- CNTR CNTR CNTR CNTR CNTR CNTR - . OE'f ~ Cf.T 2. Oe-T .= cr.,. '4 t>e., s C>~ G:, PROGRAMMER 
IDl t J J 
20-BIT I 20-BIT 20-BIT 20-BIT 20-BJT 20-BIT 
REG REG REG REG REG REG 
DEMANDPU~~  
SHIFT PULSES • I GATE 
SERIAL DATA (OIGITAU I 
ANALOG DATA 16 LINESI .APR 69 5178.14.4 
CPLEE FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAMy_dy 
r--_-1-_--, "'~ Jlr.!~+---, -·- .= 

CPLEE COMMANDS 
OCTAL COMMAND NUMBERS 
lll CPE OPR HlR ON 
THIS COMMAND BYPASSES THE THERMOSTAT IN THE CPL££ AND TURNS 
THE OPERATIONAL HEATER ON. TO RESTORE AUTOMATIC THERMAL CONTROl 
THE EXPERIMENT POWER MUST BE COMMANDED TO STBY AND BACK TO OPER. 
THIS COMMAND HAS NO CONTROL OVER SURVIVALISTBYI HEATERS. 
112 CPE OPR HTR Off 
THIS COMMAND BYPASSES THE THERMOSTAT IN THE CPLEE AND TURNS 
THE OPERATIONAL HEATER OFF, AND IS ALSO USED TO TURN OFF THE OPER· 
ATIONAL HEATER AFTER IT HAS BEEN TURNED ON BY COMMAND lll. SEE 
l..,:'i~{Ot~MAND lll FOR RESTORATION OF AUTOMATIC THERMAL CONTROL THIS 
COMMAND HAS NO CONTROL OVER SURVIVAL HEATERS. (OPERATIONAL 
HEATER ON/OFF V lA lll & 112 CAN BE RECYCLED INOEFINITEL Y.l 
ll3 CPE CVR GO 
THIS COMMAND ACTUATES THE GUILLOTiht DEVICEFOR REMOVING THE 
CPLEE DUST COVER. 
114 CPE DEF SEQ ON 
THIS COMMAND STARTS THE AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE OF VOLTAG£S TO THE 
CPL££ DEFLECTION PLATES WHU.£VER IT HAS BEIN STOPPED IBY COMMAND lln. 
INITIAL TURN-ON OF THE EXPERIMENT IS IN M AUTOMATIC SEOUENCE MODE. 
115 CPE DEF STEP 
THIS CoMMAND ADVANCES THE VOLTAG£ ON THE CPLEE DEFLECTION PLATES 
Oht STEP EACH TIME IT IS USED, IN THE STANDARD SEQUENCE, WHEN THESE-
QUENCE HAS BEEN STOPPED. If AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE IS ON, THIS COMMAND 
HAS NO EFFtCT. 
117 CPE OEf SEQ OFF 
THIS COMMAND INTERRUPTS Tl£ AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE Of VOLTAGES TO 
THE CPLEE DEFLECTION PLATES. THE VOLTAGE THEN REMAINS CONSTANT UNTIL 
ADVANCED BY COMMAND 115. IT IS RESTORED TO AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE BY COM· 
MAND 114 OR BY CYCLING CPLH TO STBY AND BACK TO OPER. 
120 CPE CHAN/HI SEL 
THIS COMMAND INCREASES THE VOLTAGE ACROSS M CHANNELTRON ® 
ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS IN BOTH PHYSICAL ANALYZ.ERS lA & Bl TO THE HIGHER 
VALUE,"' 3200 VOLTS, IF IT IS AT THE LOWER SffiiNG,"' 2800 VOLTS 
14• 400 VOLTS!. IF THIS COMMAND IS SENTTWICE, WITHOUT COMMAND 
121 BETWEEN. THE SECOND COMMAND HAS NO EFFECT 
121 CPE CHANILO SEL 
THIS COMMAND DECREASES THE VOLTAGE ACROSS THE CHANNELTRON ® 
ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS IN BOTH PHYSICAL ANALYZERS lA & Bl TO THE lOWER 
VALUE, :::21m VOLTS, IF IT IS AT THE HIGHER Sffi lNG, "'3200 VOLTS 
14• 400 VOLTS!. IF THIS COf/H.AND IS SENT TWICE, WITHOUT COMMAND 120 
BETWEEN, THE SECOND COMMAND HAS NO EFFECT. 
SEPT 68 S 178. U.l5 
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APR 69 5178.1-4.5 
CPLEE THERMAL. CONTROL 

ALSEP 
FRAME 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 





• CPLEE MAY START 
ANYWHERE 
• DATA ~ CNTS/SEC 
READOUTOFA DURING BMEAS, ETC. 




J...-----19. 3 SEC (NORMAL)----~ 
HOY 68 5178.14.6 
CPLEE TIMING SEQUENCE . 
CJ 
DEFLECTION 







VOLTS 4 5 
. 04 . 1 1.0 10 100 
PART I CL.E ENERGY (KEV) 
CPLEE ENERGY RANGES 
u 
UILLOTINE 
CPLEE PERFORMANCE CHECKS 
TECHNIQUE 
BETA SOURCE 












0 TO 2000 




B IT OF REG I STER) 
G





SEPT 68 5178.14. 12 
CPLEE ALIGNMENT MARKINGS 
u 
Awt.\..'f¢~ A a 1. 
At.>A\.'fiGt 8.: 0 
ALSEP 
~ 0 '-1'~£ '-E."!; \..'S 
!Soc "10\.. 'T s = 1 :1. 
3~ "O'-'TS= ~ 
as "o"-'TS • o1. 






CP£ DET SCI DATA 
CPE CAL S IG 
CPE PHYS/AN I D 
CPE POLARITY I D 
CPE DEF LVLI 0 
NOV 67 5178. 14. 13 
. r--.. 
CPLEE DIGITAL. DATA FORMAT 
. . 
CPLEE ANALOG DATA 
SAMPLED ONCE PER 54-SEC 
ALSEP SEQUENCE (ALSEP WORD 33) 
AC- 01 CPE DEF P/S VOLTS 
AC- 02 CPE CHAN/1 VOLTS 
AC- 03 CPE CHAN/2 VOLTS 
AC - 04 CPE CONV VOLTS 
AC- 05 CPE PHYS/AN DEG C 
AC - ·06 CPE OEF PIS OEG C 
NOTE: AC - 05 IS TEMPERATURE OF PHYSICAL ANALYZER A 







CHAROED PARTICLE LUNAR E!IVIRO!IMENT EXPERIMENT (S- 036) 
AJ.~>'P 
PCN-1 
11. 1 SYS'I'EM DESCRIPI'IOII 
11.1.1 
11. 1.2 
11 . 1.3 
Exper!Aent ObJectives 
The charged partie!" lunar environ:~~ent experiment (CPLEE) 11eaaures the en~rgy distribution, ti11e variations, 
and direction ot proton and electron fluxes at the lunar ourface. The results or these 111easurements v i11 
provide information on a variety of particle phenomena. 
Method or Operation 
To atudy these pbenCIIlena, the CPLtt meaauree the energy ot' protons and electrons separately, and aeasure-s 
each in 18 different energy intervals. The CPLEE 1a capable of Oleasuring particles vitb energies ranging 
trao 40 ev to approximately 70 kev with flux levels of about 105 to 1010 particles per square centin~eter/ 
second/steradian. The CPLEE measure• particles and , therefore, characteristics of the folloving solar 
radiation phenomena: 
A. Solar vind electrons and protons (50 ev to 5 kev) 
B. Tberm&lized solar v .nd electrons and protons (50 ev to 10 kev) 
c. Magnetospheric tail particles (50 ev to 70 kev) 
0. Low-energy solar coamlc rays (10 ev to 70 kev). 
Major Components 
The basic instruc;ent of the CPLJ!.E used to perform these ecaaurements eonsiou of two detector packages 
(analy•ers) oriented in dirterent direction• ror 11ini11UD exposure to ~he ecliptic path of ~be sun. Each 
d!tector package bas aix particle detectors. Five of these detectors provide information about particle 
energy distribution, vhile the sixth detector provides high sensitivity at low particle fluxes. Particles 
entering the detector package are deflected by an electrical fidd into one of the six detectore, 
depending on the energy and polarity of the particles. The CPLEE also Include• electronics for recording 
the particle counts and providing data to the data subsyot.,.. 
11-1 
r-l 
FCD 5-69.23 .11A 
NASA-S-69-4 701 CFIG) 


























>-18° c <-18° c 
1 
053 












CPE stby htr's are thennostatically controlled -18• C ± 10• C 
At turnon CPE opr htr's are preset to thennostat control mode. 
oo c ± 10° c 
~CPE opr htr's can be gmd cvuomanded to a forced thermal 
corbol mode. 
To return CPE to the auto thermal control mode, it is 
necessary to Interrupt the 29V power. This is done by 








Thennal control Thennal cont~rol 
forced mode forced mode 
111 112 053 052 
CPE opr CPE opr Exp 4 stby Exp 4 opr 












ll. 2. 5 
11.2.6 
ALSEP 4 
CPLEE FUNCTIOIIAL DESCRIPTION 
MaJor Put~e:tions 
The CPLEE has aix II&Jor functions: 
A. Ch&rged particle detection 
B. Particle discrimination and progrllllling 
c. Data handling 
D. Pover supply 
E. Self-test 
F. Environmental control. 
MeaaurHu!nt Functions 
The polarity and energy content of charged particles are ...,asured io a procrued sequ~nc:e. These data 
are reported to dat& handling vhi.c:h converts them in a progr..,ed sequence to digital format cODpatible 
with the ALSEP telemetry frame. These digital datil are stored until requeated by the data subsystem for 
dovnlink transminion to earth. 
Povn Supply 
The power supply provides high voltage to the deflection platea in the senoing function ao progran:ed 
high voltage to the tvelve detectora in both physical analyzers, and low voltage to 1111 the CPLEE electronic 
c!rcuita. 
Calibration 
The CPLEE contains two provlslone to self-test its own operation: 
A. Beta radiation source for end-to-end testing before dust cover removnl 
B. Test oscillator for checking upl!fiers and data processing electronics. 
Environmental Control 
Environmental control features include a dust cover, dust cover removal, and thermal control. 
Coaaand Function 
Bea!des operational pover co ... anda (on-off-standby) the CPLEE responds to eight functional ground 
commands. Only one or these is absolutely neceeaary to ita operation. This command is Dust Cover 
Removnl. The other commands serve to increase the versat.ili ty of the unit. See Section 5 for an 
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LASER RANGING RETRO-REFLECTOR EXPERIMEN'l' ( S- 071.1) 
ALSEP 
PCN- J 
12 . l StSTEM DESCRIPTION 
12. 2 
12. 2 . 1 
The Laser Ranging Retro-Reflector Experiment (LRRR) will reflect laser radiation tncident upon H on a path 
nearly parallel to the incident beaJII. It will serve as a fiducial point on the surface of the moon to 
pern:d.t precise measurement by laser ranging of the distance from one or more sites on earth. Data obtained 
from this experiment will be utilized to expand knowledge in the following scientific areas : 
A. The moon's size and orbit can be more accurately determined by making a comparison of measured range 
data over long time periods (up to 10 years) . 
B. Geophysical information vill be obte.ined by COJIIParing range data froro several earth-based laser sites. 
Variations in the geocentric latitudes of the lA.ser sites as well as their locations will be more 
accurately determined. 
C. Measurements of the longitude of the moon relative to the earth using the earth's rotation and one or 
mo):'e laser sites cotUd help determine the possi bi lit y of a slow, secular decrease in the gravit ational 
constant. 
The LRRR is a passive device requiring no electrical pCl'ler oource or telemetry capability. Reference 
Figure 12-l for the following discussion. 
LRRR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
Supoort Structure 
The support structure provides the structural base required fox- the LRRR to withstand the enviro111J)ents en-
countered in stor-age, transportation and handling, space flight, and lunar deployment . During operation on 
the moon, the support structure will provide continuing stl:'uctural support as veil as thermal iso1a.tion for 
the retro-retlector ax-r~ for a survival period of up to 10 years. 
The support structure includes the pallet, rear support, sun compass plate, and bubble level, all of which 
are used for orientation and leveling of the LRRR (see Figure 12- 2 for LRRR in deployed configuration) . 
12.2.1.1 Pallet.- The pallet provides tie points for securing the LRRR package to the IJ.I and on the moon provides 
thermal decoupling of the retro-retlector array from the lunar surface. White thermal coating on tbe 
pallet provides a low- temperature gradient between the retro-reflector array and the pallet . 
12 . 2 . 1 . 2 Sun compass plat e . - The sun compass plate has index marks that are used to indicate correct lateral 
positioning of the LRRR by t he shad011 cast by the gnomon. Alignment should be vithin ±2.5°. 
12.2 .1.3 Bubble level.- The bubble l evel indicat es out of level conditions to 5° and should be leveled to v1th1n 
2.5o. 
12 . 2 . 2 Retro-Retlector Array 
The retro-reflector array consists of a panel structure incorporating 100 retro-reflectors and an aim-angle 
handle as shown in Figure 12-l. 
The array is designed to survive long- term (up to 10 years) passive operation in the lunar environment . 
Thermal protection is provided by "hermal insulation fabricated of laminated, aluminized polyester covering 
the sides and bottom of the panel structure; by a highly reflecti ve, machined top surface of the panel 
structure; and by the reflective properties of t he retro-r•flector cavities. An aluminized mylar prot ective 
cover protects the array from dust during storage, transportation, and handling . 
The retro-refle ctors a.re ·rused sil ica optical corners . One hW'l.dred retro-reflectors are mounted in individual 
caVities in the panel structure. Each retro-reflector is ali gned in i ts cavity to vithin ±2° of an average 
orientation for all retro- reflectors. Thermal protection is provided the retro-re flee tor by characteristics 
i nherent in the design of the cavity end components ao shown in Figure 12-l. The use of teflon for t~e upper 
and lover mounting rings and adJusti ng the aluminum retaining ring to a predetermined pressure allows for 
variations in temperature over a range of 40 to 400° K. 
12- l 
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10 X 10 retro-retlector array 
(all 100 retro-reflectors not shown) 










• SECriOII 13 
L!JliAR PORTABLE MAGlfE'I'Q!:!B'l'ER (S-198) 
AUIEP ~ 
PCll-l 
13 .l SYSTEM DESCRIPri af 
13.2 
The Lunar Portable MQ8netometer (LPM) vill be uaed by the Apollo 14 crev to ~~~euure the vector lllQ8netic 
field at aeveral. pointe along a traverse. 
Pbysical.l,y the LPM consists of three orthogonal, single-axis, flux gate sensors 1110unted in a portable 
sensor bead, an electronics data display package, and a tripod. 
The electroaico data dioplay pack.age houses the batterieo and electronics neeeoeary for operations or 
the lll&gllet.-ter and three .eters, ooe ror each axis for dua readout. Tvo svitches are provided on the 
electrooics package, one for on-off of the inatnment, and one for high and lov 11eter rangeo of tlOO ga=a 
and ±50 g ........ 
The sensor bead vill be 1110unted on the tripod connected by a 50-foot cable to the electronics package . 
The t-ripod has a level bubble and a eun direction indicator to accomplish the leveling and orientation of 
the sensor bead. The LPM bas no ground e""""and ce.pab11i ty or tele~~~etry dovnlink. The data v1ll be read fr011t 
tbe three meters and transmitted by voice to MCC. 
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIOIIS 
A. Range (selected by a toggle svitcb) 
B. Resolution 
c. Readout 
D. Angular accuracy 
E. Weight (at l/6 g) 
F. Paver 
G. Mechanical configuration 
H. Operation 




3 11etero, in electronics paclca;;e, at the end or a 50-ft cable 
!3 degrees 
l. 2 lb (includes tripod) 
l vatt; battery operated vi th 4 hr minimum life at 100% 
duty cycle. 
1. Tripod vi th sensor (s&llle design as TV tripod) 
2. Electronics package. 
Single aetrons.ut, 10 minutes integrs.ted time 
-30 to +50° C. Passive thermal control keeps inetrwnent at 




















lSEE DETAIL A) 
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